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Abstract 

This dissertation reports my collation of the language learning narratives of international 
students taking dcgrcc programmes taught through English in the Netherlands. Narrative 
representations of the experiences of seven intcmationally-oricntcd students reveal 
Icamcr perspectives of language acquisition beyond the formal classroom. Nicanwhile, I 
have used personal narratives to represent my own interaction with participants and data, 
resulting in a portrayal of my growth from teacher into qualitative researcher. 

I record the learning cxpcricnccs of the participants through Language Learning Histories 
(Murphey, Chen & Chen: 2004), scmi-structurcd interviews and journal entries. This has 
enabled me to show how local participative practices have impacted upon language 
acquisition at different stages of the participants' educational lives. Narrative 
interpretations of the data provide a record of the identity work required for participants 
to achieve participation and ncgotiatc agency in their core learning community (ICF) and 
other communities. 

The narratives of these learners are grounded in notions of situated learning. I use 
Communities of Practice (Wenger 1998) as the main conceptual framework during this 
investigation, discussing language acquisition in terms of participation in communities 
through legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) and mutual engagement. However. I 
also draw on perspectives from within the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA). 
notably a heuristic understanding of Activity Theory (Lantolf & Pavlenko 2001; Ivani6 
2006). 

This research provides an example of how narrative interpretations of language Icaming 
experiences can provide an understanding of the impact of local educational practices on 
Icamcr participation in and across communities. I conclude that there is a need for greater 
transparency and awareness of the relationship between language learning, identity work 
and participation. This is of particular importance when practices occur beyond the 
classroom. Research through narrative inquiry provides an opportunity to incorporate the 
perspective of the learner in curriculum design and evaluation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This dissertation investigates the situated language learning experiences of international 

students at a Dutch university. At the time of the research (2004-2007), the participating 

students were following the international variant of a Coininunications bachelor degree 

programme, referred to by its local acronym ICF (International Cominunication 

Fulltitne). In this international stream, the entire programme is delivered in English. Sixty 

percent of students in the first cohort of ICF, which is the focus of this investigation. had 

Dutch as a first language. Many of these students had previous international experience, 

such as an international educational background or a gap year abroad before joining the 

ICF programme. The 'international' identity of these participants is discussed in more 
detail in 3.3.3. 

Ile participants in this research arc students who study through English within the 

setting of a Dutch institution, in a society in which Dutch is the dominant language. In 

my experience as an English teacher in this context, opportunities to use English with 

peers and others in the academic environment arc crucial to both the language 

development and the consequent social empowerment of such students. The research 

described in this dissertation has its roots in an incident involving an international student 

from China that occurred when I was teaching English for Business Studies at the same 

university in the Netherlands in the late 1990s. 

I had taught this student for six months as part of a preparatory course, and I had 

witnessed an improvement in her spoken and written English to the point that she gained 

admittance to the mainstream programme at the Business Studies department. About a 

month after she started at Business Studies, I was approached by the programme co- 

ordinator, who told me that the student had been excluded from her project group by her 

fc1low studcnts, which mcant that shc would bc unabic to gain sufficicnt study crcdits to 

pass the first ycar. Ilis would dclay hcr cvcntual graduation by at kast half a ycar. Onc 



of the main reasons cited by her peers when they excluded her was the poor level of her 

English. The coordinator asked me to discuss this matter with the student in question, on 
the basis of which she might be given 'a second chance'. The responsibility for solving 
the problem lay with the student and also, indirectly, with me. 

I knew that this situation could have serious consequences for the student. There were 
financial implications, including the payment of extra tuition fees, and it could mean her 

outstaying the terms of her visa. After a discussion with the student, I reported back to the 

coordinator that this was not a straightforward language issue, and that I felt that other 

social issues were at play. Yet I lacked a frame of reference from which I could make a 

thorough definition of the problem. 

After this matter had been resolved, I started talking to other students from China about 
the possible underlying issues. I recorded 'interviews' with two students (Xu Yandong, 

and Li Yonglei: July 2004) in the hope of building a clearer explanation for the 

coordinator. Although at the time I did not see this as 'research', it was the beginning of a 

quest for understanding on my part, which eventually led me to sign up to a doctoral 

programme, the product of which is this dissertation. In order to contextualize my 
involvement in the issues discussed in the following pages, the dissertation begins with a 

reflective narrative in which I situate myself at the start of the research process. In the 

course of this dissertation, I will present several other narrative reflections with the 
intention of highlighting my personal position in relation to the research. The following 

narrative provides a glimpse of the landscape from which the research data will emerge: 
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Prologue: The tcachcr who, wanted to know more 
In the beginning there it-as a teacher who assumed that, irlicti he was talking, his students 

would be absorbing everything he had to sqv. Ile hoped they is-ere pqving attention when 
he discussed thefiner paints of the present perfect tense. but he alst-qrs threw in a felt, 

jokes to keep their attention, and he it-as pleased that occasionally they would laugh. 

But as lime passed, he saw that the students who knew the present perfect tense svere not 

necessarily the students who it-ere the most effective communicators. Sometimes he would 

put the students into groups and ask them to work- together on a problem arid present the 

solutiom He noticed that students who hadn't seemed to understand the present perfect 

letue or the difference benvern the second and third conditional, and lvho oftell scored 

Ares in classroom tests, could oficti talk- and negotiate and persuade rather effectiveýv. 

So he began to spend more little in class oil such group exercises and less little oil the 

discussion of the present perfect continuous, and thejokes seemed unnecessary because 

the students it-ere laughing alreazýv, and he realized that there were more personalities ill 

the classroom than his. Yet still he worried that if he it-as not speaking, the students might 

not be leaming, or they might be thinking about things other than English. And, indeed, 

as he walked around the classrooin, he often heard students talking about other things, 

and sometimes the students would make jokes and laugh or lease each other. 

77jen he had an idea If he wasn't sure what the students were thinking about, or whether 

they it-ere leaming when they it-ere having their meetings and writing their group 

assigninents, perhaps he should ask thein. He got them to wfite down it-hat theyfelt they 

it-ere learning in the class and what they svere missing. Atfirst. the studentsfound this 

difficult. 77tey said they couldn't know what they didn't know, and sometimes he had the 

feeling that they wanted to please him ivith it-hat they wrote. So he asked thein to be more 

specific, to write about their strengths and weaknesses and to set themselves goalsfor 
leaming. He also decided only ever to give thein positive conunents and suggestions oil 

these pieces of writing, and this encouraged thein to it-rite more. 
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The students started comparing their work- with previous work- and suggesting language 

improvements themselves rather than waitingfor his comments. And as he read these 

refleclive texts, he began to notice how students were writing about things that were 

going on outside of the English classroom. They would write about presentations or 
discussions in other courses, and some would even make connections to activities outside 

of the university, to their international circles offriends or time they had spent in 

English-speaking countries. 

The teacher became fascinated that there were so many other things going on in their 

language lives that he did not know about. He wanted to know more, so gradually he 

began talking with the students about some of these other things and discussing how they 

might be relevantfor the development of their English. He also began to talk more in 

class about language in its wider context, and he encouraged the students to write more 

about their language backgrounds and their experiences with English outside the 

classroom. 

The more hefound out about how his students experienced English, the more confident 
hefelt in helping them. He discovered great varieties in their backgrounds and in their 

experiences with the language. He learned about their successes andfailures with the 

language. They trusted him with personal information, and hefelt privileged that they 

were willing to share this with him. In return, he began to talk more openly with the 

students about his own successes andfailures with Dutch and German. And they told him 

about their experiences with languages and dialects, and how they would switch codes at 

times in order to achieve what they wanted. 

He realised that he wanted to know more about what went on outside the classroom. So 

when he learned that the students were being trained in digital editing skills, he asked a 

student if he would like to make afilm about a day in his life. This student, Wang Qiming, 

produced a twenty minute video diary that aimed to capture the essence of his language 

experiences oil a typical day at the university... 
KH, Research Journal, June 2005 
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In the course of this dissertation, I aim to construct an understanding of situated language 

learning in the context portrayed above, in which international students take degree 

programmes taught through English in the Netherlands. 1"his understanding is developed 

through the collation of the cxpcricnccs of a number of students. whose cases portray 
learning processes and practices beyond the language classroom. My interpretations of 

these experiences. which arc grounded in theories of language socialization and situated 
learning, arc presented in narrative form. 11csc narrative interpretations arc compared to 

those produced by other researchers in similar contexts. I discuss the value of narrative 

analysis to language research in more dctail in 2.2. 

Chase describes how narrative researchers, "breaking from traditional social science 

practice ... arc likely to use the first person when presenting their work, thereby 

emphasizing their own narrative action" (Chase 2005: 657). In this spirit, this dissertation 

also records the process of learning through*which I have grown from teacher to 

researcher. It provides a record of my emerging identity as a researcher, both through its 

portrayal of my interaction with the participant students and in the context of my own 

situated language learning experience. I use the latter as a backdrop to the stories of the 

participants, positioning myself in relation to the context that I am researching and to the 

theories that I am applying to that context. This is my narrative response to a fundamental 

question facing all researchers in the age of relativism: 

"Now whal are sve going to do with us? " 

Smith and Deemer 2000: 878 

My reflections, initially recorded in my research journal and later embedded in the 

dissertation, allow me to address the question of the position of the researcher in the 

qualitative research process, which is fundamental to any person who sets out to 

understand the world around them through a process of structured social inquiry. I take as 

my starting point the position outlined by Smith and Deemer, who describe inquiry as a 

64social process in which we construct reality as we go along and a-, a social process in 

which we, at one and the same time, construct our criteria forjudging inquiries as we go 
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along" (Smith and Deemer 2000: 886). As a consequence of understanding research in 

this way, I recognize that (a) the researcher is a subjective agent in the research process, 

and that (b) the subjectivity of the researcher is not a threat to the quality of the research 
but a force in the construction of understandings that develop from that research. Smith 

and Deemer (ibid 884) stress that this involves viewing research as a process of 

constructing/making as opposed to discovering/finding. The construction of 
interpretations about others inevitably involves the construction of a researcher identity in 

relation to those others, and I aim to make this identity transparent throughout this text. 

In the course of this dissertation, I apply various lenses to the experiences that I portray. 
These are not mutually exclusive lenses, but different ways of viewing the same events. 
Depending on the lens, the researcher will construct a certain understanding of an event. 
One perspective is not intrinsically more or less valid than another; rather, they should be 

understood as relative to each other. However, whichever approach is taken to the 

research process, the researcher is responsible for demonstrating the quality of that 

approach. As Smith and Deemer observe, "relativism need not and must not be seen in 

terms of 'anything goes' (ibid 878; emphasis in original). 

Within the qualitative research paradigm, a variety of methods are possible for the 

collection and analysis of data; and for each chosen approach, a different set of criteria 

for quality may apply. Lincoln has argued that "the most pron-iising of these criteria are 

relational, and they effectively collapse the distinction between quality (rigor) and 

research ethics" (1995: 275). In this respect, Speedy's 'current thinking' on criteria to 

support readings of creative narrative research is a good example, focusing on factors 

such as transparency, trustworthiness, aesthetic merit, reflexivity and accountability 
(2008: 56). These criteria apply to the relationship between the researcher and the various 
individuals and communities that make up the public and private spheres with which the 

research is associated, including research participants and readers. Such criteria are 

closely related to the ethical issues that I address in the Preview (below). During this 

research, I have returned to various stakeholders to check whether my interpretations 

resonate with them, and to place their perspectives alongside mine. I see this as part of 
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the proccss by which I havc movcd from the rolc of novicc rcscarchcr to a position of 

grcatcr cxpcncncc. 

I feel that this dissertation provides a valuable record of my growth as a researcher. I 

likcn this process to that undergone by a painter, who in his early years paints within the 

structural confincs of his formal training but develops a style in later years that may be 

more challenging for himself and his audience, but which allows him to make more 

meaningful interpretations. In my case, this growth has taken place in the context of a 
doctoral programme in which various units have provided me with a platform to 
investigate the experience of language education from different perspectives. Units in the 

TESOL strand of the EdD programme at the University of Bristol have allowed me to 

discover ways of evaluating my own practices and those of my students, while units from 

within the narrative strand have encouraged me to apply a narrative brush to these 

experiences. 

I carry the painter metaphor into this dissertation by providing occasional images to 

illustrate the concepts that arc under discussion. The images I provide were set as the 

desktop background on my computer at various stages in the writing process. I would see 

these images at the start of each writing day, sometimes over a period of several months. 

I feel that in a subtle way these images have influenced the text. They have also helped 

me to illustrate how I situate myself in relation to the issues discussed in the dissertation. 

in keeping with this process, I conclude this opening section with a painting, the framing 

of which serves to emphasize that a creative process need not be a random one: 

Writing research is a strange process. Making the external internal, re-modelling 

it; then making the internal external in its revised shape. It is difficult tofrwne 

this process. There is a constant tension benveen structure and intuition. 

KH. Research JoumaL Th December 2007 
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Painting Number 201: V. Kandinsky 1914 

"Consider a Kandins4,. Utterlýv muddled, put aframe around it, voila - 
looks rather quaint above thefireplace. And so it is with the curriculum. 

Marisha Pessl: Special Topics in Calamity Physics, page 11: Penguin 
Viking 2006 
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Preview 

In this dissertation. the research process is divided into three parts, each of which 

represents a stage in an ongoing process of investigation and Icarning on my part. I'lic 

first stage, described as Part One (Chapter 2). took place between 2004 and 2006. The 

second stage, discussed in Part Two (Chapters 3 to 5), occurred in 2006. Ilic final 

procedures, carried out during 2007 and 2008, comprise Part Mirec (Chapters 6 and 7). 

In Part One, I use the cases of two students from China at a Dutch university to 

demonstrate how different theoretical perspectives can produce alternative interpretations 

of learning experiences. Lantolf and Pavicnko observe that "the observations we make... 

arc but implications of the particular terminology in terms of which the observations are 

made" (2001: 143). In this sense. Part One leads me away from theories of 

acculturization and towards the concept of Situated Ixarning, specifically Wenger's 

Communities of Practice (1998). In Part One, I also introduce 'narrative' as an analytical 

too] in making such interpretations. 

In Part Two, I record the language learning experiences of five international students at 

the same Dutch univcrsity. Gathering data from Language Leaming Histories (chapter 4) 

and interviews (chapter 5), 1 produce interpretive narratives through which I analyze the 

participants' experiences from a Communities of Practice perspective. Before doing this, 

I discuss Communities of Practice in relation to socio-cultural approaches to Second 

Language Acquisition (SLA) (chapter 3). Finally, I present conceptual maps (figures 5.1 

& 5.2), which help me to understand the relevance of inclusive and exclusive practices to 

the participative learning which provides a foundation for long-term Icaming strategies. 

In Part Three, I focus on the journal entries of three of the above participants as they 

experience language learning bc), ond the educational environment. This allows me to 

observe the impact of multiple environments on the situated learning of the participants. I 

conclude by presenting some key observations that have emerged from this research, and 

by briefly discussing lenses that might be used to produce further insights into this kind 

of learning experience in future research. 
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Ethics, voices and representation 
As this research involves rather intimate portrayals of the lived experiences of real 

students, it is important to introduce my approach to the issues of representation and 

ethics at this early stage. Formal guidelines and informal conventions have been 

developed by the research community, ain-dng to protect the rights and privacy of 

research participants. Guidelines are outlined locally at the University of Bristol, for 

instance in its checklist of ethical research issues' and nationally in the ESRC Research 

,2 Ethics Framework , which includes a Research Ethics Review Checklist (see also 
Appendix 1). 

The first question in the latter checklist draws my attention to the potential conflict of 
interests involved in carrying out research amongst one's own students. Although I was 

no longer teaching the participants at the start of this research, and by the second stage I 

had moved to another institution, this is no guarantee that participants will not identify 

with me as their 'teacher' or 'ex-teacher' as opposed to a 'researcher'. It is not so much a 

question of resolving this issue as making it transparent from the start. Geertz has used 
the metaphor of a parade to emphasise how relative positions change our understanding 

of events. "We know what we know because of how we are positioned. If we shift our 

position in the parade, our knowing shifts" (Clandinin and Connelly 2000: 17, citing 
Geertz). Presumably, in this case, how we know each other also shifts, and I have been 

conscious of the need to make the identities of 'researcher' and 'participant' explicit 
throughout the data gathering and checking procedures described below. 

While I have used informed consent forms during my data collection, as prescribed in the 

University of Bristol checklist (for example, see Appendix 2), 1 believe that this formal 

procedure is insufficient unless it is founded on the basic principle that the dignity of all 

parties should be protected. Etherington has argued that "working from ethical principles 

and guidelines, rather than a rulebook, leaves greater responsibility for negotiation" 

1 hitp: //www. bfistol. ac. uk/rcscarch/Support/govemance/ethics/ethics. html 
Past accessed 4th Apfil 2008) 

http: //www. csrc. ac. uk/F, SRCInfoCcntre/Images/ESRCýRe-Ethicsý-Frame-tcm6-11291. pdf 
(last accessed 4th Apfil 2008) 
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(2004: 82-83). Thc video diary produced by Wang Qiming (scc 2.5), referred to at the 

end of the Prologue, represents the most challenging cxample of the ethical dilemmas 

faced during this research. Having received pcrmission to film at the School of 
Communication, I asked all members of the ICF cohort for individual permission to fil m 

their educational environment, with the following cxplanation: 

Thefibn material will be issed to stimulate discussion in inten-ins's with other 

students and may also be shown in editedfonn in presentations of the research 
findings. As it is possible that you it-ill appear onfibn in this video dian'. ive 

would like to ask yourpennission to use the material. 
Nnnission Fonn. 23 March 2005 

This procedure was problematic because, although the students had given permission for 

Wang Qiming to film, none of us knew exactly what he would record or how such a film 

might represent individuals. Ile film inevitably included many images of students seen 

talking, smoking, swearing, presenting, cating apples in the corridor. Even after the 

images had been negotiated through the editing process (see Appendix 3), 1 felt 

uncomfortable about using the film in the way it was originally intended. The students 

are all recognizable, and they arc performing spontaneously in ways that they may feel 

uncomfortable with in years to come. I cannot protect their privacy without taking 

extreme measures such as disguising faces or voices. Thcrcforc, even though I received 

specific permission from the students in the project group meeting discussed in 2.5 to use 

that part of the film in public, I have protected their dignity by using neutral stills from 

the sequence to illustrate my representation of the editing process. 

Furthermore, the University of Bristol checklist warns researchers to consider the 

confidentiality of participants (Appendix I A). I have protected the identities of 

participants with pseudon)mis despite my original intention to use real first names. My 

concern was that a person's identity is so embedded in their name that a pseudonym 

might be considered a misrepresentation 3. I also recognized the tension between 

1 For an evocative icstiniony regarding the sensitivity of nanic-giving. see Slattery 1995: 261-263. 
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anonymity and ownership discussed by Speedy (2008: 55), which arises when presenting 

the contributions of research participants who may actually want to be publicly credited 
but who may be made vulnerable in the process. My personal resolution was to give 

participants the opportunity to provide their own pseudonyms: 

fiv-st wavýteo( to teLL do" that I aw. fýýe wEth b6ýq coLLO [yeaL vuavvtj bttt 

asvL aLso caLL me Ltonýe. 

Teonie', e-mail correspondence, 2 March 2008 

Meanwhile, to ensure that representations are acceptable to participants, checking 

procedures have been at the core of my approach. This includes: 

checking my early interpretations with my second supervisor and with the 

participants (see 2.5 and 4.2); 

providing participants with the transcripts of their interviews (see 3.3.3); 

checking the interpretive narratives with the participants (see 6.1). 

I believe that these procedures have helped me to pursue a constructivist approach, while 

maintaining an ethical responsibility towards the representation of a variety of voices in 

this dissertation. Like Clough, I am struggling to "explore ways of researching/writing 

which could do a rich justice at the same time to my 'subjects' as to myself as the 

organizing consciousness" (2002: 17, my emphasis). For instance, in terms of textual 

representation, I have used 1ý, radLeý Hcmd script for both the original voices of the 

participants and the co-constructed narrative voice, as in Leonie's correspondence above, 
distinguishing this from the acaden& commentary of the dissertation, which is in Times 

Roman. The participants' original words are placed in inverted commas, as in the 

following excerpt from my narrative interpretation of Simona's experiences. Where a 

section of the narrative can be directly sourced to data coded through the NVivo software 

package (see 4.2 and Appendix 12), 1 have made this reference in the original data in a 

right-hand margin: 
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lintaproation] 

sinto" is exýLi6t abm4t týe waU sýie Leams front the 

ýerfcrmav, ca of tkere YtLe wwdeLs. For ivstclywce, iv. tke CNN 

exampLe, ske ctlttrýbL4tes ker clbULtjj to ask ctuestims to ker 

tbservatým of tke tecllKLqL4es of CNN reýorters: 

ISimona's original words] 

*1 Oot cl Lot af ývsýtive feecibc1cle. 'How do ov coml "p Wi0i ALL 

0iose c(Lestýý? ' cislized mU cLa-"mate. I viever IZ"w I wAs Oood 

at Oicit. 'r, "t I Like to wcttcý CNN ML týe tinte a" I Wive rDLe 
mtdiLe.. ' 

Data source: 
Document Coding 

Report 

(p m passage reference 
to Initial coding) 

Role M(VJCIS. P4 

In such a text, analysis takes place through my depiction of the experiences of the 

participant. This means that my own voice as narrator and the voice of Simona as 

protagonist must achieve a certain symmetry in order to be credible to the reader. Yet 

within this hybrid text, our idcntities as researcher and participant do not completely 

merge, and it should be transparent to the reader where her voice starts and my voice 

stops. 
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Part One 

Stretching exercises 

"Unask the question. " 

Robcrt N1. Pirsig: 
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Nlaintcnance, page 288: Bantam 1975 

In a sense. this is exactly what we are doing its investigating a context 
inside-out. The question is an attempt to control the caperictice in tenns 

that ive already understand. Yet this kind of research attempts tofind new 

tenns to understand the experience. It is a process of demystificalion that 

we are undertaking... 
KII. Research Joumal, 9th Apfil 2005 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Introduction to Part One: Some Initial observalloits 
My airn in this chapter is to show how my ideas evolved during the first stage of tile 

research process by referring to passages from my research journal, which represents "a 

rigorous documentary tool" (Janesick 2000: 392). During this period, I positioned myself 

as a novice researcher at the second stagc of qualitative design decisions, doing tile 
background work referred to by Jancsick as stroching exercises: 

Stretching e-rercises allow prospeciive qualitative researchers to practice 
intemiews, obsen-ation. writing, reflection, and artistic skills, to refine their 

research instniments. which are the researchers themselves. 

Janesick (2000: 386) 

Ile initial stage of this research consisted of a casc-study, incorporating a video-diary 
produced by a student, Wang Qiming (see 2.5 and 2.6). In this chapter, I use this case- 
study alongside a second case, that of Wang Lin (see 2.3 and 2.6), to demonstrate the 
value of narrative analysis to language research. 

While working on these cases, I camic to understand that researchers engaging in 

narrative analysis anchor their interpretations, often implicitly, in philosophies or 
frameworks such as Feminism (Lykes 2001; Luttrell 2003) or Marxism (Williams 1984). 

These frameworks imply a certain understanding of the world, which informs their 

analysis. This underlines Ricssman's statement that "narratives do not speak for 

themselves or have unanalyzcd merit-, they require interpretation when used ai data in 

social research" (Ricssman 2004a: 706). 1 used this initial phase to allow a fmnicwork to 

emerge from the dominant themes that appeared from my initial case as well as from the 

literature discussing languagc and identity. Two areas of particular interest emerged: 

(i) Cross-cultural and intercultural frameworks on cultural adaptation and 
acculturation such as those mapped by 11ofstede (199 1) and Kim (2002). 
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(ii) Social constructivist theories of language learning and socialization related to 

discourse communities, exemplified by Duff (2002), Leki (2001) and Lave & 

Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998). 

I discuss these key areas in 2.4,2.5 and 2.6 below. For now, it is sufficient to note my 

rejection of an essentialist understanding of cultural adjustment as a suitable anchor for 

my research. In 2.6,1 explain my decision to focus on the concept of communities of 

practice (Wenger 1998) as a means of interpreting the narratives produced in my initial, 

cases. Drawing on Morita (2004) and Rea-Dickins et al (2007), 1 explain how this model 

offers a sound platform for the interpretation of the language-mediated social practices I 

have investigated. In 2.5 and 2.6,1 outline how communities of practice helped me to 

achieve a meaningful interpretation of the Wang Qinftg case. I then use communities of 

practice to re-interpret the Wang Lin case, which I had previously analyzed in cross- 

cultural terms. 

Such alternative interpretations are in keeping with a narrative approach in which 
"reality, 'what happened to me', is both constituted and contested because telling a 

particular story in a particular way unavoidably privileges certain interests (experience 

and meanings, realities and identities) over other ways" (Langellier 2001b: 154, emphasis 
in original). 'Communities of practice' has allowed me to produce an interpretation of the 

Wang Lin case which emphasizes the relationship between the student's socialization 
into the academic environment and her use of English. This relationship is central to the 

concept of language socialization, defined by Schicffelin & Ochs as "socialization 

through the use of language and socialization to use language" (Zuengler and Cole 2005: 

301, citing Schieffelin & Ochs). 

In the second stage of my research (chapters 3 to 6), 1 use a combination of language 

learning histories (Murphey, Chen and Chen 2004), interviews and journals to encourage 

students to construct a narrative record of such experiences with English alongside and 
beyond the formal language classroom. I consider whether these experiences can be 

understood in terms of mutual engagement (Wenger 1998: 73-78) or legitimate 
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(ii) Social constructivist theories of language Icaming and socialization related to 

discourse communities, exemplified by Duff (2002), Leki (2001) and Lave & 

Wcngcr (1991) and Wcngcr (1998). 

I discuss these key areas in 2.4,2.5 and 2.6 below. For now, it is sufficient to note my 

rcjection of an essentialist understanding of cultural adjustment as a suitable anchor for 

my research. In 2.6,1 explain my decision to focus on the concept of communities of 

practice (Wenger 1998) as a means of interpreting the narratives produced in my initial 

cases. Drawing on Morita (2004) and Rea-Dickins et al (2007), 1 explain how this model 

offers a sound platform for the interpretation of the language-mediated social practices I 

have investigated. In 2.5 and 2.6,1 outline how communities of practice helped me to 

achieve a meaningful interpretation of the Wang Qiming case. I then use communities of 

practice to re-interpret the Wang Lin case, which I had previously analyzed in cross- 

cultural terms. 

Such alternative interpretations arc in keeping with a narrative approach in which 
"reality, 'what happened to me', is both constituted and contested because telling a 

particular story in a particular way unavoidably privileges certain interests (experience 

and meanings, realities and identities) over other ways" (Langellier 2001b: 154, emphasis 
in original). 'Communities of practice' has allowed me to produce an interpretation of the 

Wang Lin case which emphasizes the relationship between the student's socialization 
into the academic environment and her use of English. This relationship is central to the 

concept of language socialization, defined by Schieffelin & Ochs as "socialization 

through the use of language and socialization to use language" (Zuengler and Cole 2005: 

301, citing Schieffelin & Ochs). 

In the second stage of my research (chapters 3 to 6), 1 use a combination of language 

Icarning histories (Murphey, Chen and Chen 2004), interviews and journals to encourage 

students to construct a narrative record of such experiences with English alongside and 

beyond the formal language classroom. I consider whether these experiences can be 

understood in terms of mutual engagement (Wenger 1998: 73-78) or legitimate 
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peripheral participation (%Vcngcr 1998: 101-102). Furthmnorc, I will consider the role 

of the language provider in encouraging or nurturing such extra- and quasi -curricular 

processes. raising the question whether language providers should play a more active role 

in facilitating this extended languagc-icaming process (see 6.4.7 & 6.5). 

This relation of research to practice is evidence of my dual role as researcher and 

educational practitioner, a theme that runs throughout this dissertation. I relied on the 

cooperation of former students for the production of data that have helped me to position 

my research. For instance, the scenes recorded in the video diary produced by Wang 

Qiming, already discussed from an ethical perspective in the introduction, involve many 

of his fellow students and one of my former colleagues (see also 2.5 & Appendix 3). In a 

narrative sense, as explained in 2.3, each of these cameos represents the 'performance' of 

an identity. My own 'performance' is as fundamental to the process of data collection and 

analysis as that of my participants, and for this reason I have chosen to represent myself 

as a subjective agent in the collation and interpretation of the data, most significantly 

portraying my identity through reflections like the Prologue above. 

While developing the Wang Qiming case, my research focus emerged through a complex 

web of influences, each of which added its own layer of subjcctivity. Mis was partially a 

result of the reading that was necessary in order to make interpretations regarding the 

case, and partly a consequence of interaction with my tutors at the Graduate School of 
Education, University of Bristol and other interested parties. In my journal, I observed: 

A complex web of narratives combine to produce a story - there is a role herefor 

the researcher in constructing ineaningfrom complementary or conflicting 

strands of narrative. lit this way, the researcher co-constructs the narrative with 

fellow narrators, entering into a series of dialogues with the various voices 

produced in the research discourse. 77te text which is produced is both 

multilayered (a thick description) and multidisciplinary. Janesick (2000) uses the 

term "crystallisation " rather than triangulation to describe this process. 

KH, Research Journal, 19th January 2004 
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This first stage of my rcscarch was therefore pivotal in helping me to decide how I 

wantcd to represent myself and the other agents in my research. This involved 

considcrations of my idcntity as a researcher who was also a teacher, and the role of my 

audicncc at the Graduate School of Education in interpreting and ultimately co- 

constructing my text. I became aware of the need to be explicit about the various roles or 
identities that I was performing during data collection and the ambiguity of my dual role. 
As a conscqucncc, I have written myself into this dissertation as an involved and 

subjcctivc voice, and I do not attempt to distance myself from the research process or to 

present data collection as a neutral or objective procedure. 

I have described my own experience as a teacher who has developed into a researcher in 

a semi-fictional account (see the Prologue). This narrative text shows that my research 
interests have been inspired by my personal and professional experiences as a provider of 
language education. From this text, it becomes apparent that my role as a teacher need 

not conflict with my role as researcher. Indeed, there is a degree of symbiosis between 

the two. However, as discussed in the introduction, it is essential to highlight these dual 

identities in order to position myself transparently during this research. In my view, one 

consequence of accepting a postmoderp reading of qualitative research is that it does not 

produce tidy results. Indeed, "as part of everyday lived experience, narratives themselves 

are messy and complex" (Chase 2005: 659). This resonates with Riessman's statement 

that "narratives do not mirror the past, they refract if' (Riessman 2004a: 708). It is the 

responsibility of the researcher to produce a transparent record of their positioning during 

this refractive process. 

2.2 The value or narrative analysis to language research 
Narrative analysis focuses on the complication of dislocation (Luttrell 2003; Hoffman 

1989) and biographical disruption (Riessman 2004a; Williams 1984) and the resolution 

offered by narrative reconstruction (Williams 1984) as a result of effective scaffolding 

(Cain 1991). Ilis in turn produces changes in self-understanding (Cain 1991). The 

complication-resolution approach to narrative derives from the Labovian socio-linguistic 

model, which describes a fully developed personal narrative as having six structural 
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componcrits: abstract, oricntation, complicating action, cvaluation, rcsolution, and coda 

(Langcllicr 2001 a; Ricssman 2004a; Chasc 2005). 

Labov's structural approach highlights the potential role for narrative in the evaluation of 

experience. However, Ricssman warns that "strict application of the structural approach 

can dc-contextualize narratives by ignoring historical, interactional, and institutional 

factors" (Ricssman 2004: 707). There is a danger that if we analyze the narrative outside 

of its social context, we will not understand the relationship in the narrative between the 

identity being performed and the social audience for which it is being performed. Co- 

construction is an issue of some importance. therefore, when mediating narratives such as 

Wang Lin's (see 2.3) and Wang Qiming's (see 2.5) through the medium of the interview. 

Personal narratives that develop in inten-ims are alive andfluid. composed in 

the dynamic space benveen performer and audience, not composed solely by 

speakers and enacted similarlyfor differctit audiences. 
Riessman (2004b: 321) 

Narrative analysis therefore offers a means for understanding a developing and changing 
identity as performed by an individual in a specific context, constructed by that individual 

for and with their audience. It allows us to produce an interpretation of how that 

individual connects to the 'society' of which they are, or would be, a member. 11is 

interpretation must be grounded in a framework, as described in 2.1. 

In applying a narrative analytical approach to language research, the use of cases (for 

example, Hoffman 1989; lCinginger 2004; Morita 2004) has demonstrated that language 

socialization is also a process involving complications and resolutions, and that language 

learners consequently have a tale to tell. Let us take the example of Alice (Kinginger 

2004), an American student attempting to learn French at a university in Paris. In 

Labovian tenns, we see complication as Alice "made repeated attempts to gain access to 

social interaction using the strategies for demonstrating openness and friendliness that 

she had developed at home, but was constantly rebuffed" (Kingingcr 2004: 233). We see 
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evaluation as "Alice's quest for higher cultural consciousness was also ultimately 

satisfied, though this process took place entirely in informal settings and often against her 

will" (2004: 236). The resolution is that she "succeeded in gaining access to interaction 

with Frcnch-language speakers", but "without the assistance of her academic progranf' 
(2004: 241). As a coda, Kinginger observes that Alice establishes a new identity as "no 

longer a drifter, but a 'great student"' (2004: 240). 

In a narrative sense, a language learner might be thought of as somebody who wishes to 

perform a specific identity in a certain communicative context, but who needs to acquire 

certain language in order to achieve this goal. A variety of factors may present barriers to 

this language acquisition, which may disrupt the acquisition process and make the 

performance of identity untenable. For instance, Wang Qin-dng described various 

complications to me, ranging from his reluctance in secondary education to study in "the 

Chinese way" to his "stay at home sleeping ýnd go to work7 days in the Netherlands, 

during which he spoke very little English (interview February 2005). 

In the case of language development, narrative may also play a role in helping a person to 

recognize the need for reconstruction. In the case of Hoffman, this complex process 

occurs when her identity is constrained by alienation to a new physical, cultural and 
linguistic environment: 

I arrest the past, and I hold mysetf stiffly against thefuture; I want to stop the 
flow. As a punishment, I exist in the stasis of a perpetual present... 
Hoffman 1989: 117 

Reconstruction involves a re-interpretation of one's past as well as one's present: 

Narrative reconstruction is an attempt to reconstitute and repair ruptures between 

body, setf, and world by linking-up and interpreting different aspects of biography 

in order to realign present and past and setf with society. 
Williams 1984: 209 
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In this initial stage of my research, I am interested in the way that language learners 

construct new, situatcd identities, and specifically the role that socialization plays in 

cstablishing thcse ncw identitics. This is a coniplcx proccss: 

... making visible and recognizable Ltýhn sve are and it-hat sve are doing always 

involves a great deal more than just language'. It involves acting-interacting- 

thinking-valiting-talking (sometimes writing-reading) ill the 'appropriate way' 

with the 'appropriate'props at the 'appropriate' times ill the 'appropriate' 

places. 

Holliday et al 2004: 76, citing Gee, emphases in original 

Identity, then, is a social phenomenon that involves 'appropriate' performance, including 

appropriate linguistic perfon-nancc. It is closely related to 'membership', access to social 

groups in new settings, and participation in certain discourses. Narrative is a distinct form 

of discourse through which identities can be performed in a process of "retrospective 

meaning making" (Chasc 2005: 656). Through narrative, I would like to rind evidence of 
the means through which international students access and contribute to discourse in a 
Dutch university setting. 

2.3 The story of Wang Lin 

constructed the following narrative on the basis of an interview with Wang Lin on 9th 

July 2004: 

WClv, o Liv%, Onte to the NetkirlAndS 4% FebrACWU 2000, cis one of a sWLL Ormp of 

CKnese st"dents reamLtld As ýClrt of the L4imiversitý's lmter"tio"UzatLom ýWc. U. 

Wýth her exTtrLevLee of worlP-LvO for MotoroLcl ývv. CKvo, she had expecteol tojoiv%. the tkLrc( 

ýmr of the LuUversLtý'S'rvusýv., --Ss, ý Moweememt ýroorClmmf. However, contýLetým of 

ker c-ootroat cit MotoroLci mtclo-t that she cirrLved Lot, the MetýerLCMdS too Late to 

ýa rtLcýpolte Lm the proo N mme. 
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At Wit týme, the "vUveysttU was dtsaoveyýno that ýt had uno(eyesttmated the Lanouclee 

dLffLC-tALtte. S f0ced bd MCMU of the As4mstuclevts evteytnE) tts tnternattovalL 

proorcimmes. it therefore nsýzev( me to set Rp a 'pYeparatoyU amtrsc'tc, catey foy StL'Oevts 
whose LeveL of EneUshý was LmsL, (ffir, ýekit to partýrLpate ýn matv-strecim proerommes. 
WALA-0 Uý WAS offeyed a p0ce ový tKs rourse whUe ske wnýted tojoýn the ntclýnstrenm 

pyooyantme ýý, Septentbey 2000. Wavte Lto. CippyoCicheot the co"rSe wýth some 

enth"SLOIsm, b"t thest"Olmts ový the cmtrse were CiLL 6tkdr CKýese or loz(omesýciv6, civw( 

. SoShe remCILtAed Otkey ý. SoOtec( from the mCltv-. StreCfviA stvdmt bodU. 

11m. týe beOLOvuLmO I VILO(L. -Ct kcive mciv-U frLevuc(-s soK,. U eL,. tertpLnvv-mt or Spare 
tLme MIS OnLU spent on TV or MdLo or r, ýClttLvlO WLtý mU ncLokbo"rs. ff 

-r-holt Septentber, c, -RersRrcessfRLLU aont#etýne the preporntorU rm4rse, wciv,. L3 Uý 

joýned the tKrol ýeclr pro@rClvv-KLe. 

** * *t ** 

After grCloluAtLmo WLth her 1ý, A LojRLd 2002, WRv%, O LIO, Went to Avwther D"tah 

uvLLversLtU to 9-tLdU for her WlsteyS ýý lmtervaittovpL PvsLness. ýfer t"t ov. the 1ý, A 

prooramn, tt hCO OWen her cmfLamce En her CiUUtU to studd throLtoh EtAOLLsh, CIAZI She 

hac( PLSo Wide mand "v,. -ChEvLeSe frLendS, whýrh gave her fLxyther CppoytvvUtýCs to 

practLoe her EV-OLLsh. 

When I LntervLewM her Lnj"LU 2004, she totol me that Orokp-woOZ dR6Kq her 1ý-A had 

been cmrLAL to her Lcln@"Cloe oteveLopment. I ntere-stývt-OLU, she for, "Ssco( M, the 

opportiAvUtLes for sociciazatLovi, that these Oroixp meetLvios afforo[M her rather thavi, ov%, 

the aoRrse cov-tents. 
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*ThrOL40h L3rvL4p Woriz I Oot dose wLth some dass-mates front KtU CLASS. AKd 

"LaLLO cifter we fiYUSW OroL4ý-work we tGt4QLLU had sonte drEMU or some 

t3atýleriK4J. S or some CUA-KII, tvOetýler civ%. d týlem, Olose vppDvttkKities ktpecl me to 

k"w thent better. * 

#* to 410 

Wýem -she went to Ole other totivmitU, WClv,. g L4% CILStovertol Cl verý CUffereM 

&LtL4cjtýoo.. Wýereas Ole gymcp-wotiq Dlvrivin ktrlý-A ýUd eKtovrooed her to KtLx wýtk 
students from a vctrittU of "tým4Litýes,. Sýle was ý%ow exýectecl to be mkc4i m-Dre 

imdepevt. dent. ALSo. tke w. AterECILsýl WCIS -sh4dgLYLO for týe MCISters WAS more clLffiauLt 
tkcim tkat Em. týe TýackeLors TrogrCtmnti. IiAitýCiLLU, WCM-0 Lin COMiK. I. Ced to work 

indepeKx(entLý of tke otker ChLKt4e studev%ts cm ker co"rses, trUýýO to work o%tireLU 
tkrmqh EKý)U. SK However, cit Cl certtliv% ý6mtshe fmnd that she wCt. SSLLppLK4q beKVV( 

in Inersh4cUls, Cmd She tumtd to tier feLLOW CKM-SI 
-SttJeKtS 

for SLkýport. 

'AchtaLLU sEnce I jvim. the "vUversýtU, I oet mcre UieDretLcvL stuo(U civo tkevL. I cim 
doser tD CKvLese SbAdev%. ts bem4se winevL we read Owe Ls VAAUbe om TCircloraýh 
Ev, OLW1 bLd I coL4Lc( not Ott týle -poiv%. t And týev%, I ask the vtýler ChLoese studeo-ts 

clv,, d 61el". we cclv%, Sýt tot3ttlier and discu-z wýat ýs ODýýo m. sontetintes sývw-pL, ý 
sEtti" tkere re=Ur. ý) camnot be ýdpftA. 

ltlsjwst beaa"e we vvttize that our Ev,. g"h Lv%, Ulat moment we reacked Cl 

bottLeKtalp- Týle teacker ntclýbe kas aLreAdd eXýWiKtd bt4t We CUISIL't oet 611 SeKSe 

avýa tkev%. wiiev, sonteo" vsts chLmese to exýWv% it we Oct tke poLnt. 

ALso to MtKkcrise týO-S CKmtse Ls e0lsler ýcr ", Wet SDKte lZKowLedge p6t&t. if 

we've tctALLý Oct Ole sense and t1len we review it, reverse it in cKt, %tse in ovr 

miKds cmd týeK wýevt. we av%. swer týe cjtkestýcý or exams, it Ls wre ýrciaticctL-' 
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lo, tKs wCiU, Wang Un E)CiLnea her MCI. SterS ýeoree Lnj"[U ý2004, Pno(thott September 

ske retkrKed to CKva. lv%, FebrRard 200&, She WCIS workýýO for Civ. ýv-terocittov. CiL 

CDK, SL, dtCl1,1. C, ý CDOMýCIK, ý ýnjý, eljtVg. 

My interview with Wang Lin left me feeling uneasy. Here was a student who had done 

much to involve herself in international student life in the Netherlands, and who had 
developed a sound foundation in English. Yet she had ultimately resorted to Chinese 

translation and the support of her fellow Chinese students. I had the feeling that 

somehow, as educators in international education, we had failed Wang Lin. She had done 
her best to adjust to the culture and to learn both English and Dutch, but in the end this 
had not resulted in her integration into the mainstream of the international student body. 

When I first analyzed this story in terms of English language development and cultural 

adjustment, therefore, I could not find the resolution in her narrative. At her first Dutch 

university, Wang Lin had adjusted to the culture so that she was able to enjoy spending 
her time with non-Chinese students. I concluded that her language development both 

enabled her to do this and benefited as a result. When she joined the Masters programme, 
however, she reverted to a 'Chinese' approach to leaming. I saw this as a failure in the 

sense that she had rejected the earlier cultural adjustment that had given her opportunities 

to develop her English. 

What made me uncomfortable with this analysis, however, was the fact that Wang Lin 

did not see herself as a failure. She had gained her Masters, learned a lot of English and 

some Dutch, and made a lot of friends. It therefore seemed misguided of me to describe 

her experience of international education as a failure. 
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2.4 A cross-cultural Interpretation 

I have noticed that Chinese students tend to be defined by others, and often also 
ky themselves, its tenns of it-hat makes them differctit rather than its tenns of it-hat 

they might have its cotrunon with their supposed peers. A 'talk about theill' (vall 

Dijk el at 1997: 164) attitude avists, which carries 'culturist'undertones through 

which 'they' are reduced 'to something less than they are' (Holliday 2002: 186)... 

'1004 KH, Rcscarch Joumal, Octobcr. 

This section outlines the development of my ideas on the relevance of cross-cultural 

theory to the language learners in my research setting. It underlines my belief that 

national culture is just one of a myriad of issues that may be relevant to individuals when 

recounting the changes their identity has undergone in order to succeed in a new language 

environment. The importance of national culture to my research depends on the extent to 

which participants acknowledge or choose to highlight it as a significant issue. 

When I started looking into the problems encountered by 'Chinese students', such as 

Wang Lin (see 2.3), 1 was approaching matters from an essentialist perspective, 
innuenced by the dimensions of Hofstede (199 1) and research papers describing a 
Chinese learning style and a Chinese study culture (Rao 2002; Zhang 2003). For instance, 

Rao argues that a tcaching-leaming style conflict might account for many of the problems 
faced by Westem teachers in the education of East Asian students. He claims that "%vhcn 

differences between teaching and learning styles arc addressed, students' motivation, 

performance and achievements can be increased and enhanced" (Rao 2002: 7). 

I initially surmised from this that if we could dcrinc a framework of learning strategies 
for Chinese students, we could cater for this in the curriculum, thus overcoming a 

negative image that was developing in the university regarding 'Chinese students'. 
However, my experience of students from China was of a variety of individuals with a 
diversity of backgrounds and views rather than a homogeneous group with a single 
identity. 
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of oloo/t -see 
CKMse StRo(ev-ts cis extreme LodMolunL or extreme roLLeatLve. T-heU 

Are R-SRCILLd tvý. a smaLL @roRp Ono( ýý thýs t3roRp theU hCIVe 616r common 

oýLv-ývv%. or common Enterests. ff 

Wang Lin; intcrview with KH, 24 July 2004 

With such comments in mind, I began reading more widely about the complex 

reldtionship between language and culture (Kramsch 1993; Kubota 1999; Holliday 2002; 

Kinginger 2004). 

ESL professionals need to go beyond simply affit rming and respecting the culture 

of the Other and romanticizing its authentic voice - they need to critically explore 
how cultural differences as aform of knowledge are produced and perpetuated 

and how they can work- toward transforming the status quo. 
Kubota 1999: 27-28 

At the same time, I became intrigued by the discussion of language learning in the 

context of identity, self-awareness and access to the group: 

Because learning a language is learning to exercise both a social and a personal 

voice, it is both a process of socialization into a given speech community and the 

acquisition of literacy as a means of expressing personal meanings that may put 

into question those of the speech community. 

Kramsch 1993: 233, citing Kramsch 1987 

Ilus, I came to see my original idea of studying 'the Chinese' as a group as a 'culturist' 

perspective (Holliday 2002), producing a simplified view of identity, overemphasising 

one aspect of an individual's being and encouraging an acceptance of a stereotyped view 

of that individual. This does not mean that I entirely rejected the influence of culture on 

the language development of my students, but that I became more aware that the 

relationships between language, culture, and identity were more complex than I had 

previously allowed. 
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It is worth recording at this point that my resonance with non-csscntialism has its roots in 

my own cultural displacement. As a British teacher who has lived and worked in the 

Netherlands since 1992,1 have experienced a sometimes self-imposed cultural 
determinism. I consider that this has given me a certain affinity with my research 

participants, as I have experienced the influence of cultural adjustment at both a personal 

and professional level: 

Whert I ant viewed ky Dutch colleagues as all "English native-speaker", with the 
implication that this is one of the reasons that I have t? kvjob, there is a risk that I 

it-ill identify myself svith other people ill this category and take solace ill the 
identity of ex-pat or "exotic other". 77lis rentinds me of the aging 11111sic teacher, 
Afr Ostropor , ill Hoffinatt's 'Lost ill Tratulation. it-Ito plays the role of the 

eccentric Russian artistfor his Canadian audience (1989: 155). Years ago I know 

I played this role, acting as a 'typical Brit' ill order tofiiyi*l the expectations of illy 
Dutch audience. 
KH, Research Joumal 6th February 2006 

Such experiences arc 'exotic' in the sense that they fall outside the cultural nonn, and it is 

therefore difficult to interpret them using gcneralised cultural descriptors. such as those 

provided by Hofstede (1991). For this reason, I am drawn to holistic, biographical texts 

such as Hoffman's (1989). and to metaphor in my own journal writing: 

We were at the sea dike. Behind the sea dike is a secondary dike k iown as a 
44steeper Me ", whosefiniction is to protect the land if the sea dike is ever 
breached by the sea. I use this now as a metaphorfor discussing identities. What 

is my "sleeper" identity. the one I can fall back- on if iny professional persona is 

breached? Is it vcry differentfrom the professional one? Does the professional 

one show adjustments to the local and surrounding Dutch educational culture 

that it-ill not befound in nky 'sleeper' identity? 

KH, Research Journal, 16th Apfil 2005 
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These exallipIcs from lily Journal serve to eniphasise my frustration at the tidliless of 

models that imply that ill order to succeed ill a host culture, the 'guest' should leave ail 

. ellcullured, self behind and through 'cleculturalion' and 'acculturation' eventually 

; IL, IlICN. c 'assl ml lilt lon'. 

A's dit, illiciphly (! 1'accullunitioll a/ld decidlifralioll comillues, newcomers 

1111dergo till illf(11,11(11 lrall, ýfi)j-, jjjlljo, i in ilie direction qfassimilation, a state qfthc 

highev degrec (! /' accu /fit ralioll and decultuallioll tlleoreticalýv possible. 

Kim 2002: 261 

IDocultumflon 

Encutturation 

'\[ 

Assimilation 

[Aci--ýcutturation 

Cuttural Cross-Cultural 
Adaptation Adaptation 

l"Imire 2.1: Relationships Among Terms Associated With Cross-Cultural 

Adaptation (Kim 2002: 26 1) 

For me. models like this (figure 2.1 ) Underestimate the complexity of multiple identities 

and ofthe proce,,. ses thi-01.1011 which such identities are transformed. They imply that. once 

achieved. such assimilation represents reSOlUtIOII, whereas I perceive the COIItIIIUIII(, ) state z 
of flux confirmed hy Wenger, who acknowledges that identities are fluid and constantly 

under revision in reaction to the mach inat ions ofthe world(s) we inhabit: Identity 

lormation Is a lifelong process whose phases and rhythms change as the world changes- I- C- I- 
(Wenger 1998: 263). This has alread been dernonstrated by Wang Lin's re-construction y 

oflicr Identity in 2.3 above. 
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In this respect, Morita cmphasiscs the situated nature of identity construction and wams 

against characterising L2 students "monolithically as linguistic or cultural nlinoritics" 

(2004: 597). From this I concludc that we should take a holistic approach to any 
investigation of identity construction or of the environment in which such construction 

takes place. We should avoid making assumptions as to the role national culture plays in 

identity construction, but we should not reject national culture as an important a. %pcct of 

identity. My "sleeper dike" identity may contain elements of 'Britishness', but these 

elements of 'Bfitishncss" do not explain the whole ine. 

My decision to use a social constructivist perspective, as opposed to a cross-cultural 

perspective, in investigating the Icarning of these students (below) should not be 

interpreted as a wholesale rejection of the cross-cultural perspective. Indeed, we shall see 
later in this dissertation that participants refer to national cultures at times when 
describing local learning practices (see the case of Lconie in 5.3). Rather, my decision to 

use a socio-cultural approach (see 3.2) reflects a belief that the identities performed by 

these students cannot be adequately understood through macro-cultures alone. 

2.5 The story or Wang Qiming 

From the initial interviews with Chinese univcrsity students that I referred to in the 

introduction (Xu Yandong, Li Yonglei and Wang Lin: July 2004), 1 discovered how 

difficult it would be to create circumstances in which students could discuss the complex 

experience of their socialization into the language without a form of mediation. It seemed 

to me that the interview fonnat decontcxtualised their experience and acted as a barrier to 

the telling of their stories. I felt that respondents tended to rationalize their experiences 

during the interviews, whereas I was interested in a telling of the 'experience itsclr. 

Weiss explains that "interviewecs often speak in generalities rather than specifics, even 

when talking about their experiences, because they assume (often accurately) that 

researchers are interested in what is general rather than particular about their experience" 

(Chase 2005: 661, citing Weiss). I will discuss the use of interviews as a tool in my data 

collection in more dctail when describing the second stage of this research (see 5.1). 
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For the above reasons, I first proposed using a video diary, which is referred to at the end 

of the Prologue (chapter 1). This would be a visual artefact which would make the social 

context of language leaming more tangible to future interviewees. However, after the 

video diary had been recorded and edited, I realised that it constituted valuable data that 

would lend itself to narrative analysis. 

Integrating the visual (throughfilming andphotography) with the spoken 

narrative represents an innovative contemporary turn. 

Ricssman 2004a: 708, citing Radlcy & Taylor 

The following narrative is therefore constructed around the recording of Wang Qiming's 

video diary in April 2005 and supported by interviews with Wang Qiming in February 
2005 and February 2006. It is also influenced by my observation of the editing process, 
which is depicted in Appendix 3 in order to give the reader an impression of the learning 

environment. Consequently, Wang Qiming's narrative is interwoven with my own story 

as researcher: 

Wcivt. o aindýo kold vot CtLwciýs beeki. a vvodeL stkýck, ýt. Vte dýol kiot perf6rvt& weLL En. Ks 

secov, olcirý ed"ccltýokt- Lvi, Ckýýa, where he OevLerctLtd scorcol Low Orcides for EvtoUsk. 

of Was "t cl 00001 st"dev%, t dkrýýo that perýod. fjLtst G(ýSalzeci everd Course... I 

r, CIV%, OEVe CM tXCIMPLe tO SkOW kOW bCld I WRS... Ij Ltst wrýte dowvL Mý mcl me a nol 

SLfep Vh4rLKo eYCIVK... dov oamsee that vvd cittitL, (de o(L4. rLvL. 0 that ttme was Kot 

YeCILLU 00001., 

wano aimtmg, LmteyvLew wýtk 1, -Iýt, Februarý 2005 

1ý, d the sprLno of 2005, however, he was OettLno Ooool E)Ycides oo. Ks (Cf: prooramme 

clv, d seemed verU much one of the Oroup. In fact, bd the tývve he Lefý for a SLK-VL&ontý 

Work pLacement Ln SarreLoKA in September 2005, Wang G-ivi&ýno was proud to ýnforvv. 

nte that he had scored 7.1 for EvtoUsh. 1ý. U thý. s tLme, he ooo,. sýdered KmseLf a success. 
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el *e9 41 * 

lvý AprU 2005, Mino QiK&Lv. O recorded -75-mivvtes of relw vWeo data, from wKek ke 

wouLd proc(LAce CIV6 ecUted VEC(to CILar! j &ýIowýwg Cl tupýCaL daý 4, %, Ks Life Cis Cl stvdeý%t at 
Oie uv-Lversitý. Front tKs I hqed to Oet no. idea of Oie f&AL rav. 9e of tav, ý)Laoe 

sLtuCltLovv. s cok%frm%tL" ivLtervativvwL sh4aerts. Tke editiv-0 sfssým wKek foLLowed 

was ctý% exteoded, two-dau Emeractive imerview, dt4rivý. o wKcii i made exteKsWe votes 
iv, a LogboOzz. 1ý% 61ýs waý, I CILLowed týle ezhtýýq to proceed CIS v0turCILLU Cls. possLbLe, 

OivLv, ý) Wcivto 6dvwivuO 61espAce to create ýLs ownstorU. 

-ro thiv%lz of a,, %. 4%terviewee cis a "ryator is to wake a cmcqtuctL skft awau 
frow. the idect that ivaerviewees have ct mswers to resen rchers' c(Kestioms a Kd 

toward avt. Wea that ivaeMewees, are vorrators with stories to teLL CIKZI voices of 

their owvt,. 

Chase 2005: 660 

wkiLe obsevvLvLo wavt. 0 a-ivvdvtq'. s clecLsLms, i aLso ivAcatea 6& mý toobooz wlierever 

feLt i Inac( Lv%. ýWeozec( týle ýrvctss, aLvKiv,. c_i Lm 01ýs wa ý to be refLexive. 

izcfLexWe approackes to 4%, tervLewi" have beev,. aeveLOPL" over the Last deacide 

cis vvxre AvW( more reseArOiers ýClve Come to recoevki= týie research iwtenkew As cl 

sor, ýaL evzounter. 

Etkeriv. 0tN% : 2004: 54 

* +1 + *. qt +. 

i wctakeol the resuLtimg : 2i-nd"te vWet) dia rý severcIL tintes over the sýpcjce of a weelz 
before feeUv-o LmsýEred to "Ize Qvi. iolticlL Lmterpretatým or exýperinteKtAL Cl"LU. SLS, 

whEch i added to vKU researc, hjoRrvwL. I hClve talelm the foLLowir. 0 excerpt front the fuLL 

versýDm of mU Lv-terPyttive KArrUtLve (. See Aýýemz(Lx4). 
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Wao. 0 62in-dýo re-evaLuntes Ks past 4,. suah a wnd thot he aw. gLow htmseLf to 

hcIve been A 'bcld st"olent, ýV, - C-Kncl- Kýs S"bsco[Rent expertenct shows the 

edv. aatýonciL sUstem to have been. cit findt. in the Uokt ofrý-Utch cavwtýonc(L 

norms, as Wavve) C-LmEng perc6ves tkem, of coUaborcitýon tn the Oroup cincl 

openness ofspeech, ke ýs vot a bad st"o(ekit ci-ýer aLL. in tKs context, the 

vorrntLve reveaLs Km to be a success. 
W-Ft, Mold 2005 

lv%. olrcvFýiv%. O tKs civ-CiLUsýs of the Wavv3 62ivt&ýno ozirratýve, I drew expUcLtLu ov. the 

nctrratýves of Eva ("offmclv-1909), AUce (Vdnoýnoer 2004) clo-ol RLC (Mortta 2004), 

whýck clemoostrke the reLcItLon-ShLp betweeV6 Soc, ýClt ýýrLwsýon CIV. 01 suaaess, or fclU"re Ev. 

LcmoRcloe clcc(RL. SýtLovv. lvý tKS LvýtýCIL LvterpretAtýovv, I CILSO conStdereý( whether WOJvLo 
62imýýO, Lv. tervIAL of e, -offmClvl, '-S drcimcituroýcaL ntetSpkor, SCIVes fOlaC bU produrtvL. 0 Cl 

performaoxe wKr, ý, wLth KS RudLenad ýý MLVO, Wentýfvs Km cis cl -SRCCCSS 
Ln Ks 

r, kryek,, t settLvu3 (TZie-5. sntClvL 2004b: 312, rLtLvLE) CjoffK&CIV%, ). ljvxtaposeOl tKs 

performance ciociLo-st Ks bR6ZL3rouv%, v( of fRU"re ýn secov-darU eduaPtýon ýý CKV0. 

MýOht the WCIKE) Qývvdno StorU refLect the SRvl&e ýSS"eS of compUcCltýon QvLA re. SOLIAýovk, 

ýý LaoO"Clee LeClmLv%, O that cire deciLt Wýth dsewhere tn the Utcyat"ye? A-ýer CILL, tvk, R 
ncirrattve sense, Wctv%, E) 62indmg expUr, ýUd rovv-tY'Clsts the compuccltýov, -s of Ks 

edLtcatLonciL past wLtk the resoL"týokvs of Ks presmt, comLwolýýO wtth the coact that he 

has bemfLtec( front oLty fouýcs m, Lav,, E)ucioe Empyovemevt cis opposed to sLtmmatýve 

Lcm. ouclee testLvvo: 

'JýiUyLV. o tkLS tLMe I WCJS StL4.0(ýLKq the ChýVLeSe WOU Of Le6IrVd0,0 EVLL3Lýsk. It's 

totctUd cUfferemt from. the wnU I'm LeCirvtv-0 v-Dw. TýClt WCIU shows dOR how to 

decil wkk the exam but 
v,, ot how to Lmprove the EýAOU-Sk Levd. ff 

Wang a-LnLLm, 0, LtAtervLew wLth I, ý, Februcirý 2005 
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A key question for me in judging the quality of my intcrprctation of Wang Qirning's 

narrative was whether it would resonate with other researchers. In this sense, the response 

of my second supervisor, Dr Sheila Trahar, has scrvcd to strcngthcn my undcrstanding of 
the subjcctivitics involvcd in this kind of research. It underlines the view that "readers arc 
the ultimate interpreters, perhaps reading a narrative diffcrcntly from either tcllcr or 
invcstigatoe'(Ricssman 2004a: 708, citing Iscr). 

"I'm not suggesting that your interpretations are wrong - more that this kind of 

analysis of afilin that Ive seen is bound to provoke different meanings being 

ascribed, none of which are (I think) 'right. " 

Shcila Trahar, c-mail comspondencc, 8'J'Junc 2005 

I am now aware that in producing the above interpretation or Wang Qiming's Icaming 

experiences (see also Appendix 4), 1 drew upon my own subjectivity as a researcher who 
had seen the whole 75 minute video and, more importantly perhaps, as a teacher who had 

worked with Wang Qiming for over two years. My analysis was not limited to the data 

that I had made available to my audience, but was also influenced by a myriad of other 
experiences during the time Wang Qiming had been my student. In conclusion, I had 

produced an interpretation, but this was not anchored conceptually in the manner 
recommcndcd by Ricssman (see 2.1). In 2.6 below, I therefore seek to rc-cvaluate and 

anchor my interpretations of both the NVang Lin and the Wang Qiming cases in terms of 
Wenger's conccptualization of communities of practice. 
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2.6 Re-interpretation of the stories using Communities of Practice 

According to Wenger (1998), the notion of communities of practice is the critical factor 

in conccptualising the relationship between identity, membership and leaming. Wenger is 

interested in the way we establish identities through shared meaning/behaviour, which in 

turn provides belonging or membership, for instance to a specific professional or 

academic community. Resolution of the tension between institutional demands and 
individual/personal intuitions is central to this process. 

Wenger describes the idea of legitimate peripheral participation, which is the process 

through which newcomers are included in a community of practice: 

... newcomers must be granted enough legitimacy to be treated as potential 

members... Only with enough legitimacy can all their inevitable stumblings and 

violations'become opportunitiesfor learning rather than causefor dismissal, 

neglect, or exclusion. 
Morita 2004: 576, citing Wenger 

Another key concept developed by Wenger is that of mutual engagement, which he 

defines as follows: 

The ability to engage with other members and respond in kind to their actions, 

and thus the ability to establish relationships in which this mutuality is the basis 

for an identity ofparticipation. 

Wenger 1998: 137 

It seems to me that legitimate peripheral participation and mutual engagement can be 

used to analyze the experiences of my case participants from two different perspectives. 
To some extent, legitimate peripheral participation represents the authority of the 

institution or community of which the participant would be a member. The community 

creates structures that allow peripheral participation, and individuals are expected to take 

advantage of this opportunity as an introduction to the community and its values. A 
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community that docs not afford such opportunitics would cffcctivcly limit acccss to 

ncwcomcrs or outsidcrs. 

In mutual cngagci-ncnt, on the other hand, a grcater potcntial for agcncy lics with thc 

would-bc mcmbcr of the community. Such cngagcmcnt might takc placc at thc 

instigation or initiativc of would-bc mcmbcrs sccking to undcrstand the naturc and 

rcquircments of the community. It providcs participants with a morc activc ro1c, in thc 

rcsolution of tcnsions bctwccn community valucs and individual idcntity. hinting that 

ncw mcrnbcrs may innucncc the construction of the community. 

As legitimate peripheral participation and mutual engagement relate to the situated 

construction of identities, these concepts have proved useful to me in rc-cvaluating my 
interpretations of the cases described above. Analyzing Wang Lin"s experiences from a 

cross-cultural perspective (see 2.3 above), I described her narrative as 4 unresolved' 
because she had failed to perform an identity in her new cultural environment which 

would give her access to the wider group, providing her with the opportunity for 

acculturation. However, when I rc-intcrprct Wang Un"s story from the communities of 

practice perspective, a different reading emerges: 

T-ke stoT of Wav-O L44, revistted 
IvL this caSe. Wavto LivL. LS ISIZULO ýn Clalcessýv%, O coium"vtities Ev%. order to nakieve her 

ooaLs. She demovztrated tkLs. abLLEtU Cit her ftrrt uKýversitU, wýereske was accepted cis 

a member &f the cvvKvKLkvLLtO of iwterv%atýcKAL Studemts. Her TClrticipQtýov,, was 

mtAnted bý the educatio"L ciýýrwch Cit thOlt universEtU, wKch required Oroup-work. 

T, kýs e"bltd her to creAte cok%tClr-tS %%ith Ct vCked t3rou? of stt4dewts iv. order to 

maxEntize her uvderstciý%&me of tine VaLues of the Compm4vLtý Of prclctize. We K443kt 

too, cLude that the Ormp-work rqresewted Q form of Lq)Ltiwpte periýheraL partLoLpAtiov.. 

in ýer mA stt4dies, kowever, Oroup-work was not vaLued to Oie savAt extevt. Wkev6 
Wao. 0 Uvk, Oct into dLffLeuLtU with týl contptexEtu of týf svbjertt-"tter, Ske cotttd "t 
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htm to the LearvUAO rovvmuvLttý of fdLow tvlterk-,. nttoi,,. oiL stýtaeots, stuclUtv,, O throttoý 

En-OU. sh beca"e the LocaL stRaU r, "LtRre vaLuec( s6f-reUpmm T-herefore, WClvg Uv%, 

estabUsheoi herseLf cis a member of a rontmLtK: LtU of feLLow tntervLattmaL st"devLts 

sh4o(Uýno paytýaUý týro"Ok aKvitse, whEch Ocive hey nacess to the ýýowteotee clvLo( 

L4. vvc(erstavv. c6,. O she was LcmýzLoo. Iv. the absevze of leoLtLmcitc perýpkernL 
Wolv%, o Un couLol not ýnitýCtLLU benefLt from vm"tunL cooneemeot. ýfowevey, she civ-01 her 

fdLow Chtvýese LtAtenAatLovnL stRotevts estabUshed tý6r owkA, form of mittvaL 

m. 0neement CiLooOsWe the C, 0 Mmkvv. ýtU to wKah fLAL nacess knol beut, LvLno(vertevvtLU 

dIVU0. 

Wenger maintains that "what the subject matter comes to mean in the lives of learners - 
still depends on the forms of participation available to thenf' (1998: 265). In the case of 
Wang Lin, her MA community of practice did not mediate her full participation in the 

educational process, so she created her own form of participation, re-constructing her 

identity in the process, and emerging as an international student studying through English 

with Ll translation as support. This re-interpretation of Wang Lin's story is comparable 
in terms of its resolution to the story of Rie in Morita's interpretation of the academic 
discourse socialization experiences of L2 learners at a Canadian university: 

Instead of ttying to gainfuller membership, she decided to place her own 

academic interests at the center of her learning efforts and pay attention more 

selectively. It was aform of nonparticipation (Norton 2001; Wenger 1998) but it 

was nevertheless a way of coping and exercising her personal agency. 
Morita 2004: 594 

Wang Lin's story helped me to grasp the practical impact of community membership on 

learning. I also saw how Wang Lin needed to perform a different identity in her new 

environment, demonstrating 'personal agency' in the process. For me, this was 

confirmation of the limitations of cross-cultural theory (see 2.4), which does not cater for 

the subtle gradations of adaptation experienced by Wang Lin. It is sirrdlarly instructive to 
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rc-interprct Wang Qiming's Icarning cxpcricnccs in tcnns of legitimateperipheral 

participation: 

The Stord Of WaKZJ QiKdVe reVE. S[ttC( 

The VWeD VILClrý feCIture-S Cl ýrojert mf1tjv"3 from wkirh the teprker hCtS wlthdrCjwý%. 
Sh4cleMs work on cl task wKch 4%voLves. stuc(ýý" a text, answerioosome 
covi&ýrehev, &Lm, qRestýom civd preýarivo An ik%forWL presmtcitým of tklir fmdi". S. 
lvý, the vWeo, we observe these swc(evts r6ýforaive 43M4P ntembership affertLvdý, A" 

ým doivio So theý 00 off-tClSk. Thrtugh SoCiCIL OLIZ. boolý LCM. 0"Cloe, Ct" even toL4ckL", 

theý cmstmcft ctv%. eovircv%. vKeKt iv%. 
Which Lt Ls Safe to ýOatýce Clvtd te-St kKowLeaee, 

Lvl. c4tcUv,, cj Lcivewioe- SL4ch a ýroject prot4p nteetiv-9 4% the ab-sevce of the tectr. ýer ýs 
therefore me of the vehLdes thAt E)Lve clyý CýPortuoitU for K-ovice ntentbers Of the 

commuk%itý to prClatLee their EdintEties. The StudevLts- 'ýLcid'Clt bdmqiKý) to av. 

c16-cjaentiz contnt"YUtd, whUst aLso sodaUzimo Lm the scifetd of this JýerLpherCIL' 
ctativLtu- 

WClno aiMiKe reC-DoVaZtS týle IreLeVCIVXe Of 
-SOCUIL CDVLteXt tV. SL4Cte-SSfIAL iKterartýO&A. CInd 

its VCILue to SL4b-sec(L4ewt Langucloe olevdcýmtnt. For iv"tcmce, wýem c(ýsc"SLvo Cl OrDL4p 
of students wýio are seen Lw tke vLdev dLarý cýiattinq abovt stitold tasks Lvk. the canteen 

c4tring breale, ke sads: 

'I thLKX this envircoamnt wLLL ketp to improve E"U-sh as a serovid LavqLkaoe 

beca"e ým nt"t taLlz av,, d thir-lz in EmoLish otkirwLse Umt eclowot Share the 

Same LaKoLknol C-ode... Theý must do this throueh the co-qercttLom. The team- 

work, cooperClICEom Clvvz(ýOatýce wLLL pwsk peoýLe to Leam', to improve, to Update 
their EvtooLish. ' 

MWO Qimiv,. @, LmtervLew FebmarU : 2006 
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7-ýe vLoleo olLard e)(hLbLts both formOL Rvýa Lvý, forntPL vekLctes for LoteractLov. 12vvol 

iv,. cLRsLoK- from the VLdeO, We CRO. See that the ckrrLuýduK& PrOVLO(CS 61 VOCA b"Lcl rU R not 

termL"LOOU, wkých Lo, ttxrv%. ? rovWes. WLtk the ? OteAkb2L to Asr-v-ss Oertc"L' 
topLas that are aeotraL to tk6r ýýscýpUvue. Space ýS arePtea Lvt, the c"rrLr, "LRm for 

prClctýce of tKs term: wtoLooU tkrow3k exam-S, reports, formRL anol LvLformnL 

? Yesevt. tOtLovus, as WeLL as LPA, -cLCIss dýsaksstows. meav'-WhUe. project Oroup meetýýOs av'-d 
ýKformaL presevLtatLms repyesewt a meLdtv. L3 of the fornA. 01L Ov,, d LnformaL ootAkeytS, 

whých seem to repre-Sent ex, 2vKpLes of WOLOeyls LeoýtLnwte perýpherc(L pnytLctpatLový. 

wev,. Oer explaLo's that -what Lt tMzes, for 61 covv-mRnLtu of prclctýce to a0here CV%, OLtL3h to 

fRnatEon act Vk, be veru S"btLe a V%, d v(CUrCjte, (2002: -74). wcl o. 9 QLvKýmo records st"dewtS 

. sLttivL@ Lv. the svKDý6vLg roovK pt breclIz, taUzývLo i2bout tkeLr komeworýz 

VdmoýýOer Yerords the LmportClmce ofsuch K&Rt"LIL ev, -E)nL3en, -ev, -t to AUce: 

I *iwoL. tW. sLtciroixtA, dwLthoiLLKA, UfeLLow-stL4dcv-t-scinolwcwouLot. sýtctroLtvL, Wýth' 

o"r coffee civLot our aLgarettes cinct wt'o( kcive these Lov%, @ pkLLOSOPKOCIL 

aonversatýons "ý, Ao Uo Lono French words and I was so French. ' 

le-Lv. Oýnoer 2004: 236 

Wpno I_Ev. (ýnter%/ýewj"Ld 2004) CILSO MIPýOISI-5,0 týe ýMpRft Of ML-ttL"IL enocloemevt 

o"tsLde týe ourrýaw 44m, fOr LWStAnce Lvi. thesmoldng roovv., Cit pcjrtýes ujvýa Ott cafes. Tke 

wavýE) 62ivvtýýO vtoleo AarU covvfLrKA-s tke fttKzttov%, of sRc, ý artMtýes Lvt, crentým3 

O&erfnce ýV%, the (CF comm"Vatu. 

From the above re-interpretation, I can once again learn as a practitioner of the value of 

certain less formal aspects of the curriculum. Also, as a researcher, I can make 

comparisons with the work of other researchers in order to place my analysis in a wider 

perspective. 
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2.7 Summary of Part One 

From Labov, we understand the rclcvancc of change in idcntity over time as we move 

from complication to resolution (Chase 2005). Goffman clarifies the importance of the 

audience to the "performance"' of an identity (Ricssman, 20(mb), which is "'construed in 

interaction, rather than an individual state of being"' Ovaniý 2006: 13). 1 have described 

the value of these narrative concepts in describing the processes of language socialization 
in 2.2 above. Yct still I required a conceptual framework in order to interpret the data I 

had gathered. Wenger (1998) offers a valuable social framework for the analysis of data 

such as that gathered during the first stage of my research. We see the language learners 

as novices aspiring to membership of the community of practice. Ilis allows me to 

understand the experiences of learners not only in a linear, temporal sense, but also in the 

qualitative sense of 'belonging'. 

I could sense from my narrative analysis (2.5) that Wang Qiming was performing a 

successful identity, but I initially lacked a frame of reference to define the nature of his 

success (see Appendix 4). The concept of the community of practice has given me a 
keener understanding of how and where such successes (or indeed failures) occur. In 

particular, the notions of legitimate peripheral participation and mutual engagement can 
be used to define moments in the educational process during which the performance of 

social identities may be engendered. This helps me to evaluate the value of such instances 

to the curriculum. As language providers, wc arc not powerless in this socialization 

process. Indeed, Morita makes a strong case for active management of access to the 

academic community: 

Although having access to a ivide rallge of resources is cnicialfor newcomers, 

power relations in Community of Practices call organize access in such a way 

either to promote or prevent their LPP (legitimate peripheral participation). 
Nlorita 2004: 577 
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The connection between design and access led me to the next stage of this research. My', 

intention in the second stage of data collection was (a) to enhance my understanding of 

the processes of language socialization in relation to communities of practice, and (b) to 

gather evidence of means that enable access and therefore contribute to learning through 

participation in the lCF community. An understanding of these means might 

subsequently be of use to language providers in designing and managing the extended 

curriculum. 
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Part Two 

Construction of the dike 

representing and wriling about experiences and their multiple realities. 
The discourses of the modern world constantly intermingle: literary 

poetic, journalistic, fictional, cinematic. documentary, factual, and 

ethnographic writing and representation. Nojorm is privileged over 

others; all simplýy perform different functions for a writer and an 
interpretive community. 
Denzin 2001: 7 
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Introduction to Part Two 

Preamble: Thought processes: Construction or the dike #1 

7he meelitig goes ori arowid me. atid I widerstwid even, word. Yet this isti't nky latiguage. 

I do not feel' it. Aýv colleagues st-aw a teachitig mahod, a method as a structured, 

cowrolled schema which allows students to do X atid Y and cotistraitis themirom trybig 

Z Whereas? I st-am to create ait opportimin-for archmige. for iffteraction. for 

tiegotiation, for engagement bcAveen studetits. 71at is differvit, isil't it? I straill for the 

Dutch wordfor 'etigagement'... 

7he meeting progresses in Dutch. I nod, I shake. I smile. IfrolvIL "Ja dat begrijp ik... Yes, 

I understand... ". Dyfinding the words and the ideas at the saine time; for when they 

coincide, if they are appropriate to the conterryou it-it/ have meaning. I have words 
often, ideas sometimes; meaning occasionalýy. And often I ain lost in the inists outside of 

meaning; for this is not my language. 

While the ineetingflows, I meditate on 11ofstcde and Hollitliq and lVenger. How did I get 
from Hofstede to Wenger? 77irough non-essentialiSin. 7hrough suspicion of explanations 

grounded in macro or national cultures? A community ofpractice, or indeed a 

community of learning, seems a more meaningful representation of the socialization 

experienced by my participants. I picked up on legitimate peripheral participation, LPP, 

and it seemed to explain activity that I had obsen-ed on the edge of the curriculum. 

It is t? kv turn to lead the discussion. Faces funt to ine and I blunder into mY subject, 

teetering on the edge offonnality. graspingfor those key ternis that it-ill give nky 

argument more status. They use those words, nq colleagues, inanagetnent-speak-, to lend 

an air of importance to their activities. 7bey ivant to hear about -strategischbeleid.. 

strategic policy. .. ". Aýv colleague becomes impatient and interrupts ine. Just as I thought 

I it-as getting there, that the words it-ere beginning toflow, he takes over, leading the 
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discussion awayfrom where I wanted it to go. I smile with good grace. I sear with 
frustration. I think about agency. 

I am inquisitive. I do see that LPP seems to underplay the agency of the individual. 

Didn't Morita write something about that? I remember the way her student participant 

showed agency by opting out, and wasn't this what I had also observed with Wang Lin? 

And yet what I sense emergingfrom the Language Learning Histories is agency as a 

positivejorce that might yet be harnessed to the benefit of the learning community; in my 

participants I sense initiative and energy and ambition. I am wondering how mutual 

engagement might relate to individual agency. 

"OK maar wat ik eigenlijk wou zeggen... OK, but what I really wanted to say... ". 

Momentarily, I hit the note. I have their attention. And then it is gone, the moment has 

passed, the meeting moves on. I smile. I listen. I nod. I retreat once more behind my dike. 

It isn't like this in English. 

KH, Research Journal, 29th November 2006 

Preamble: Thought processes: Construction of the dike #2 

UeovUe: "... I rolv%. have CILL tke oovwcrsntýoms I WCIKt ýV,, FV. 0U. Sh, clvd I aLm"t reaLLU 

care whether I ýave to taLýe EnoUsh or clerman. 1ý, Rt then tospealz a 

reciLLU weLL formwLatea Ev%, gUsh wýth a Lot of, vLot vlýfficuLt voacib"LarU, 

bRt 00001 VOCAbLALCIrd, Ls tkev, CILWCIUs Sonm-ethtvý, o tkat's Koýer for me. ' 

KH: "But I would be interested in the way you're trying to overcome that 

challenge... How can you make that, because it's very difficult. It's 

something I recognize with my Dutch. I mean I'm very much confronted 

with that now because where I work now there's a lot of Dutch spoken. 
And I'm involved in projects where meetings go on in Dutch and I'm 

supposed to contribute to that in Dutch. Nobody minds if I speak English, 

but ... " 
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L-tovUe: a... You fed wxre contfottctbLe.. 7* 

KII: "It would enhance t? kv status if I speak its Durch. So, Im its a similar 

position to you its that t?: y Dutch is pretty good after all these years, but 

it's still a step to be sitting its some sort ofl)rojcct mecting ivith other 

universities and, you ktioiv... You doti't it-wit to sound stlipid, do you? So I 

cats really recognize this. " 

Interview, KII with Leonie, IP December 2006 

The above preamble confirms my sense of personal involvement with the issues of 

second language acquisition faced by my research participants. Ethcrington discusses this 

process of 'cmpathctic resonance: 

Our personal history, when it is known to its and processed in ways that allow its 

to remain in contact emotionally and bodily with others it-hose stories remind its 

of our own, can enrich our role as researcher. Our 'empathetic resonance' (Spiro 

et al. 1993) allows its to hear the others' experiences without the need to defend 

ourselves against that kion-ing. 

Etherington 2004: 180, citing Spiro et al 

As shown in the above interaction with Lconic, I have moved between different 

communities, each of which has its own forms of membership. Like my participants, this 

multiple membership (see 3.2.3) involves me in switching between languages, which is 

part of the reconciliation work described by Wenger as possibly "'the most significant 

challenge faced by learners who move from one community of practice to another" 

(Wenger 1998: 160). In the first stage of this research (chapter 2), Wang Lin and Wang 

Qiming were seen performing identities that attempted reconciliation, with varying 

degrees of success. In this chapter, I will introduce the participants in the second stage of 

my research, including Leonie (see 3.3.3). and discuss the methods I have used to gather 

and analysc their experiences with language acquisition (3.3.2). By recording and 

studying the narrative performances of such language learners. I hope to gain an 
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understanding of the means of participation and engagement by which learners establish 

themselves (or indeed fail to establish themselves) as reconciled members of a 

community (or communities) of learners. 

The conceptual framework of situated leaming, which includes the communities of 

practice model, and upon which my interpretation of the narratives in chapters 4,5 and 6 

is founded, is discussed in detail in section 3.2 below. 

3.2 Sociocultural approaches to Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research 
3.2.1 Language Socialization and Situated Learning 

There is much current debate as to the value of sociocultural approaches, in contrast to 

cognitive-oriented approaches, to second language acquisition (SLA) research. Watson- 

Gegeo has argued that "language socialization should become one of the major 

paradigms for research on second language Acquisition, replacing the traditional 

cognitive-oriented models" (Zuengler & Cole 2005: 312, citing Watson-Gegeo). 

Zuengler & Miller take a more moderate stance, viewing "as positive a field in which 

possibly incommensurable theories proliferate and are debated rather than allowing one 

theory to dominate without being problematized" (Zuengler & Miller 2006: 50). In this 

view, cognitive and sociocultural perspectives are ontologically incommensurable as the 

former perspective has its roots in positivism and the latter in relativism, and "relativism 

has become an alternative paradigm" (ibid: 35). These references are evidence that the 

sociocultural perspective is establishing itself as an alternative paradigm in SLA research. 

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, this dissertation is positioned within this sociocultural 

paradigm, drawing particularly on situated leaming, which is defined as "learning as 

changing participation in situated practices" (ibid: 40). Zuengler & Miller pay particular 

attention to communities of practice, which they describe as the most notable 

representation of situated learning. Indeed, they focus on legitimate peripheral 

participation as a key to situated language acquisition: 
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We can consider second language leamers who demonstrate a changefrom 
limited tofiller participation in social practices involving their second (or 

additional) language as givitig evidence of language development. 

Zuengler & Miller 2006: 41 

As explained in Part One, communities of practice has become a guiding concept in the 

interpretation of student experience in this dissertation, yet it is useful to remember that 

the notion of communities of practice is a social theory of learning, originating outside of 
language theory. Ibis raises the following questions: 

(i) How are the language socialization and situated learning (including communities 

of practice) perspectives positioned in relation to each other? 

(ii) What is the precise value of the notion of communities of practice as uscd in this 

dissertation as a means of investigating language acquisition? 

I will address the former question below with particular reference to Zuengler & Millcr 

(2006), and the latter question by discussing the work of Wenger (1998) alongside 

Ivani6's (2006) heuristic use of Activity Ilicory. In this way, I aim to confirm the 

compatibility of communities of practice with the sociocultural perspective to research 
into language acquisition (see 3.2.2,3.2.3 and 3.2.4). 

Zuengler & Miller (2006) describe how sociocultural concepts blend or overlap to 

produce an eclectic mix within a relativist paradigm. Furthermore, they highlight the 

productive nature of what they term 'hybrid intcrdisciplinarity' (ibid: 38) in the approach 

of many SLA scholars (see figure 3.1 below). 711is implies that situated learning and 
language socialization arc paradigmatically compatible, and that researchers might make 

use of this conceptual overlap. Also, both concepts arc closely related to 'activity theory'. 
This theory, derived from Vygotsky, describes the inseparability of mcntal development 

from its social context, arguing that "'as agents, learners actively engage in constructing 
the tcnns and conditions of their own learning" (Lantolf & Pavlenko 2001: 145), which is 
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a good description of Wang Lin's participation in the MA learning environment (see 2.3 

and 2.6). 

Indeed, I would like to argue that communities of practice can be positioned in the 

overlapping area between the more psychological perspective represented by Vygotskian 

sociocultural theory, the anthropological perspective of language socialization and the 

sociological perspective of situated learning. This interpretation is confirmed by Barton 

and Tusting, who note that the notion of communities of practice "is at ease in the space 
between the social and the psychological. " (2005: 6). 

LNMNP SiUmftd Dialogic Critical 
socialLudaft 

a vygOWLY 
Lemming PaRmcd" TýMy 

Figure 3.1: Overlapping sociocultural perspectives, derived from Zuengler & 

Miller (2006) 

Language socialization and situated learning have in conunon that "they underscore the 

role of social identity and relationships as well as the importance of the historical and 

practical conditions of language use in learning" (ibid: 40). This relation between identity 

and language learning in practice is central to my own investigation (see section 2.2 

above). As the Wang Lin example shows, learners perform certain identities in order to 

participate through certain practices in a given learning community, and it is in this 

participation that learning occurs. 

3.2.2 Participation 

A key element in both situated learning and language socialization is 'participation', 

which Zuengler & Miller describe as "both the product and the process of learning" 

(Zuengler & Miller 2006: 38). This process is in turn related to the study of evolving 

social structures and roles. This focus on participation confirms the need to study cultures 
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at a 'local' or 'emic' level, which is in keeping with my earlier rejection of essentialist 

macro-culturcs, as represented by 11ofstcde (1991). as a basis for this investigation (see 

2.4 above). 

I have argued in Chapter 2 that the unit for investigation at the level of rnicro-culturc is 

the community of practice. In the ca-sc of Higher Education, the concept of community is 

cpitomised by the learning community, which "includes learning, not only as a matter of 

course in the history of its practice, but at the very core of its enterprise" (Wcngcr 1998: 

214-215). Ivanid recognizes the central role that learning the language plays in attaining 

membership of such communities: 

One of the objectives of a newcomer to a social practice is to leam the language 

and other ways of communicating which characterise that conte-Irt: the way of 

achieving this is by becoming 'one of thcni'- becoming recognized as a member 

of that conununhy. And it is ky their use of language and other sciniotic resources 

that other people recognize someone as abelonging'. 

lvaniý 2006: 22 

Furthermore, Ivaniý cmphasises the role that participation plays in the development of 
identities through socially constructed discourse(s): 

identity is discoursally constnicted When people participate in the practices which 

constitute a discourse, and thereby affiliate themselves with others who engage in 

the same practices. 

lvani6 2006: 16 

This treatment of identity as a product of discourse appears compatible with the idea of 

mutual engagement described by Wenger, who states that "each participant in a 

community of practice finds a unique place and gains a unique identity, which is both 

further integrated and further defined in the course of engagement in practice" (1998: 75- 

76). 
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wellger ýIlso cinphasises that the acquismon oflanguage occurs through the negotiati C- C 1011 

ofmcaning (see also 3.2.4), which nicans that it is a process ofcollective participation: 

I'vill-III'lig depends Oil our abdilY to colltribliti, to the collective production Of' 

nivaning because it is bY this process that eXperimce and compelence pull each 

other. 

Wenger 1998: 203 

Thi,, raises the question ol'how this collective production of'meaning, might be affected Z7, 
when learners engage in several communities at once. 

3.2.3 Multiple Communities 

1%11()IIICI- Issue 11411 Can be recognized in both the coninluil i ties ol'practice perspective and 

kin-Liage socialization perspectives oflanguage acquisition is that ofsirnultaneous 

inenibership ofa number ofconi mu ni ties, each of which impacts on the identity of the 

learner. lvaniý, for instance, reco(, nizes that identity is 'networked', suggesting a number 
I- t, 

()[1,1111LIltaneous *activities' (see Figure 3.2). She concludes that "... while a person is 
C, 

participating in an activity, activity A, their identity is networked to the identities 

', Upported by other activities in which they (con)currently participate- Ovamý 2006: 22- 

23). 

Figure 3-2: The networking, ofidentity througgh participation in a rantge of 

practices in different domains (Ivaniý 2006: 23) 

Zuengler & Cole note that "in some cases, there may be multiple communities that are L- I 

the targets ot'socialization or communities that discourage learners from seeking full r" ZI 
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membership" (Zucnglcr & Cole 2005: 314). One of the issues that will be investigated in 

the second part of this dissertation is, therefore, the idea of participants striving for 

membership of several communities, and how this might influence and be influenced by 

their use of language. As Lcmkc observes, "few communities today insulate their 

members effectively from the subversive texts and values of other communities. Barriers 

between cultures and languages are weaker today, our loyalties to them arc moderated by 

our multiple lives and lifestylcs" (Lcmkc 2002: 75). 

Wenger similarly discusses identity as a 'nexus of multimcrnbcrship": 

Our variousfonns oftarticipation dclincatc pieces of a pit, --Ie ive pill together 

rather than sharp boundaries between disconnected parts of ourselves. All 

idenlity is thus more than just a single trajectory; instead, it should be vinved as a 

nemis of inultimembership. As sucit a nexits, identity is riot a unity bill neither is it 

simplyfragmenteiL 

NVengcr 1998: 159 

Ile also describes the need for the individual to undertake an active, creative process of 

&reconciliation' between different communities. During this process, "our identities 

dynamically encompass multiple perspectives in the negotiation of new meanings, " 

(Wenger 1998: 16 1). Ibis may be compared with the identhy work- discussed by lvaniý: 

"the continuous making and remaking of who we are" (2006: 21). 

We have seen, therefore, that in their focus on the role of participation and identity in 

language acquisition, there is a considerable overlap between the language socialization 

and situated leaming perspectives, both of which provide a means to discuss the 

linguistic relationship of the individual learner to the communities of which they arc (or 

would be) a member through reconstituted identities. 
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3.2.4 Agency 

As I have suggested in my preamble (above), there appears to be an essential difference 

between the concepts of language socialization and situated learning regarding the extent 
to which agency is ascribed to the learner. In this respect, situated learning shares with a 
dialogic perspective a characteristic shift away from language learning as individual 

achievement and highlights the socio-historical context (see figure 3.1 above). Duff, for 

instance, has described the limited agency experienced by learners thus: "learners have 

agency, among other things, but ... socialization is not always accessible, acceptable or 

successful" (Zuengler & Cole 2005: 314). 

Drawing on Activity Theory as a heuristic, Ivani6 (2006) addresses this potential tension 

between social ly-embedded 'activity' and the individual: 

People are 'subjects' in two senses: the sense of being 'subject' to the social 

affordances and constraints exerted on them by the activity; and the sense of 

being the 'subject'performing the action; actors, with agency. 

lvani6- 2006: 11 

This latter understanding of 'subject' is important in its recognition that the individual 

brings more to the 'action' than their present self and the influence of a community. 

According to Lantolf and Pavlenko, agency is a co-constructed phenomenon in which 

learners' histories play a fundamental role: 

If learners' histories do notjustify an investment in a particular language, the 

learners may remain on the margins of a particular community ofpractice as 

univilling temporary visitors. 

Lantolf and Pavlenko 2001: 152, citing Blender and Gillette 

One concern associated with applying the communities of practice framework too rigidly, 

therefore, might be that agency is too narrowly conceptualized if it is confined within the 

community of practice. The understanding of agency as mediated by a personal historical 
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context that is widcr than membership of a current community or communities is one of 

the rcasons that I start my investigation of participants' experiences in 111c second stage of 

this research with the collection of their Language Learning Ilistorics (scc 3.3.2 and 

chapter 4). 

As discussed in Chapter 2, however, another interpretation of agency in a situated 

learning perspective might be found in Wengcr's conccpt of 'mutual cngagcmcnt'. 

Wenger makes clear that joint enterprise does not prccludc the assertion of individual 

identity when he notes that practice exists "because people arc engaged in actions whose 

meanings they negotiate with one another" (Wcngcr 1998: 73). Negotiation of meaning is 

therefore at the heart of mutual engagement, and in fact it defines the community because 

it is through this negotiation that the community develops. 11iis 'organic' description of 

Gcommunity' may go some way towards alleviating the issue of apparent lack of agency 

attributed to these unique individuals (see 3.2.2) in the communities of practice model: 

"77tese identities becoine interlocked and artirulated with one another through 

inutual engagernent, but they do riot fits Alutual relations of engagement are as 
likely to give rise to differentiation as to hoinogenizatiolL Crucially, therefore. 
homogeneity is neither a requirententfor. nor the result of, the developinent of a 

community ofpractice. " 

Wenger 1998: 75-76, my emphasis 

This description of the role of mutual engagement in guiding learners towards a unique 

identity within a heterogeneous community confirms the relevance of a communities of 

practice perspective to investigations of the social context of language acquisition. The 

doubts expressed above as to the extent of agency ascribed to individuals in the LPP 

have, however, led Lea (2005) to question whether communities of practice can be used 

as an educational model or whether it should be presented instead as a useful heuristic, "a 

way of understanding learning as practice' (Lea 2005: 18 1). In other words, thcre may be 

a 'stronger' and a 'weaker' application of communities of practice to language research, 

and I also subscribe to the heuristic function of the framework in this dissertation. 
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My use of communities of practice to ground the analysis of data in the second stage of 
this research may be seen as a practical evaluation of its heuristic value, and therefore I 

will return to this issue in Chapter 7. Firstly, however, I will describe my data collection 

methods in the second stage of my research, during which research participants describe 

their experiences of participation in the language learning process during an international 

programme at a Dutch university. This involves analysis of the issues of access and 

membership in a learning community, defined at the end of the first stage, and the 

relation of resulting participation and agency to perceived language development: 

3.3 Second stage of research: Data collection and qualitative research design -- 
In the second stage of my research, I use concepts derived from communities of practice 

to analyze language learners' narratives. Both formal and informal mechanisms allow 

newcomers access to a community. In this way, they may practice or 'play' at being 

insiders. While legitimate peripheral participation must be 'granted' by the community it, 

the form of provided resolutions (Wenger 1998: 100), mutual engagement implies greater 

scope for self-initiated resolutions. Different forms of participation may result in the 

individual being included in or excluded from a learning conununity. 

In applying these concepts to my data, I am also checking whether the concepts are 

appropriate for the analysis of this kind of data. In my interpretation, there is a constant 

interplay between the data and the conceptual framework. This interplay is made 

transparent through the coding process (see 4.1), which in turn has been guided by initial 

research questions. These questions (see 3.3.1 below) seek to establish the means of ,' 

participation by showing which mechanisms, tools or rituals provide or deny newcomers 

access to the community. This leads ultimately to the question of whether language 

providers might play a more pro-active role in providing such mechanisms. 

3.3.1 Guiding questions 

The following questions have been derived from the discussion in Part One and used as a 
starting point for interviews with participants in the second stage of this research. 
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(i) Do participants scc themsclvcs as languagc leamcrs? 

(ii) What characterizes the idcntity of such students as language leamcrs - how do 

they exhibit this identity? 

Is this identity bound to a community of practice - for instance, of language 

learners within a specific discipline? 

(iv) Does entry to this community of practice take place through certain established 

mcchanisms/tools/rituals (fonnaLrinfonnal/ccntral/pcfiplicral)? 

(V) In what ways does their educational cnvironmcnt facilitate the dcvclopmcnt of 

their identity as a language learner - do legitimate peripheral participation and 

inutital engagement occur? 

(vi) What barriers exist in their educational environment that prevent them from 

developing their identity as a language learner? 

(vii) Can language providers play a role in nurturing such identities and in building an 

cnvironmcnt in which such a community of pmcticc can prospcr? Which 

mechanisms/tools/rituals offer such opportunities? 

Guided by these questions, I have collated my participants' experiences as language 

learners in a Dutch university setting. I use the word 'collation' rather than 'collection' to 

make explicit my own subjective involvement in the co-construction of these narratives. 
Through the collation of language learners' narratives, I can record, for instance, how an 
individual performs a certain identhy to a certain audience within a specific colI11111111ily. 
which involves aligning themselves in such a way that they achieve a meaningful degree 

of 'membership' or 'belonging' to that community. 

As we shall see later (4.4), this involves participants in 'idcntity work' (Ivania 2006: 21) 

as they "construct selves within specific institutional, organizational, discursive, and local 

cultural contexts"' (Chase 2005: 658). 1 am interested in whether the narrative record of 

the identity work of these learncrs might provide indications for good practice, which 

might ultimately be incorporated into the curriculum to enhance the language 

socialization of future students. I shall rclum to the guiding questions in ordcr to address 

this implementation issue in 6.4 and 6.5. 
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3.3.2 The Research Process 

The procedures described below aim to stimulate participants to discuss their experience 

as language learners in such a way that the key issue of identity formation is made -- 

explicit in their terms. I describe the process of data collection as an ongoing exchange 
between myself as researcher and my participants. In a postmodem sense, the entire 
interactive process represents a co-construction of text, and my approach can be 

described as an emerging methodology during which I aim to unravel the key questions 

emically, from the inside. At the beginning of the data collection process, I designed a- 

plan which aimed to achieve this unravelling, and these procedures are described below 

as a coherent sequence. 

However, these research procedures have been governed by the ongoing interaction with 

the research participants, whose complex internationally-oriented lives have led them in 

directions that could not be anticipated at the start of the data collection process. I was 

drawn to the idea of 'deep hanging out' (Luttrell 2003: xiii), but in this international 

context any 'hanging out' with participants would be occasional or virtual (see also 6.1), 

and mostly at a distance by e-mail. While the circumstances of this 'virtual hanging out$ 

have contributed to the richness of the data, this has also resulted in the frustrations and 

disappointments that are intrinsic to the qualitative research process. I use extracts from 

my research journal to record these developments in the text below (see 6.2, for 

example). 

The data collection process has consisted of the collation of a series of 'texts': firstly, 

through Language Learning Histories (LLHs), participants have recorded their past 

language learning experiences; secondly, during interviews, participants have given a 

point-in-time indication of their present circumstances, while also referring back to their 

pasts and forward to envisaged futures; thirdly, some participants have provided me with 

journal entries tracking theirjourneys into that future, producing a longitudinal flow. The 

precise procedures used to collect and analyze this data, including my use of the A'Vivo 

software, are described at the start of each of the following chapters and summarised in 

chart form in Tables 4.2,5.1 and 6.1. 
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The result of my interrogation of these texts. through the data analysis mcthods discussed 

below, is a series of 'interpretive narratives' which comprise understandings of the 

meaning of the texts from a situated learning perspective. I would like to cmphasisc that 

it is through structured engagement with both the textual aricfact and the participant who 

provided it, that I have collated the narratives. I'lic narratives arc thcrcforc more than a 

product; they arc themselves a tool in my analysis of the data. 

I consider that the initial 'interpretive narratives', based on the LLI Is (sec 4.3 below), in 

combination with my research journal notes. play a similar role to the 'memo' (Miles and 

Huberman 1994. Strauss and Corbin 1998; Charmaz 2000) as an -intermediate step 

between coding and the first draft of the completed analysis" (Charmaz 2000: 517): 

Afenzoing helps the analyst move easityfront empirical data to a conceptual level, 

refitting and expanding codesfitrihek. developing key categories and showing 

their relationships, and building towards a more integrated understanding of 

events, processes. and interaction in the case. 
Miles and Huberman (1994: 74) 

As Ryan and Bernard point out. by the time the researcher "has identified the themes and 

refined them to the point where they can be applied to an entire corpus of texts, a lot of 
interpretive analysis has already been done" (2000: 781). Hence, initial interpretive 

narratives based on the LUIs helped me to dcrinc the key issues or categories that 

provided the foundation for the subsequent analysis of the interviews. Meanwhile, entries 
in my research journal continued to fuel the analytical process: 

The act of writing tarts as you noninate over the meaning of a display is itself a 

focusing andforcing device that propelsfurther analysis. 

Miles and Ilubcnnan (1994: 101) 

In this way, the analysis involved in producing the interpretive narratives for the LlAis 

resulted in the production of the initial map of concepts displayed in figure 4.1. which in 
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turn helped me to prepare the categories for the analysis of the interview transcripts ý '' - 
(chapter 5). Further interpretive narratives were produced during analysis of the interview 

transcripts (see 5.3), and these narratives contributed to more detailed maps of concepts,, - 

which focus on the inclusive and exclusive practices experienced by learners in the ICF 

community (figures 5.1 and 5.2). Finally, in chapter 6,1 have refined the categories for 

analysis in order to focus on the tensions experienced by participants when reconciling 

membership of more than one community during their work placements. 

I believe that by applying the communities of practice lens to the coding and analysis of 

this data, I have created a set of consistent procedures for the interpretation of the 

learning experiences of these participants. However, before the themes could be 

developed, I needed to address the question of sampling: which texts have I chosen to 

record, and whose voices have I chosen to analyze? 

3.3.3 Choice of Participants 

Lynch accepts that "with complete or active participant observation, you may be locked 

into ... convenience sampling" (1996: 124). Wolcott also states that "there is no such 

thing as the ideal informant or the perfect setting. But there may be quite satisfactory 

infon-nants standing right in front of us" (Wolcott 2004: 101). Stake further emphasises 

the value of those cases that seem to offer "opportunity to learn", arguing that "potential 

for learning is a different and sometimes superior criterion to representativeness" (2000: ' 

446). Both 'convenience sampling' and 'opportunity to learn' have played a role in my 

recruitment of participants for the second stage of this research. 

In 2006,1 set out to find participants who would be willing to provide me with narrative 

accounts of their learning experiences. I felt it was important that participants should be 

'international students' in the following sense: 

Their programme is taught entirely through English, as opposed to the local 

student population which studies entirely or partially through Dutch. 
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Fcllow studcnts in thcir cohort comc from a culturally and linguistically 
divcrse sct of backgrounds, cnsuring the authcnticity of the nccd to usc 
English as the medium of communication with peers cvcn during activities 

outside or peripheral to the curriculum (such as the corridor talk in Wang 

Qiming's video diary, see Appendix 3). 

(iii) Students will cross borders and be cxpcctcd to function in mixed cultural and 
linguistic environments. Specifically, these students arc involvcd in projccts, 

placements and study scmcstcrs in other countries. 

I felt that it would be advantageous if participants could understand my research aims, 

preferably because they had personal experience of moving between learning 

communities as implied in tile above description of the 'international student'. Finally, I 

needed participants who would be willing and able to commit thcmsclvcs to the 

production of narrativcs through an intcraction which would in principic continuc for 

most of thcir rinal acadcmic ycar. 

On the basis of these criteria, I approached Inteniational Communication YCF) students 
at the start of their fourth year. This cohort of students, of which Wang Qiming was a 
member, was returning from a year outside the Netherlands, during which they had 

studied at other universities, in other learning communities. Furthermore, during their 
final year they would again leave the Netherlands for a study visit to China and for final 

work placements. I felt that these experiences, together with the fact that they would be 

available to me in their 'home' learning environment (ICF) during the first semester of 

the year, would make them ideal candidates to provide data that would address the 

qucsti ons rai scd in 3.3.1. 

Consequently, I approached the lCF programme coordinator in June 2006 and was given 

permission to continue my research at ICF- Furthermore, I was given c-mail access and 

allowed to establish a project site on the electronic Icaming environment Blackboard at 

the university. Blackboard provided me with a platforrn for communication with 

participants and functioned as a central archive for the texts they produced. 
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In September 2006,1 was invited to present the project to the ICF4 cohort at the opening 

of the acaden-dc year. I took this opportunity to present some of the ideas that had 

emerged from the first stage of this research, and to summarise the goals of the ongoing 

research. I asked for volunteers for the second stage, explaining that this would involve 

the writing of LLHs (see chapter 4), individual interviews (chapter 5), and reflective 
journal writing (chapter 6). 1 also mentioned a group procedure that I had hoped to use 
for member checking purposes, which was later abandoned 4. 

Morse has suggested "using at least six participants in studies where one is trying to ' 

understand the essence of experience" (Ryan and Bernard 2000: 780, citing Morse). Six 

students initially volunteered, of whom five subsequently signed the form giving me 

permission to use their contributions as research data (Appendix 2). The variety in the 

backgrounds of the volunteers (see Table 3.1) is illustrative. of the heterogeneous nature 

of the ICF4 cohort: 

Participant Gender Nationality First Language(s) 

I Mark M Dutch Dutch 

2 l1ana F Isracli/Dutch Hebrcw/Dutch 

3 Ixonie F German German 

4 Simona F Romanian Romanian 

5 Katenna F Russian/German Russian/German 

Table 3.1: research participants in the second stage 

As a former teacher of this cohortý, I was confident of their ability to produce written data 

in English. They had previously done reflective writing on their use of languages as part 

of their course work. I thought that this work, in particular exercises on their 'speech 

communities', made it likely that they would grasp the kind of contributions that I was 

4, nIe group procedure became impossible to arrange as there was no time during 2007 that more than two 
of the participants were in the Netherlands. The only exception to this was their graduation in September 
2007, and after communication with participants, I deemed this an inappropriate moment. I therefore 
carried out individual member checks. SI taught English to this cohort of the ICF programme from September 2003 until March 2005. 
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looking for. ne following examples of work produced in the past by sonic of these 

volumccrs inspircd mc with conridcncc: 

I waS born in a biUnOvAL enVLrOKKtCnt- I WAS born in týle fVVVAerSMet 

and tile fLrst seven Uturs of mý Life TZL4-SS! Am WAS KtU nttther tvný)L(e. TK. S 

mioýt Sound S-tra"e, bL4t tkat is ýIow it is- it Was ntý nkttller tov'ýOue. sinte we 

moved to C'ermaný in 1.910 1 adapted fClft to eiermtlo. CtAhmre, meClvip,. n L- 0 
Oint at Cl certaLo. vvtment mU ejermCIA was better Ulan ntý IZ"Sian. I StiLL 

"vWerstcind everUtKncj io, k-aussian. but I feeL wxre crnfWent Ev%, taLkLV%'O 

ClermAn. Týlat iS Ml, ý it h0ppenS So ofýen thAt MU mother Wks to K4-e in 

iz"siavL. avd I answer in cermam. i clo oct even ýiear it, wýetýler sýe is ach4CILLU 

'Sýecllzino R. "SSLOn. 

Katerina, reflective writing on speech communities 2004 

I ant vKaLtiUv-g"CtL. I speaý, - rýýtrh, Hebrew Chewl Ev%OLLsh. At honte I MLL most of 

the tinte SýeClk Mktr-h witý ntý Ktctller Clvtd Hebrew Mth vv. U father. Stmetintes 

md fatýer wLLL Clsk nte Cl c(ve-Stivv%, iK Hebrew amd I MLL flvzwer Km 4ý, DL4tr'K I 

vwticid týat Lt rtQLLý d*ends om týle Lay%. OLtaE)e i hAve "ed before thAt. W; IeK I 

Uved LM I-SrcleL I hC10, OWL evem More EMterestEvi. 0 tinte swLtchinL3 CodeS. At Sr. ýCVL I 

t, csed to sýeclk Hebrew. wEtý ntU roommate Eo. OLLsli aKd winem K&j petremts wouLd 

UILL front HoUavt-ol, I wokAd licive a ýard tinte contiv. 0 up wEth the r)Lttch words. 

So I wc)tkLc( be SpeC06VLO Dktcll wEtPl SoViAt Hebrew avW Evt. 0U. Sk words to fLLL tine 

02P. 

Ilana, reflective %vriting on speech communities 2004 

The above examples not only show that I had previous experience of these students' 

skills in reflective %%Titing, but they also give the reader an initial insight into the 
backgrounds of my participants. Ilese are not virgin users of second languages but 

people for whom the use Of a variety of languages in different contexts has been a 
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lifelong experience. In this respect, I am a relative latecomer to the use of a second 
language and the participants are the 'experts'. 

In short, I was convinced by the above factors that this group of participants was 

appropriate for this investigation. However, I also understood that this would be an 

extremely busy year for these students. During their final year they would go on an 
intensive study trip to China and move to new locations to do their work placements. 
While I was confident of their willingness and motivation to contribute to the project, I 

knew that the students would be under pressure during this final year of their studies, and 

that this would present a limitation to the amount of data I could collect. As shown in 

Table 3.2, the amount and type of data gathered varied 6: 

Participant LLH Interview Journal entries 

I Mark 27.11.06 11.12.06 6 

2 Hana 5.11.06 13.12.06 0 

3 Lconie 14.11.06 13.12.06 6 

4 Simona 20.10.06 15.12.06 2 

5 Katerina 27.11.06 12.12.06 0 

Table 3.2: participant contributions to research data in the second stage 

I received LLHs from all five participants in October/November 2006, and I carried out 

individual interviews with them that December. By this stage, the participants were 

involved in their search for work placements alongside final year studies and exams. 
During the period December 2006 to February 2007,1 received occasional reflections 
from three of the participants, but Ilana and Katerina were unable to contribute. By 

February 2007, Leonie had moved to Germany for a placement and continued to send 

regular journal entries by e-mail. Mark and Simona had found placements in 

internationally-operating organisations in the Netherlands and also sent interrnittent 

contributions by e-mail. Ilana had started a study period in Tel Aviv and, thereafter, I was 

unable to maintain contact with her. Meanwhile, Katerina had started a work placement 

6 Please see the DVD in Appendix 12 for a complete impression of the analyzed data set. 
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in Spain and informed me that she was unable to provide journal cntrics due to her heavy 

workload. I received a series of c-mails from her before finally accepting that she would 

not be able to produce these written reflections. 

Subject: RE: Interview transcript 
Date: Wed, 28 Feb 2007 14: 37: 02 +0100 
HeLLo 

1 am. so svýr, ý to ýioLcl 6le Lons bcOe for so Loon. it Lsjvr., - týlnt I am verý bu: w heve Lo. 

'rwrceLtw ctvd ýiclcd a ýAý hv%ke i o. ki&, tý compciv%, ý Lo. tke, (-YvvvkLvo fvLL tLv%., Le, 

mv týme fc) ti"mS.... ). So ý1CO CILL KLKrf cýF Ovvtts tý, stag iv%, týie cvvvýpa". but fLvOLvg 

avother ýLcice Ls vvot cis ecfsý. especECILLLA i-ý EV. UlClt VKiVel-', LtýU LS Mot ýle', a Lv,... Now 
-LcwLL1 tK" -eaLLLI iine tkat i cayt evtc( týje vAnterLcit to wou OVe P! tt - SfttLed, CIMG1 It 

bU I%iiýS weekev%d. Tý12p%k Ur-V 40Y UOUr 

'S aL L4,01 Os 

W-Cttj a 

Under these circumstances, I had little choice but to be satisfied with the amount of data 

collected. I do not think I can measure what would be an acceptable minimum. I would 
like to argue that the real test of the data lies not in the quantity but in the quality. Ibis 

quality is measured not only in the richness of the data, but also in the rigour of the 

analysis applied to it. As mentioned above (see 3.1), in a relativist sense all texts are 

partial and incomplete, while social inquiry is a finite process. 

My policy was to stay in touch with participants in the hope that they would eventually 

provide a piece of rcncctivc writing. To this end, for instance, I hoped that the interview 

transcripts, sent for checking purposes, would stimulate Ilana and Katcrina to write. I was 

to be disappointed in both cases, although Katcrina latcr rc-cngaged with the research, 

reading and giving feedback on my narrative intcrprctations (see Appendix 11). 

In the following chapters, I will discuss each of the stages of the research design in dctail: 
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Language Learning Histories (chapter 4) 

Individual Interviews (chapter 5) 

Reflective writing/journals (chapter 6) 

For each stage, I will first explain the data collection procedure, before outlining the 

analytical procedures in greater detail. I will then present interpretive analyses of the da4 

before concluding each stage with a discussion of the key issues that have emerged, 

theorizing about the nature of the participative learning experiences of the participants, 
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Chapter 4: Language Learning Histories (LL11s) 

4.1 The use of Language Learning Ilistofles 

Murphey, Chen and Chen (2004) make use of Language Lcaming I listorics (LLI Is) to 

focus on "the social construction of learner identities and imagined communities that can 

nourish learning" (Murphey et al 2004: 83). This procedure has provided me with an 

ideal starting point for the collection of data from my participants. According to Murphey 

el A "the act of writing one's LLII is a social construction that takes as its main topic our 

dynamically 'distributed identities' that arc multiple. conflicted and still changing and 

yet, in the metacognitive act of composition, become firmer and stronger" (ibid: 98). 111c 

LLH positions the experience of the self within the context of educational settings, thus 

ensuring that identity will be under consideration without raising it ms an explicit issue. 

I felt that this approach would give me the opportunity to familiarize myself with the 

backgrounds of the participants, observing the development of their identities as they 

have emerged through years of experience with language learning. Ibis information 

provides insights into the 'intentions' that participants bring with them to the leming 

community. This is relevant if we understand that agency is co-constructed through a 

complex negotiation between the individual and the cnvironmcnt in which they learn (see 

3.2.4). Intentions, built on past experience, will play an important role in the transition to 

a new environment according to Untolf and Pavlcnko: 

"... the success of a transitionfrom one linguistic identify to another will depend 

on the interaction between one 's own intentions and those of the people it? one's 

environment. " 

Lantolf and PavIcnko 2001: 153 

Ile LLH also proposes that participants give advice to future students, which inevitably 

leads the writer to reflect on his/her own intentions and experiences. According to 

Murphey el al. the use of LLHs as data for analysis allows the rcscarchcr to ground their 

observations in their students' discourse (Murphey el al 2004: 87). 
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For the purposes of this research, I adapted the original instructions from Murphey et al 

to make them appropriate to my target group in the hope that these questions would lead 

participants to raise issues that would inform the guiding questions presented in 3.3.1. 

These adaptations (see Table 4.1) reflect my focus not only on the language classroom 
but also on the surrounding environment. 

My. lattguage learititig history 

Write about your language learning history from when you began learning English to the 

present. Use the following questions to guide your writing. Length: about 750 words: 

How did you learn English before you started in Higher Education? 

What positive and negative experiences did you have and what did you leam from 

them? 

In terms of learning English, what were you expecting before you started in 

Higher Education? 

When you started in Higher Education, what were you surprised about in your 

classes or in the surrounding environment? 
Have you changed your ways of language learning since starting in Higher 

Education? 

What are the things that you found especially helpful, either in classes or outside 

them? 

" What are the areas that you still want to improve in? 

" How do you think this (final) year will be? 

" What are your language learning plans and goals after graduation? 

" What advice would you give to future students? 

i abie 4.1: Language Learning History: questions for participants (adapted trom murpney 

eta12004: 86) 

I was keen to establish whether the LLHs contained the key elements of narrative, 
including descriptions of complications and resolutions. Would these participants have a 
'tale to tell' in relation to language acquisition, as had been the case with the stories I 

collected during the first stage of my research (see 2.2)? The LLH encourages the 
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In October/November 2006,1 collected LLI-Is from each of my participants. The personal 
background information given in the LLHs gave me insights into key issues in the 
language leaming experiences of the participants, and I was therefore able to raise these, 
issues at the interview stage in December 2006 (see 5.1). 

4.2 The Analysis of Language Learning Histories 

In Chapter 2,1 described how the stories of language learners lend themselves to 

narrative analysis, and explained the need for an overarching analytical framework or 

model which allows me to make the data I have recorded meaningful according to a 

certain system of values or a certain understanding of the world. The notion of 

Communities of Practice (Wenger 1998) and related sociocultural perspectives regarding 

second language acquisition, discussed in 3.2, provide me with a conceptual framework 

through which I can derive categories for analysis. By coding using these categories, and 

allowing other categories to emerge from the data during the analytical process, I am both 

grounding the data conceptually and allowing meaning to emerge from that data. This 

reflects the suggestion that "researchers start with some general themes derived from 

reading the literature and add more themes and sub-themes as they go" (Ryan and 

Bernard 2000: 78 1). 

Using the software package NVivo2, I started by coding the texts in terms of the 

descriptive themes complications and resolutions in order to consider how and whethe'r 

the LLHs would lend themselves to narrative analysis. I started with two codes (or nodes 
in NVivo, terminology), complications and resolutions, in the expectation that further 

codes would emerge during the coding process. 

I started working with NVivo yesterday. Set up my project and started to 
familiarise myself with the coding options. Created initial nodes (or categories) 

and coded Simona's piece as a practice exercise. Coding is good, it makes you 

think about what you are trying to achieve and gives you new insights. 

KH, Research Journal, 27h November 2006 
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As Simona was the first participant to submit a Language Learning History. I used her 

story to establish further categories for coding. It soon became apparent that tile category 

resolutions could be divided into several sub-catcgorics depending on the source of tile 

solution. Accordingly, I divided this nodc into three sub-nodes: self-illitiated resolutions, 

provided resolutions and a miscellaneous category other resolutions for solutions that did 

not fit these categories. I then added further nodes to reflect resolutions that were planned 

or intended in the future: fisture provided intentions andfisture self-initiated intentions as 

well as the miscellaneous category wherfimire intentions. 

What I certainly should do now is to check- the LVIsfor implicit references to 

community, mcnibership and exclusion. 77ds it-ill be a precursor to the inten-int-s 

andjounials. which should ilhuninate the individual identity in relation to the 

group. 
KH, Research Joumal, 29h Novembdr 2006 

Iberefore, thinking in terms of Communities of Practice, I next coded the LUIs for 

information about communities, including references to membership, belonging or 

exclusion. This resulted in the nodes conununitiesfinchisiott. communitieslexchision and 

communities1probletnatic. 

Finally, I was struck by the use of emotive adjectives in the descriptions of events in the 

LLHs, which reminded me that participants experienced events with varying degrees of 

intensity. Simona, for example, used a range of adjectives, especially when describing 

negative experiences: 'unfair', 'disappointed', 'astonished". This explains my 

introduction of the nodes emodoWpositive and enintionsInegative, which allowed me to 

interpret participants' emotional responses to their language Icarning experiences. 

eventually used 12 nodes or sub-nodes in my coding of the LUIs (see Table 4.3 below): 
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Node number Node name 

complications 

21 resolutions/self-initiated resolution 
22 resolutions/other resolutions 
23 resolutions/provided resolutions 
251 future intentions/self-initiated future intentions 

252 future intentions /other future intentions 

253 future intentions /provided future intentions 

41 communities/inclusion 
42 communities/exclusion 
43 communities/problematic 

51 emotion/positive emotion 
52 emotion/negative emotion 

Table 4.3: Coding categories for the LLHs 

My experience of using NVivo is that it is an excellent focusing tool, functioning 

effectively as my codebook (Ryan and Bernard 2000). In providing overviews in the forin 

of Document Coding Reports and Node Coding Reports, it provides a manageable 

medium for interrogation of the texts produced by research participants. As I shall 

explain below, I used NVivo in combination with non-digital techniques in order to look 

at the data through different lenses. All Document Coding Reports and Node Coding 

Reports are provided on CD-Rom as an appendix to this dissertation (see Appendix 12). 

This enables the reader to find the original passage to which interpretations refer, by 

using the references in the right-hand margin of the interpretive narratives (below). 

Simona's LLH was my starting point for the development of the interpretive narratives. 

The Document Coding Report that resulted from the coding of her LLH can therefore be - 
found, as an example, in Appendix 5. The following narrative shows how a record of a 

participant's emerging identity as a language learner can be derived from an LLH. After 

producing the narrative, I compared it with the Document Coding Report and made 
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revisions and additions when the coding produced a new pcrspcclivc. It was then fruitrul 

to return to the original LLI1 to check that the narrative analysis rcprcscntcd a credible 

representation of the original text. I also returned to Siniona and asked for her reaction to 

the story. lbrough these processes, Simona's story emerged: 

stnto"Is storij: lwterpretiveKArrcitive baseol ový- SLntoKAs 
uv, owtoe Ltamto-o HE&torlj (L-L-H) October 2W& 

SýK&OK, a ES 0 P-OW-OvLLOA, -sti4demt, for Whom (ý; ermclv%, is a 

'Ser-ond LCIK-OLOOe CNO EVLOLLsh C, third LQk%-CjtxclOe. HclviKO 

made the decision to sttkdý Lv,. E"Lish to OCILV%, an 
Ev6temAtio"L deoree, she Arrived ivL the NetherLanc(s, 4% 200: 3 

to do r>ksLvess St"vUes. Afýer ov%, e ýeclr, she switched to the 

ICF proorAntme ctK4 is vww ewterino her ft"L Uear at the 

uv%LversitU- 
S', LmoK4 brought up severaL compUacttiý ZvL her LLH. 

FirstLU, skejkxtaposed her positive earLU experiences of 
LeArtAU" E"LiSh ('It was. Ulu a hobbd') with the 
disappoLvt, tment of key orade for the CambrWi3e First 

certifixate exant: 

'I twý, 
- 

ole cambriolge First aertificate avd I Oct a0 

OrAde. I 61OUOýt it WAS L(MfClir, ber. CIR. Se After hCMKý) SO 

"o-U Lessovz iý EvOLEsK I couLd ý%& score Iii0her 

thClk% AverAge. And I wols bUcIt4se it was 

ntU favotArite sL4bject, Cmd it Seemed Uiat for some 

Lkv0zv. owm reasom., I couW "t be better ... * 

7 ApIvndix 12 contains the data sourccs for all passage rcfcrcnccs. 

Data source: 
Document Coding Report 

LLIII Slmona7 

(P - passage 

rererence) 

Provided resolutions, 
PI 

Complications, pl 
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T-h Ls expeyLeme, wLtkovt avL apparmt resoLutLoo., represewts a 

? prtLc, "LayLU powerf"L poLmt Lv. SLmooals Lnvý, O"aE)e LecirvtLKE) 

KstorU clýto( SeCmS to hClVe ketekteved ker awaremess of 

, swacess, and 'faLL"re' tv6 Lame"age LecirvUvLg. IvL tKS ýmWev-t, 

I sevwse týe roots of ýer wUtioomss to search for ýer owo. 

soLktLovl. & whemsoLRtýokts i2re vot pro\Acleol bU tke airrtc"LRM. 
MtKo. a ýenr, sýe had made a akotce to st"dU tkrouoh 

Ent3LLSK 

wc tO 5t"d ývt. FvugUsh one Uear after was cm. 
ýMpOrtRIA, t ChOýre fOr Kte. I WaS St"CIULVIo tO, C-lerVI&CWGU 

Lm cjermaýt Lao. 0knee, wkek-,, I reatized that I sho"Ld be 

GlOtO. 0 SOntetýLno eL. Se: St"O(ý LVk, FK; OU. Sh, OýtOl oet Clo, 

LntematLoo, aL ote, 3ree. ' 

SLntojA, vj c(evcLops two fRyther com-pUcl2tý00--s ýý her LAJt, Ovd 

ýn each anse she preseAts theýr re. SDL"týDvl--s- TkC fLrst ý. s thC 

c[RCjLttU of her OnOLOge pOrtfOUO: -MU fLrst Poytfaýo ýý 

Evi. @U. sh wcjs cl dLscister reOCMAýý str"at"re RAJ ... ýt WRSj W. St 

a mess., T-kýs prouent Ls resaved, ciLthoRoh -she Ls verU 
C, Dk%Sr, LOKS Df thC tLK-te-frOMe LV%, VDLVed, WhLCh PreSUK&01" 

represents ot oovsWercibLe personclL LnVestment: 

olv. vKd -seaovx( Uear i 
-sýtcceeolecl 

to mOze a gocd 

portfoUo that Was OILSO. StrRotRyed CIVI'd 000a. it toolz me 
Ct Ueolr thOL40k! ' 

The seamd ýmportant LsssL-te for Sýmmp ýs her acomt. she 

Self-initiated 
resolutions, pI 

Complications, p3 

Self-initiated 
resolutions, p3 
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im#LoLdý covKpares herseLf wEth others wkey%, she describes her 

clartevL't as I'sUokUd 'exotýe": Complication%. p4 

,I beccime aware that i do have an Eastervý- EýtroTtAvv- 
Complications. p2 

clccevLt, that I stUL was spealzýVO wEth sovwe VKýstcke-ý., 

awd that I StUL haol to Leam a Lot" 

a VW 
01 wasspeaI6Kzj EvOLLsh weErd. I nteav%,: I doo-'t smy%xf Complications, p6 

: LOOýo EasterK Europeam, Aor Mkteh or'rritLsh, or 

aP%. dtKK, O eLse! it Lsj"t a mýxture of everdthiKg. * 

T-hro"Oh the ýssue of 'auevW, SLntovua recoomLze. -. a 

coýwtctýDo. betweeyý, Laviounoe v-Se CtKz( aseribed status. 

Fuytherntore, She ShOWS AWAreY%, VSS of the vaLve of other 

spectizers of EKOUsh CIS poiKkS of COMTArýSov% or ýotemtial, roLe 

v"deLs. For Evztamce, bý ndxioo wLth others, she 'got 

accustomed to Ustem1v, ý) Clvtd Contnukvacati" Wýth Týeo* that Othcr rcsolutions. p2 

11CO Q sty"'. 13e OrjL'tst a tAtw clýocev`t for vkAt'- 

, 
She fLKds resoLLktims to her LSsues With Lcmguttee 

ac, qvjsýtýovL, for 4%stamct iv%. her imtdractiovi. Wýtjj api, Anqrjeav%. Communifics, 
inchtsion. pi 

roonmate, her MW EvOLLsh teacher Ctk%z( her vbServatLovt, of the Providcd resolutions, 
P4 

preseMcltýovts of fdLow swdeKts. Ske eventurtLLý fwLds a Providcd rcsolutions. 
p5 

further resokdLovl, LK the LKWKShLP 0ýýVrtlkv%LtU ýrovWed as Provided intcntions, pi 

part of her iCF ýrooravKme. The CkoLce of c(e-stjv4tLovL ýS hers, 

amd she dewvLstrates her not&&-,, u LK '" )ZLV" a chtice for -01 

"tEve EvýgLishspeAIZEvio evwirovintfvý-t... Lýw-, ALtStraLict. Sclf-initiatcd intcntions, 

C PI 
, a"O(a, LAs there are K&amU ekoýteSl' 
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Constructing narratives such as Simona's gave me a means to derive meaning from my 

initial categorization of the LLHs, as I noted in my journal: 

My next step is to code the LLHs one more timefor explicit or oblique references 

to community - and to write up narrativesfor all participantsfrom this 

perspective. In this way I can look at how the participants portray themselves at 

this early stage - as insiders, outsiders etc. ? This 'how' question seems essential 

and might lead me to some putative themes... 

KH, Research Jourrial, 8h December 2006 

My recognition at this stage of the value of narrative interpretation in addressing the 

question How? represented an important breakthrough in my analysis of the data. While 

an initial reading of the LLH texts had familiarized me with the language backgrounds of 

the participants, I did not initially feel that it had taken me further than confirn-dng that 

the histories of these language learners could be understood in narrative terms. Through 

coding, I was able to take the step from description to explanation. The interpretive 

narratives seemed to represent the 'intermediate step' between coding and analysis 
described by Charmaz (see 3.3.2), and this step would prove invaluable in my 
development of thematic codes for analysis of the interviews and journals. For instance, I 

could already see that Simona made connections between language acquisition and stattes 

and role models. Unfortunately, the time-scale did not allow me to write full narratives 
before the interviews. Therefore, although I did make explicit references to the LLHs 

during the interviews (see 5.1), 1 could not take fully analyzed interpretations of the 

LLHs with me to the interviews. The value of these interpretations would become 

apparent, however, in the coding of the interview and journal data (see 5.2). 

43 Interpretive narratives derived from the Language Learning Histories 

From Simona's LLH, and the Document Coding Report (Appendix 5), 1 therefore 

produced an interpretive narrative in which I speculated that Simona connected linguistic 

Performance with status in the community. This is shown, for instance, in her focus on 
her accent, and in the value judgments she and others make about herself in this respect: 
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"even though I do speak correctly. I do not manage to sound properly" and "what I am 

still not satisfied with is my slightly 'exotic' accent in English". I also described a degree 

of personal agency in her quest for her own solutions to complications, such as in her 

references to the choices she made firstly"to study in English, and get an international 

degree" and secondly to study in "a native English speaking environment". I also argued 

that Simona makes much of the influence of others upon her development, such as tile 

American roommate and teachers who are a "good influence". We shall see that tile 

importance of these role models to Simona becomes even more apparent during the 

interview (see 5.3). 

Ilrough a narrative interpretation of Simona's LLII. I have therefore dcrived some 

potential categories for analysis of the means of participation: stams, agetwy, and role 

models. We have also seen that accent is an interesting theme, although it is unclear 

whether it should be an independent theme or a theme embedded in the categories already 

mentioned. By writing interpretive narratives for the other participants, I aimed to 

confirm and extend this initial categorization. I demonstrate this process below by 

presenting and discussing interpretive narratives of the LLII texts provided by the other 

participants, showing how categories emerged or were confinned: 

Marl?. 's stoT: mterpretiviKarrottive bassid Do- MCIrIZ'. s LAK9"Oe 
LearKIK, O "Lstord (LLK) November 2DO& 

Rntilze sonte of the other Tartir. ýpclwts, Marle Wizes, mo refeyevLee 

in his LLH to eArLU UviowistLr, or c. "LturCIL mixes týjCjt miollt te 

selyt, Cis týe roots of Ovi. ilkter"týC"L StRdevLt WevLtjt! j. 
bCl., IZOrouv, O( CM. 01 vpbrýKoLno were tUpi-, CILLU Dtktr-ýI, ýjis fLrt 

r, o,, L. tclr-ts wLtýl Ev"OLIsh VLCI ole teLevi-sLovk" and Ks fLrst 

form. A[ised rDvLtCtrt wLth Eo-OLW1 at eLeyvevLtClrU sr. ýjoot, noed 

about: to. CepttraL to KS G(eveLCrpMeKt iv%tO Clý% iKt1rvatLo"L 

StudetA. t wcjs kýs olecLsiový, afýer Cl Oap UeAr iK AkstrclLict tostudu 

Data source: 
Document Coding 
Report LLII Mark 

(p = pasuge rcrerence) 
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tkrOVE)h EAOUSý: 'I Cko-se (CF beacltxse I Uýeci the prooram CjVt'O( Self-initiated resolutions. 

the fact that ýt Ls LV. EK'OUsh. ' p3 

However, ClLtho"Oh [CMeLtRee was cevutroL to Ks ahoLce, he 

se tresses that he o(W vLot rxnsWer the UnOkLstýc. ývKpUcatýons of 
Ks deaLsLon: 

'Startfwue Koker eo(vaatýov- I ýýd vtot reaLLU have Complications, p5 

expeatattms reqaro(ýng the Fv-OUsh OLR. S. Ses and the 

tmprovements of the G-0.0U. Sk LCMORCIOC I WOO-ted to 

no ýze. 

As an, ýýtervwtýonaL stwo(ent, however, McOz Ls now aware of the 

power of LcjvL. OtAage to areate an wv-presswvu Lvt, others. Ffe sees 

? otev6týaL pýt-faUs, s"ak as peopLe nss"vvlne that ovtze Uo" spemz 

a few words of a for6on LaKOLiaee 'Uo" have wastereol pLL of tt Complications, pI 

clv%, ol that Uou are aclpabLe of fkxentLU spenizimo the Lamo"aee. ' 

Fte sees aolvomtages too: 'A verU posýtýve experýence ýs that peopLe 

reaLLU ap? rer, ýate the faat that I Ow. bULnokaL av"ol even 1z"w the 
Communities, Inclusion, 

PI 
basLos of a thErd WvL. OL-tage. ' 

marýe has a smse of both the navav-00es nvwl olýsao(vantaoes of 
f"1"C'tLoVaV%'E) LI& a aovi&M"VUtý of ýMematýooz(L StL'(dents. Io. 

dEsc. "sLA. L3 these LssLtes, he posýtýovýs Kmsdf ýVv tern-ts of others 
tvL. a waU that covfLy-nts Ks perceived staWs ýv,, the mWLe of the 

group. Fie hoLds iultýve speofters of Evý. OLEsh Ltp as roLe modeLs: 

ýPclytLoRLOIYLU v-sefuL were the cov-versatEooz wLth iuitýve 
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sPeAkerr- A&AA the CopUEno of Lcmova0e from native 

speakers. it reaLLU heLped me to inqrove KtU EnOLLsh Communitim Inclusion, 

sidLi. s. ' 
P2 

However, he CILSO worrLes AbOut KS range of vor-AbuLcIrU And tile 

impact of tile '. sLowest' Learner on hýs owv%, c(eveLcrpmemt: 

I ... at tLmes ýou are deper-dent on others for EnnUsh 

dasses. WLtk that I meam that the Level, of E"Ush Communitics, 
llroblcmat ic. pI 

dassts wUL be accorolLne to the *sLowest' Learmr. " 

Mark Ls aLso aware of the ýnqaft of Ks owA Language on others: 

'Aslv-ý" to reýeAt for three timts in Q row makes other 

peopLe fteL annoUed av%. d actuaLLO transfers that into the Ncgativc motion, pl 

conversation., 

Mark ýs aware of Ks owvL- LLYKLtatýotms and sets Kntsdf Learmi" 

taroets, kopEncj 'to work on the ýnvprovevmmts that I have set 
Sclf-initiatcd intcntions, 

vKU. seLf*. Furthermore, lie emphasLzes Ks own aoencU in. 
p2 

majzE" ckoLces. for hLs future, ancl he shows that he vaLues the 

LLberati" roLe that emgUsh pLaUs im, aLLowEvq) him to make 

WWer 01,16ces. 

I ... a-fter OraduatLom I wUL not be Limited to cm, 

envEron-mm, t of Dutch speaki" peoý!. e but I have the 
Communitics. Inclusion, 

-possLULItU of worki" ým an LnternatiDnal. (Enelish PI 

speakE") envirommtnt. ' 
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mcirWsstorU unolerUvý-es the tmportance for Km of FmoUsh cis cl 

Lanouctee wKch opens oloors to new commLtnýtLes. VALLe there 

are advointotees tostuýUýno ýn a aontvvtunýtd of ýntermatýonaL 

stuotents, MaHz has OLso ýrawvL. cittev%. týon tosowe of the 

oUsadvao. tPoes that nmaU ciat cis a bnrrýer to Ks personaL 

Mark raises some of the themes seen in Simona's story, such as status in the group and 

the use of native speaker role models as points of reference. He also highlights more 

general issues relating to the impact of language on participation, in particular the impact 

on English language acquisition of the variety of levels of proficiency in the ICF4 cohort. - 
It is interesting to see how Simona and Mark describe both the desire to go to native -- 
English speaking environments and their confidence in their ability to take that step. As 

we will see below, Leonie already has experience of such an environment: 

L-eovaels storo: loterpreeweKArraeLve based ovt, uovCws 
Lzt v. 0 un 0e L4ectrK! 4&E) WEstord (LLýt) Noventber=)& 

Leovde Ls Cl clermi2o. Studtvýt Who hCIS -SpCvýt Cl UeRr StRýULvvg ývv, 

the L, (ýýteol StAtes. 1ý, efoyejotvLtvvo ICF, -she CIL. So foLLowea MA, 

LvLtervotLonaL prooramme Rt Clo. 0tker DRtah RnWersLtU, whLch 

&ýMPYOVCOI MU LML Of C-K, 0JU-5; h Sýmre I hClO( to reCla Clo, 01 

uKz(cr. stciv%, o( a Lot of CjrClýemýr, terms akw( SLnre I foLtoweot the 

hýgke. st EvigUsh LeveL cLeiss there WCI. Sff. 

lki, her LLýf, Leonýe fioem-SeS on the OLfferekiOCS ýý the LeVeLS of 

EnqLLsh of her feL[ow stLdents. Thýs has a spec, ýfLc, ýmpclat oo. her 

roLe wltKý the grou?, Leadýý@ her to feeL "ALWAUS ýv6 the posýtýov- 

of b6t&o the persoo. ýý charee of the @roRp reports amý paperso. 

Data source: 
Document Coding 
Report LLH Leonie 

(p = passage reference) 

Provided resolutions, p3 , 

Complications, p4 
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, she -gtcltes thatske swas ci UtttesurprLsed bU the Low C"Usli 

LeveL of Some dcl-s-smate-S v cl v, -,, how tKs -w-a ole me spect lz s4qLer 

EnOLýshffl. i woKz(ered wWit tKs roLe mLE)ht vKfAv. for her 

KercirchLcciL stAtu-S Lvý the Ormp, Clv%. d voted thAt im the LKterviev., 

I WOL4LCI Cl-fle her About the POSSLbLe bev%tfLtS DfS&4rh Cl role. 

it is LvýterestLv%. O that Leovae malzes her statemems from a 

posLtLov%, of experiev-ce. she writes, therefore, with a certa4% 
cmtkorLtu ov%, the matter. For LvStClv,. Ce, She empka-Si--e-s the 

intýortcmze of Learvdý to speak cmd write EngLisk ftuemttý*, 

cis iv% her previotcS. StudieS, AvO that this WAS S-ow-tthio-S She 

missed at the be@LoAmane of her StudLeS at ICF: 'I CIW a Lot of 

exercises which cUl v%. ot reaLLd chcdev-ge we'. ový. the basis of her 

previous she ClLso Oexpected everUboc(U 

to have a Oood LeveL of EKOLL-sk', ciLfttkoh she cloes Kete that Lv. 

her TrevLoRs ýiýversLtU 'it aLso clicl "t reaLLU matter how Ocod 

peopLe were iv6 EneUsh, siwee we hAd a Lot ofseLf studýEvLct. so 

for the TýeopLe who dW vLot SýGIIZ E"Lish that weLL it was ýiarder 

than for the mts who had a KE)her LeveL of Ev6OUsh'. 

Nevertýdess, ske ntLsses Lang"Clee rat wwaeLs j" tle c]: 
evt, vLrot&wtvt, t: 

" OLwc'US vLotLr. 1 Wtt ýt ýCls A @reat ikx? clct om mý LeveL 

of EvtgUsý ýf I wcitr. ý a Lot of EvoLisk wxvLes, read 

scievý-tLfic texts (e. g. Lf i have to sttkdý a Lot) OvO ýf I taLiz 

to "tWe specOurs., 

Communitics. 

problcmatic. p2 
Communities, 

problcmatic. p3 

Scir-initiated rcsolutions. 
PI 

Complications, p3 

Complications. p2 

Complications, p2 

Scif-initiated resolutions. 

p3 
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Llok'Ue CiLso empýcisýze-s the WILue of 'fLtn' Lv. the Lenmýmo of 

La v. 0ta0es. She rect Uzes that before she went to the Rotteol 

States, she o(W not recoovCLze 'the fLtv. Cm, 01 the vý, CeW for 

SýGIIZýK, q other LClne"Poes. She PLO GIL. SawS. SES 'the fLtm' thtvL'Os 

Ulu wcitahýýO EoOLLsk movýes or socips or recio(Lýto cirtýcles# 

wKch ýmprove EneUsh Lcinovaoe slzULs. OA, the posýtLve sWe, 

therefore, Leoole foucses ov%, the practýcOL vaLue of EvýOLLsk and 

the benefLts suck as fun'that tKs brýýOs: 

0 ... olurýýO MU stclu ýý the Liv. Lted States, I renUzed whoft 
Lt vKeav-t to -speCk EmOLL-sh Clmd I WAS NOV to LeArv-, tn 

order to better comm"vUalte to other peopte cmd ýýow 

what theU cire sci, ýLo. O. ' 

It Ls not det deRr how mkc3l of tKS Leonýe fmo[S Cit (CF. 

Other resolutions, pl 

Other resolutions, p2 

Communities, inclusion, 

PI 

Like Mark and Simona, Leonie recognizes the value derived from a native-speaker 

environment in which role models for language use are readily available. However, it is 

already apparent that while Mark and Simona seem to experience the move into 

international English-medium Higher Education in the Netherlands as a positive step in 

the direction of a more authentic English speaking environment, Leonie's experience is 

ambivalent. Indeed, compared to her experience of an authentic English speaking 

environment, the ICF environment has an apparently negative influence on her language 

development, an impact exemplified in her LLH by the description of her 'simpler' use of 

English. Once again, the themes of status and role models are apparent, albeit cast in a 

less positive light. On the other hand, Leonie raises the positive practical value of 
language development as a means of participation, and she emphasizes the enjoyment 
factor when she feels challenged or engaged by the language leaming experience. This 

relationship between challenge and personal investment can also be found in Ilana's 

story: 
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U"'s stor8: loterpretiveKArradve baseol opu U"Is Lnnotaoe 
LtarKtv. o ý+E&toT (LL") November =06 

(Lclv. cl hcts A bLLLv, -gRCIL Hlbrfw civd tlutc4i LaKqLtaqe bctrkorot4vd 

(see aLso ske km& aLwaU& beekt s"rrcanclec( bU a varittg of 

0 ... c("rLv. 0 mý Uectrs Lvt, IsraeL i went to schooL for cl ýecjr 
where f spoýze Hebrew, Wth K&ý roommate i sýolze 
EK-OLLsh CIKd bd the tLnte md pctrevtr. wouLd caLL from 

HoUclnd, I wouLd have cl hclrc( tLnte comivo LAp with the 

IýLktah words., 

, ske ý. s pclrtLc-RLCIrLd aware of the reLcitLom betweem Lctvq&tpge avd 
pClrtLdpCltLov%.. Her earUe-st mewrU of evý. 92h was cis cl 

Lcm, q"ctoc that exckAoticl her front partýcLpcttLom, her parevts 

KsLv, g Et Cis a foreLeo, Lcmowioe to contnu(nirate wýev%, tkeý CjW 
vwt wavLt the ckUdrem to kvtderstaKz( thent. Ov%. the other hand, 

she Later fmKd Wit EmoUsk was the meavus of partEriýcilacm: on 
her k-dbbLttz; WEth clo, AmerEcav, roommate; ctvvd LatterLo at ICF: 

lo, deed, EvL. her LLýt, ILA" wrkeS of tier feeLL"q of ivxLksLcK 

Wýevt,. StClrtLv,. g Olt ICF: 'it was LOze beLvo baciz Lvý, týe jzjbbLttz; a 

bunch of ýottno ? eopLe front differevit ? arts of týe worW wko 
were there for the Omt WlSv" Cis I was'. Thýs iclea of LAKOL(Ctpe 

cis a referemee poýmt to sýcired pLkrpose or untnutvwitý- ý. s a 

stromg LKALcatLom of tLa"Is sevze of týe sýtucjtecj vatL4re of 

Langtage Leclyvdv"O. 

Ut"'s ýersomCIL explrLe"e CILso malze-s ker aware of the processes 

Data source: 
Document Coding 
Report LLII Ilana 

(p - passage rererence) 

Complications, p6 

Complications. pi 

Scif-initiatcd rcsolutions, 

p2 

Communitics. inclusion, 

P2 

Communitics, inclusion, 

P4 
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dLffLutLtýes EtwoLvea LVswLtOKV, ý0 betweevL, ICIVL-0"Cloes: 

wyoL4r brciýv,, v,. eeds to vvaýee the swýtrh frovK ome 
LCIIA, ORCIee to CIMOtheY Ond ýt ýS eSpeOýPLLU hlWt WhePL Et Complications, p7 

ývwoLves Lavgt4PE)es that UotA oto wot spenýz ov. a Yeeu[nr 

basL. S., 

yet tKs swLtrKv%. g hois OýVen QavLcl cm, awcirevless of the vaLL4e of 
LCIPLOL-iCIE)e to key persono[L ýeveLopmevvt, cind -Shestresses the 

ýKA. POrtC(VL, r, e Of the YeLeV0jnre Or fLXVý, atýOVLCJLýtU Of Lj2VI, 0LCCj0e 
prový. sým,. For ýnstaoxe, she expresses frLtstrottýon at CI WyýtýýE) 

'Rýwsýo-ess ev-oUslk' mtrse wKah fnUeol to meet her ýnýt\AdanL 
Provided resolutions, p2 

needs, CmA at the týme of wrýtýýg she ýs for, "sec( ový her meot for 

'the rýokt preparatýon` for Ver thesýs wrýtýno throwolk extra Provided intentions, pl 

eoCtr, kLvt. 0 Ev. 'ACRdemýo etA, 0U. Sk'- 

, The fLowiL Uear of vv. U stRo(U wUL be probabtU the wst 

ChaLLevL-0ýVL-0 Ome LCIVAL3L-tage WLSe tkot I kove h6ld ýV,. ntu 

wkoLe Ufe. Hmvýno to wrýte nLU tkesLs ývL- EnE)Ush Ls vLot 
Complications, p9 

. Sow. etKýo that I tclýze Uoktlu AVO I nw- notL-tCILLý 12 Kt 

coozermed Obowt that. I reaLLU wavt tKs ? npey to Looýz 

PrOfe. S. SýDVLAL CIV. 01 1 010 tkWZ thIRt I WUL Keed SOMe &KtM 

oopr, Kýg before I start. " 

ILcma uses tke worol 'ahaUevtgýýO' Lo, R posttýve SevLse to olesarýbe 
Positive emotion, p2 

her ev-00gevv Mt Lvý Learntvto Rt 61 vvxment wheo. LavýgLage 
pyovLsLoiA, sLtah cis extrcl aoOaKne, Wltrke-s her -SýtLtCltýovQL LAeed- 
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Ilana is experienced in switching languages, and this seems to contribute to her awareness 

of the importance of appropriate language provision. Such support is relevant when it 

rcflects the needs or challenges at certain points in her life, such as the need to write her 

thesis in English. As with Leonic, I sense personal investment in Ilana's perspective. In 

her experience, participation seems to demand intense engagement with others, such as at 

the Kibbutz. This engagement is linked to a common purpose that engenders learning, 

including the learning of language. However. such participation can only occur if the 

conditions, such as linguistic preparation, arc appropriate. 1'his is also a fundamental 

issue for Katcrina: 

"terivol. r. stord: IoterpretiveKArrcittve based oK, KateriKMS 

L. am3ttaoe LtCtrt4lvo ýýtorjj (LLH) November 2006 

KAte6vtA kas A RLtSSLcm. CIKd CiermCM- Lclvýg"Cloe bclr-"rcL4Kd 

(see CiLso 3.3). LOU MCIrIZ, Sýle derWlol to Studd tkrouoli 

ev, OLL. sh afýey a formatLve Lyip-Uecl r Ev%, AustrcftLa. Her LLI-f 

deSc. rLbeS týe LwfLt4eoCe of movýKCj Clcro. SS COmvKuylitieS M. kIr 

cipprocich to LcivtE)tiCIE)e ClrqL&SLtLov%.. Her eCirLU exýeritmces, of 

Lcivt, ouctoe Lecimýmo were of ý4a: sKccess, foLLowerl b! j 6iav6ge, 

foLtowed bU compUacitým avdsLAbseqL4evt cidjustmevt towards 

resoLutýov.. For acimpte, ske descrLbes kow, kcivLmo been 

prowteol to the 'A dwss'for EvxjUsh 4% cKe town, she m4DVec( 

wEth ýler fandLo to a mew tomt, wkere ýer fwst edLaatitvxL 

ex? erLevLze WAS Of fALLLv%, q cm, EKzjLLsý exant. TKS MIS foLLOWed 

bd cl ýerýool of ? rivate EKqUsý Le-ssims, Ctfýer wKcýi she rqoYts 

Wit 'the Mxt excim I pcl-sseo( cis vsuaL*. 

I>erha? s cis a res"Lt of such exýerEemtes, fteUves cý ývsentritý 

anzi rdief Clre prDmLv%, evl-t ýý K. Uteri"S LLH. For Lvý, SUW. Ce, Mlesn, 

Data source: 
Document Coding 
Report LLII Katerina 

(p - passage rererence) 

Complications. pl 

Providcd rcsolutions. pI 
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she wev%, t to A"tyclUcl, tt tooýz some ttme for her to overcome her 

shdvýess. Whev. skejoLneoi the ICF prooramme, she was reLLevcc( 
to fmc( that her E"Ush was vot i2t a Lower LeveL thoin her 

dassmates. 

W-ClterLvLCI searakes for tooLs Ulat wLLL 'heLp' her to aontroL 

-sLtRc, tLOns Ln wkLak she ý-s LLnqtL. Sttr,, 2LLU LnserRre. A proctLaciL 

exampLe Ls her YeUcince on the speLLohecker to soLve her evLAcmLa 
pyobtem wýtk EnE)Ush speLLLng. Later, she meotLons the lkeLpf"Ll 

fwst Ueclr of the lr-F pro@ramme cma fecltRres of the EnOLLsh 
coRrse that were 'heLpfaL'foy key ývtteynshýp. At a more aomplex, 

LeVeL, At the tLVKe Of WYttýýO, She LS LOOkLng for R SOLRtýOIA, to key 

probLems Ln styRrtkrLvt, 0 Wects ýý reports: 'I*cim veyU r, "rýmcs 

how I cav. mcivalee to wrtte OOMA. ntU fLvL&KE)-s CMA wrýte ýt 

dowvý, Lv%, cm, adeqRate WCIU'. to, tKs seclyck for SOLRttows, she 
foauses 

ov. the ntecins to soLVe Cl probLem, Cis demomstrnted bU the 
word 'hOW' ýý the AbOVe dKCIMPLe. TKS 

-StrAtCOU SCents to be 

rooted ývt, p0st resOLRtLOKS. For LvLstR nrC, Rt Sr, ýOOL, 
-She [W med 

*how to be CibLe to cope wLth scLevtLfLr, or KOKU ciocidemtc. 

clytýCLES'I. 

V-ClterLval experýev%, Ces the tevý, -Sýov%, of LeCIMLng asshe moves from 

b6mo the objeat of other peopLe's resawtýons towarcis Oreciter 

agenad as she acctLdres the sýzLLLs clAA tooLs tkat nUow her to 

toke OreCiter covtroL of her own tearnýýg. Through tKs str"gole 
for cioenrU, i sense her growLmo i2wolreness of the tsskes 

4woLved Ln OvLganE)e Learvdmq. A good exampLe Ls her 

awarene-ss of the tntportame of reot-ster Ev. the sttuatEona Rse of 

Complications, p3 , 

Communities, inclusion, 

p2 

Other resolutions, pI 
Complications, p2 
Provided resolutions, p4 
Provided resolutions, p4 

Other intentions, pI 

Other intentions, p2 

Communities, inclusion, 

PI 
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the LcmgRage. Merecis amovLost trciveLLers EV6 A"trciUci she was 

funcdok%ýýO At ClvL LoforntclL LeveL of EvoUsh, dt4rimo her 

LIA, teroýsKp she 'foattsed m usLvu3 somehow more formaL 

EvL-Oush" pcluLo'o more cltte&A'tLm to clýfferem wclýs of 

expressýýO umtrSeLf'. 'Ske lAo'derstaklAs týclt the clýprvýrýate kse 

of Lomgkoloe ým clv,. U OLvev%. cootext kas ctk% ýmpact uTov,. 

acKevement ýo, that evwýroo-meý%t. 

"terýKA's Orecitersmse of ctwctrevttss ýs re-ýectevl ýý ýer 

Rv. derstclo-dýýo of the CýCILLengts fclciný) her dtArLnq her fLvQL 

utoir 

sT-ke be-r>t uge cý LaK, 0t4clee Clk"., d stu"tLt, cievLees WUL vct 
keLp gow. if UDL, (Y wod, 

- 
Ls vLot eLtart 9 strAett4rect, so that 

the tKrot persoo. cavu aLwags easug foLLOW gour tkicuc, %. lib 

avuM resuLts. Tkie Last gear WLUL be ovt tklat 

tOPLC-, I PYK VerU CLArLD" hOW I CaV%, VKCIKAL-Ae to Write C(DWVV, 

vKU fmotLiA. 0s avd wrLte ýt aowv%, ým cim no(eqL-tate woiý-* 

yet it ýs preaýstLU her awaremss of tkese 6iclUmoes týctt seents 
to proo(Ltce LwsecurLtU im, KAterL". 

sclr-initiatcd rcsolutions. 

p3 

Scir-initiatcd rcsolutions. 

p4 
Scir-initiatcd rcsolutioni, 

p5 

Communitics, 

pn)blcmatic, pI 

Ile development of Katerina's sense of agency is similar to Simona"s. liowcver, whercas 

Simona searches elsewhere for resolutions if they are not forthcoming within the learning 

community, Katerina's past experience is of the provision of resolutions from within the 

curriculum. She therefore becomes insecure if such solutions are not provided. As her 

LLH progresses, Katerina's awareness regarding language Icarning grows, yet her 

evident insecurity functions as a reminder to providers of higher cducation that the 

language needs of internationally experienced students should not be undcr-cstimatcd. 
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Through the interviews and journal entries, it will be useful to discover the extent to 

which participants can achieve their goals by operating through the community, and the 

extent to which, as in the cases of Wang Lin and Rie (see 2.6), they succeed through the 

agency they establish beyond the provided resolutions. Lea notes that "it is in this 

nuanced examination of how participants are excluded at the boundaries that the work 
has most value for those concerned with teaching and learning in higher education" 
(2005: 184). 

4.4 Discussion 

In summary, I have used a variety of methods to support my claim for a rigorous 

qualitative analysis of the LLH data. I have immersed myself in the data through 

methodical coding using NVivo; intuitive writing of interpretive narratives; and the 

reflective writing of my own research journal. The LLI-Is reveal these students 

performing their experiences as narratives of complications and resolutions, which 

resonates with the cases presented in Part One. Furthermore, by taking a situated learning 

perspective, drawing in particular on communities of practice, I have been able to 

highlight areas that will be of interest during the analysis of later texts, the interview 

transcripts and the participant journals. 

The interpretive narratives constructed from the LLHs functioned, therefore, as a 

mediating tool, allowing me to develop a number of themes that appeared central to the 

language learning experience of the participants. I was subsequently able to transfer these 

emergent themes to the analysis of the interview transcripts by developing thematic codes 
for categorization. These thematic codes relate to the means by which the students 

participate in their learning community, or in terms of situated learning, how they go 

about acquiring language through such participation. The following themes were initially 

derived from Simona's story (see 4.2), and then confirmed in my interpretation of the 

data produced by the other participants: 

(i) Agency 

(ii) Participation 
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(iii) Role models 
(iv) Status 

in my research journal, I have remarked that these themes seemed to rcsonatc with the 

research literature: 

Looking back-, I now see that these theines are brvadýv in line with the arenas 

described by Spradley 

"Spradley (1979, pp. 199-201) suggests lookingfor evidence of social conflict, 

cultural contradictions, infonnal inethods of social control. things that people do 

in managing iinpersonal social relationships, methods by which people acquire 

and maintain achieved and ascribed status, and infonnation about how people 

solve probleins. " 

Ryan and Bernard (2000: 780), citing Spradley 

KH, Research Journal, 15'h December 2007 

At this juncture, I was also aware of the need to maintain focus on the purpose of my 

study through the coding choices I was making, which arc "embedded in a particular 

logic or a conceptual lens" (Miles and Huberman 1994: 57). During the writing of the 

other LLH narratives, therefore, other themes emerged which reflected my continuing use 

of concepts drawn from Communities of Practice, which has provided a foundation for 

my analysis. I initially expressed these themes in the following terms, although I would 

revise them significantly in response to the data, as discussed in greater detail in 5.2: 

Unguage Learner Identity 

(vi) Communities 

(Vii) Power and Influence 

A full overview of the above categories, which I proposed to use for coding the 

interviews, together with the full node descriptions in NVivo can be found in Appendix 6. 
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At this point, I also asked a second analyst, Dr Irit Cohen, a fellow researcher with wide 

experience in qualitative data analysis, to code the transcript of Simona's interview using 

these categories in order to check my own interpretations. This procedure is comparable 

to the check-coding described by Miles and Huberman as aiding definitional clarity and, 

acting as a good reliability check (1994: 64). 

I asked the second analyst to code Simona's interview transcript using my proposed 

categorization (Appendix 6), and I therefore sent her Simona's LLH for contextualization 

purposes. A full discussion of this procedure in relation to the analysis of the interviews 

can be found in 5.2 below. At this point, however, it is interesting to note that the second 

analyst became engaged by the data in the LLH, and therefore she also used the codes to 

analyze Simona's LLH. That she was so thoroughly able to use the categories for this 

coding appears to represent an 'accidental' retrospective validation of the coding. After 

all, unbeknown to her, she had used the very codes to categorise the LLH that had 

emerged from the LLH in the first place (see Appendix 7). 

In order to make my conceptualization of participative learning more tangible, I next 

produced an initial map of concepts (see figure 4.1 on page 93), which provided me with 

a useful point of reference for further analysis. This map of concepts was originally 
inspired by the idea that I might find meaningful connections or relationships between 

themes in the texts where conceptual themes cluster or nest. 

I realize that in trying to define the means oftarticipation, I am injact studying 

the way people talk about this participation... At times, categories merge in 

interesting ways, which seems to hone in on key statements in terms of identity. 

KH, Research Journal, 19'h September 2007 

Miles and Huberman note the usefulness of such 'overlapping' or 'multiple coding' in 

exploratory studies (1994: 65). An example is the following extract from the interview 

with Simona: 
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"Because I want to improve since a long time. You need some clues or Some 

examples. I always use examples. But not itecessarily taking theirt as like the 

ultimate truth. Like, "yeah if I would do that, it would work-for me as it-ell ". It's 

not working like that. It's more like, "OK these people do it like this, these people 
do it like this. How should I do it? " And then you have a lot of opinions and then 

you try to make up ), our own mind. " 

KH, Research Journal, 19'h September 2007, citing Simona from interview 

I have used three nodes (in bold) to code this passage in NVivo: 

Because I want to improve since a long time. 

Simona, Interview DCR8 (revised), Intensity or Personal Investment, passage 4 

You need some clues or some examples. I alwqys use examples. But not 

necessarily taking them as like the ultimate tnith. Like, "ycah if I would do that, it 

would work-for me as well ". It's not working like that. It's more like, OK these 

people do it like this, these people do it like this. How should I do it? 

Sirnona, Interview DCR (revised), Role Models, passage 5 

And then you have a lot of opinions and Menyou try to make sip your own mind. 
That's how it works with ine in general, whatever it is. 

Simona, Interview DCR (revised), Agency, passage 6 

In the above example, Simona's personal investment in the language learning process is 

illuminated through the relationship between role models and agency. In the following 

example, Katerina discusses her inclusion in the ICF community, making connections 

between her use of role models, her status, and learning through participation. 

"Well I meanfor the English I would definifety sqv it is Iffand Iname of towni 
in itsetf Because here I speak English like. here Pin usually confrotacd at Icast or 

DCR = Document Coding Report produced through NVivo. For example. see Aprvndix S. 
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there are people who might have like a better English than I do. Becausefor 

example if I'm in Spain I'm definitely the best, I'm having the best English there 
from the international student perspective there, in that area, I would really mC4, e 

quite secure. And I think where I really learn still is the ICF. " 

KH, Research Journal, 190' September 2007, citing Katerina from interview 

Again, I have coded the text with three nodes, which is an indication that this point of the 
interview might be particularly revealing in its discussion of the relationships between the 

conccpts: 
here I'm usually confronted at least or there are people who might have like a 

better English than I do 

Katerina, Interview DCR, Role Models, passage 2 

Becausefor example if I'm in Spain I'm definitely the best, I'm having the best , 
English there. 

Katerina, Interview DCR, Status, passage I 

And I think where I really learn still is the ICF. 

Katerina, Interview DCR, Participation, passage I 

At this stage, I stated in myjournal that "the core issue emerging from the data is the 

nature of the social processes which lead to the successful participation of these 

international students in the ICF community" (KH, Research Journal, 19 th September 

2007). As I moved towards analysis of the interview data, the map of concepts presented' 

in figure 4.1 (below) represented my initial observations concerning the connections 

between participation and leaming, as experienced by these participants, and informed by 

the communities of practice framework. 

From the LLHs, I could sense identities being performed, particularly the expert/novice - 

relationship within learning communities, which could be observed in the 

giving/accepting of feedback, the recognition of role models and the achievement of 
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status within the group. I was also becoming focused on the concept of agency (see 

3.2.4), which appeared to be fundamental to learning. In other words. participation per se 

might not result in meaningful learning, as demonstrated by Wang Qiniing's experiences 

in the Chinese system (see 2.5). 

D. Meaningful 
Learning 

C. Agency 

. A. Participation 
in CommunO 

I'll, 
Mutual 

Engagement 

B. Meams of 
Participation 
(Role Models, 

Enhanced Status) 
(accept ing/giwing 

feedback) 

Figure 4.1: Initial map of concepts of learning through participation 

(source: Research Journal, 27 th September 2007) 

Lantolf and Pavlenko argue that "learning is about mediated participation" (2001: 148). It 

seemed to me at this stage that effective mediation of participation (A in figure 4.1 ) 

depended on the emergence of agency (C). which according to Lantolf and Pavlenko 

involves learners actively engaging "in constructing the terms and conditions of their 

own leaming" (2001: 145). This in turn depended on how learners managed social 

relationships in the group, including their use of role models, status and giving/accepting 

feedback (B). It was also clear, for instance from Katerina's story, that such social 
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relationships were organized differently in different contexts, which explained the shift it, 
identity from being a successful student in one context to being an apparent failure in 

another. On entering any community, the newcomer needs to make adjustments through 

mutual engagement before they can be considered successful and granted full 

membership. This adjustment is made in negotiation with others in a process that Wenger 

(1998: 73) has described as a negotiation of meaning (see 3.2.4). 

Ivanid describes Logan going through a similar process, which she refers to as wright ing 

(Ivani6 2006: 19), 'identity work' through which he constructs a 'discoursal self'. The 

importance of this reference when considering the map of concepts above is that we 

recognize individual learning (D) as meaningful only in a relational sense: "a person will 
don a 'self' which is dependent on those who will 'read' it" (ibid 19). The learning of an 
individual is meaningftil when it is negotiated and interpreted as meaningful by the 

audience for which it is designed. The questions that I wanted to consider, through further 

interpretation of the experiences of my participants, were firstly how such negotiation 

resulted in meaningful learning, and secondly what role agency played in this process. 

My understanding of these concepts from the data provided through the LLHs was partial 

and demanded further investigation. In the following chapter, I investigate these themes 

in more detail, focusing on the participants' learning experience in their current setting irl 

the hope that this will crystallize my understanding of the relationships between the 

themes. 
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Chapter 5: Individual Interviews 

After reading through the Language Learning Histories, I set up interviews with each of 

the participants in order to reflect on the information provided in the LLI Is and to discuss 

some initial interpretations of fficir experiences in terms of the concepts I had derived 

from communities of practice. A secondary role of the interviews was to prepare 

participants for thejournal writing procedure (see 6.1). 

Table 5.1 below gives an overview of the proccdures I have used for the analysis of data 

during this part of the research, including the continual refining of the coding which 
represents the emerging themes. Again, I illustrate these procedures through the casc of 

Simona. 

Interviews 
Analyze Simona interview transcript using emerging categories 

grounded in the communities of practice model 
Check coding with second analyst 

I 

Adjust codes and analyze Lconie interview transcript 
Check coding with second analyst 

I 

Adjust codes and analyze all interview transcripts, 

cross-referencing with Document Coding Reports to produce interpretive narratives 
(including re-analysis of Simona and Leonie, using revised codes) 

i 

Discuss themes in relation to map of concepts, 

cross-refercncing with Node Coding Rcpoms 

to produce a revised version of the map of conccpts 

Table 5.1: Overview of my research methodology forthe interviews 
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5.1 The use of interviews 
Taking an interactionist, co-constructivist stance, Block has described interviews as 
"complex social and sociolinguistic events" (Block 2000: 762). This concept of an 
interview as a social encounter has been discussed above in relation to the Wang Qin-ting 

case (see 2.4). Rather than viewing the interview as a 'scientific' process, in which the 

interviewer has a neutral stance, I see the interview as an empathetic, collaborative 

process leading to "a contextually bound and mutually created story" (Fontana and Frey 

2005: 696). Researcher and participants are involved in piecing together "the 

kaleidoscope of shapes and colors into a coherent story" (Fontana and Frey 2005: 718). 

In this spirit, I have approached these interviews as a serni-structured interaction, during 
i which a reciprocal exchange of ideas, or a social exchange of information occurs. The 

data are therefore co-constructed in a variety of ways, exemplified below: 

I brought my research questions (see 3.3.1) to the interview, and I sometimes 

addressed these questions explicitly: 

KH to Katerina: Do youfeel like you're in a community... a learning community or 

several communities? 
KAterýVL12: WeLL I vvel2m for tke C-V'-OUSý I WOLcW aefwýýteLu sau tt ts Jai= C(VýO( 

Lv,, Pvv. e oftowv,. ] ýý Lts6f- 'Urpuse here I spenýz C-ooUsh Uýze, here '- 

I'm ". svnLLU amfronted cit tenst or there are pecpLe who vi&ýO ht 

have LDze a better FvýE)Ush than f do... 

(b) At other times I asked less leading questions, aiming to generate an atmosphere -, 

conducive to candid reflection. 

KH to Simona: Did you enjoy writing this? 

, SýVvxncl: More or Less cirtRRLLU beanv-se I eot renLLU... I wrote ýt 

LMMCOIL12tCLU Cifter thC aLSOVLSSýOVI, Wttý UoLt, LDU tki2t 062U, CIAA Et 

ý6v. d of broRgkt ap a Lot of cmotýovýs i have aboRt stRdý4te Lvýý 
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EvLoUsý. 'Reoct"e I kcive imýroved, biAt I wLsh I mAd have dom 

more tUL now... 

(c) I made explicit reference to the contents of the LLII: 

KH to Simona: Yeah, "inyfirst portfolio in English it-as a disaster regarding 

stnicture and so on, but in riky second ycar I succeeded to make a 

good por(rolio that wasstructuredand good" ILLIII... So there's 

a kind ofprovided resolution there somehow. Or self-initiated 

resolution that was unclear to ine. so I put both there. What wasn't 

clear to me was, what had happenedfor you to be able to improve 

it? 

SLV"": i tKvýý, - Lt was botý. it was Uke, tear. ýers' "ioýit avto( Lcolzýmg cit 
how tke otýer, espec-LCUO clerwLav6 stiideMs, do it. And týev6 

tyULK, q to do it cis weLL. Fecause i kad vLo idea wkat cl portfoLLO wots 
Lv%, MU fLrSt UeOr im COLLeee. Amd Ij "t Tut a LL mU ý%ctes front, i 

tkLt--,. k it was wLOi ýot4, aLL md vxtes front tke cLclss io, cyte big 

fUe an-01 it Was a mess. 

(d) I tried to encourage participants to develop issues that Lhey found important. 

Marle to W-Ft: 1: )ovit UoLt tKAX Olat LOze reoarc(Lmo LQKý)Ldloe Leamim. 0 it. s aLL 

comm, vto'Kes ov%, top of ecltýl otýllr? YM stcltt im ov%t em'd tplev%, uo" 

00 otowm. 

KH: So, in your case how would thatfit together? 

Marie: weLL, t o(ov%,, t recaLu... No, bew"e Uou meKtiomd from tlie 
ýýAvWiACIL ooýýo to ICF, of 0%4rse I oet Lt, beraLkse aLL tke 
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stuaevv. ts over kere are from the ICF commkvUtý, b"t i olo tKvaz 

that Wze, Uoix move from ove commRnLtý to the other. 

(e) I also used the interview as an opportunity to discuss the conceptual framework 

underlying the research with the participants, and at times this meant that I was 

checking both their and my own understanding of the research goals. In this way Y1. 
I hoped to lay the foundation for the reflective journal writing. I knew, for 

instance, that Katerina would leave for Barcelona in February and that this might 
be our last opportunity to discuss the kind of reflection I hoped to receive from 

her. In this case, I refer specifically to examples mentioned by Katerina earlier in 

the interview, emphasizing that her experience has priority: 

KH to Katerina: ... I'd rather leave it up to you, to a greater extent. Start with some 

specific situation, but think about itfrom a language perspective, 

and to what extent is the school, let's say, if that's your communijýv, 
ICF.. to what extent are they helping you to solve language 

problems and to what extent are you, just like you said, that was 

good example, in thefirst year, you're doing it yourse? rwhere 

you'refinding other ways. Or even not yourself but you'refinding 

a way of working with other people, but not in the way provided by 

the school. So you'refinding your own way. Likefor instance, volt 

said you've got this certain role in the group... you're doing this 

competitive analysis. M's doing something else. You know? And 

I'm interested in how the informal side of it works. Because that's 

what teachers don't normally see, you know? We don't get any 
insight into that.. 

In this way, the interviews also had the function of forcing me to express my aims 

as a researcher. While accepting that both the interview and the research process 
in general involve a negotiation of perspectives, I did not believe that effective co- 
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construction would be possible if only one party, the intcrvicwcr, undcrstood the 

purpose of the engagement. 

Finally, the interviews represented an exchange of ideas, as in the following 

sequence, in which I emphasise my own subjectivity by sharing my related 

experiences with the participants. In this sense, the interviews constituted a 

reciprocal exchange of meanings, or a "special forrn of conversation" (I Iolstcin 

and Gubrium 2003: 67): 

sintovw to Kýt: ... I COMPCIM ClOcliv%, CDKtPclrLv-0 WiUl MU SýSttrs- 61eý're extrenteLU 

aontpetLtýve. AvL-Ol týe om wo"Lc( oet Like tke hLo, 4iest score for týiLs, 

or týe Kok-st Ln CloUtKv-0. I mvir ýiad týat, Ltj"t tvtaLLý 

seented Uke. it's Ulu a Ut comýCirivi. 0 -CiLwads ýCiýýevs I tKv. 1z. 

PeopLe Ktadbd tKnIz sontepeoýLe contýcire v"re, somt otker Less. 

'F>"t UoR aLwads wao-t the cilerrýes of Uour mLq, ýibow's tree. 
Thtd're SW11teY Or WýClttVlr. Its "t evem aw clvi-qrU fedivýq, Ws 
jkst Uou want to get somlwýere. 

KH: Yeah and again to me it points again to this kind of community 

thing. Because I think in any community you will have people you 
look up to. If I look to myself Im also comparing. I'm comparing 

myself and ]m writing a journal as it-ell, as a researcher. And 

there are, you know, there are colleagues I definitely look lip to 

and think "aah I would aspire to be like that. 77tat person is a 

good teacher, or good educator... " 

Ibus, the interviews took the form of interactions through which a mutual understanding 

emerged of what was expected in the reflective writing stage of the project. Issues started 

to emerge at this stage, and this enabled me to suggest that participants write about 

certain aspects of their experience in their journals (see 6.1). For cxampic, I was 
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interested in how agency might be mediated, for instance through ascribed status or the 

provision of effective feedback (see 4.4). The interviews gave me the opportunity to 

encourage participants to move from descriptions of 'what' happened towards 

explanations of 'how' these things happened: 

Thefocus of interviews is moving to encompass the howS ofpeople's lives (the 

constructive work involved in producing order in everyday life) as well as the 

traditional whats (the activities of everyday life) 

Fontana & Frey 2005: 698, emphasis in original 

In a narrative sense, I believe these interviews perfonned a bridging function between the 
past and 'current' experiences described in the LLI-Is and the later activities discussed in 
the journals. 

5.2 Analysis of the interview transcripts 

I used the data derived from my interview with Simona as the starting point for my 
interpretation of the interview materials. The first step was to code Simona's interview 

transcript in Wivo, using and further developing the categories discussed in 4.4 above so 
that they accurately represented the key themes. I then wrote the following initial 

interpretation (below), which I checked against the Document Coding Report. Through 

my own coding and interpretation of the transcript of my interview with Simona, together 

with the coding decisions made by the second analyst, I was able to adjust the categories 

used in my coding (see Appendix 6). 

stmo", & stord: [vtterpreewe marratWe botseol 
tv-teyvLew wttý W-ýt 15.12.0r, 

SývvxwCl ts CIWOre of the bemefLts of týe L-PP proVLded bU the 

VwLversttu: "I WKIZ tkclt'., s owe of 6le mclýw tKnes I E)ot Lv%, tKL 

Data source: 
Document Coding 

Report 

(p = passage reference 

to initial coding) 

reference to, 
__ 

revised code) 
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sokooL. I'm a bit structured vow, ctKd i eaý% T-ýClt-s Like, 

more Uie soliooLls ýýftueoxe. ' she Ls aLso expUeLt abovt týe 

reLevcm-ce to ýler of otýler comntuvatEts beUovtc( tiie up%ýverraý. 
Ske stresses thc(t *tk c0mmvoLtý, for vve At Lecist. is reaLLý 
tx? CMG(LK, o OLASide Of ICF', Clv-d sýie teLLS me about týie vcjrýo" 

covv. muo, ýtýes Sýle has experýevýcteo( dLkrývko key sh4die-S ýý týe 

NetýlerLpv-ds, such cur.: 

of týe tKv, ý)s Wit keLped me ci Lot was LM" 4% 

cm, 4%, tervotýoo-nL -studewt ýlmse wýev, I came ýere. 

ISeCoMse I ... for the fwst týýe Uft, I ýiearvl so 

vL&c(v%, U dýfferevýt ýeoýLe covKLKcj from reCILLU dLfferev,. t 
aomtrs of tke worLd, tciLlzývwo reaLLU dLfferev%, t E"Usýi 
ww. i was tctLkLK. O., 

"AvOl W-S CLLXLtl Ukt A SMALL CDMMUO, ýtU Ot4ttide ICr-- 

AvW i feeL týe wLn tKmg tkat tkose ? eopLe kctve iv%. 

commovi, ýsjwst Oicit tkeU're quýte ýMer"tLo"LLU 

orýeo. tatecl, or that theU have strono covwtctEDv% wLth thLs 

eLtd, wKc-ý I aso inave, IzLvd of, beamse I'm StUL kere. ' 

... 
týe commuvatU KA-Loýt be wýtýl tkose bixsiKt-ss peopit 

wive to cmtsct to Ott EvLteNLtws-" 

ivt, sacessýýO tkese vckou-s contntuv%, Ltýes, sLwxma txKbLts 

noenod. Miere tke evwLrov%, vvev, -t for ýler o(eveLqmevvt does v%vt 
tA, St Or iS VI-Ot PrOVýOled, Sýe OOVS AbOLd OrNitiMe Lt, O. S 

c(emm'strated bu Ole foLLOWL" excýc("e: 

Varticipation. Practicc, 

PI 

Communitics. p4 

Role models. pI 

OCommunitics. 
Inclusion, p2 

Communities, pl 
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'-So thed're not opaU icFstuojents, ýo" ntecjv,? - 

'No theý're matm[ý I thLvLýz rnttck. or ... Master, Phlýý 

-StRaeA, t. s who are here ýK, aLfferent proo rol n-ts. TkeU're viot 

recdd relateol to earh other. ('vv- 3oLv, ýO to trd clvwl brtng 

thent tooether, becomse tked aLL are lztnc( of stmUar ývý R 
W12 d., 

she t0zes cl sLn-dlcir approach to the c"rrLr, "L"nL, tc4zLv,. O her owvL 
LvýLtLcltLvc when the formaL uirrLcutRm ýoes vLot meet her v6eedL: 

, CjvL ov. Ld qLve do" LLýze CIVL ýMPRLSC. teciahers r 
And ýf U, %,, ýovvt Lýýe, d0l" ýOvc tO dO Lt do"rSelf tn, 

prývcite ttnte..., 

Teachers cirej". st om exampLe of the vckovus lcmguage roLe 

modeLs that Sýntovo Ltses as referevve poLv-ts both wýtk[K. and 
beU00,01 her "MedýOtte LeCIMLVkg OOMVKWnkU. T"ke fOLLOWLVLO roLe 

modds Lvýaýcoitc how her Li2vL. Oki2q6 OlNeLopment ýs ttec(to, 

Wko"s ýdcotýtEes (ýý p0revLkkeSeS), WhLrh CorrespoKA to tke 

commuolfies she acce-s-ses: 

Fter vartous E5ngUsh teachers (. st"dent) 

Ffcrsý. Sters (. sLster) 

<: ýermcmfeLLowsh-dents (clerwivLspenýzer) 

cNN repoyters Mewer) 

Sývv-ok, -R Ls ey-PUCLt Abowt the WoU ske Learns frow. the 

I Agency, pI 

Agency, p2 

Role models, p2 
*Role models, p6 
Role models, p3 
*Role models, P4 
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Df týlse roLe n, performa oxes wdds. For Emstcm-ce, Cýe AttribLAte-S 

her nuatU to asKz- cttxestLoos to her observatLom of the tec, ý&iiqLas 

of Cm" reporters: 

I 'Avt. c)tker tkLoo I wClot to meotLovt. ýs meeluvos Lv%, 

cKv%, cl ... I Stclrttc( CLSIZýýO ctuestýovw-s ov%. a reqLACIr bClsýs. 

'Sonteboolu kad to take the 4-46cltEve. I Oot cl Lot of 

posLtLve feedback. 'How do UDV Come up WLth CtLL those 

qwestLoms?, asýzed MU dassmate. I vLever kmw I Was 

Ooocl at that. PL(t I Ulu to watch CNN CILL the t"t avW I 

have roLe modeL. S. ' 

i wonolereol whether the VaLve of these viwLtipLe contmLwUties to 

, Sývwov, a wcjs tLev( Ln wEth the rote wc(eLs tkeU ýrovic(ev( for her. 

11CIO( "tEreol thcIt ske cýten compared kerseLf to these others. so I 

raLsed thýs PoLnt iA. the LK-terAew, referrio-O clireatLo to the 

r, omntents she w-ade Ln her LLFt ClbotAt 's? ecikLvq Evou-sh 

w6rol': 

S: it's because PeDpLe teLL me, Ulu this thEv'O with the exotic 

Qr, r, ej, %t, I hClVe been ýCClriKo Et SO "V, ý tEMe-S Wit 

v-swaLLU z>Rtch peopLe sad ýt- wlien I speak 6ther txAtch 

or Ev-qUsh, Ws tke scinte tKvo. Avvc( then of cowse I 

compLetdU LE)&Acred ýt, bkt them, I was Ulze I kear Lt too 

mkok. , 

I Not onLd doiL sm&ona cmýari himiLf to otkirs, but Une-st 

otýlers a-scrLbc cl rertctLvL 'txctLc'st0t"s to lier beaziu-se of ker 

*Role models, p4 

Participation. pI 
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c1c. aev%. t Lv. 1ý, utrh civvd C-ogLLsh. T-hýs izývia c)f fceolbnr, ýZ front peers 

ýS a mectpý, S bu WkLrh ýýO(MOWILS wn measure the extent of 

th6r SL-tacess 4L rccový-rLUno tkentseLves Wýth the commRV. ýtu. lo, 

tKS covýteAt, Sýn&OnCl's Clwarev-ess of her iAffermae from others 

to. terms of ciacmt ýs aLso a sýgm of her one)oLvio 'ýdevLtLtU WoOZ'. 

Before coding the other interview transcripts, I made certain adjustments to the categories 

and their descriptions (see Appendix 8). For instance, I decided that the relationship 
between 'power and influence' and 'inclusion in or exclusion from communities' resulted 
in significant overlaps in the coding, in the sense that inclusion was often related to a 
benevolent gatekeeper and exclusion to a wielding of power. Consequently the category 

Power and Influence was subsumed in the Inclusion in Communities and Exclusionfroin 

Communities category. Also, both my own coding and that of the second analyst revealed 

that the category Language Learner Identity was too vague. I decided that the concept I 

was trying to depict was the intensity of the participant's investment or emotional 

involvement in participation or interaction. For this reason, I introduced the new categor Iy 

Emotional Investment, which would later be refined to Intensity of Personal Investment. '- 

More detailed descriptions of the development of the coding categories and their 

descriptors can be found in appendices 8 and 9. 

At this point, I returned to the second analyst and asked her to code the transcript of my 
interview with Leonie using the revised categories and the descriptions found in 

Appendix 8.1 discussed the value of the second analyst's contribution to finalizing my 

categorization at length in my research journal: 

The second analyst's (SA) categorization has been extremely helpful in 

confirming the relevance of the categories - she was able to use the coding 

throughout the Leonie transcript, and her choice of highlighted data 

corresponded well with mine. Thefact that several of her interpretations differ'to 

mine underlines the inferential nature of the categorization. This has led me to 

tighten my descriptions of the categories, however. 
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Ifind it unsurprising that the second analyst's coding shows several overlaps 
benveen communities and participation. 77te division between communities and 

participation involves the interpretation ofparticipation as an activiýv and 

community as a stale of being (membership, belonging). Often the participant it-ill 

refer to the activity (participation) as evidenceof the state of being (cotnnmniýy): 

Leonie: weLL, týere are repoyts. Amdwýat I aLso said earUer, Uvu krive to 

prod"ce tKs ? rootart. Týlen beca"e Uou're With sik or KOW tkiree 

pecrpLe, pA ýClve to Ste, 'OW-, wko'S doiv-o W; lCttl'AYW ther. Um 

trU to defwe tke task qvite equctLLý. -So everUbDdU Ls TwocUoLv. 0 

sometKK. O' 

(SA: Inchision community + participation through interaction) 

On several occasions, the second anatyst alsofinds it difficult to distinguish 

between participation through interaction and participation through practice. 77fe 

distinction benveen participation through practice andparticipation through 

interaction involves an interpretation of the perspective that the participant has of 

a certain activity. Participation through practice reflects undertaking all activity 

in which the participant does not make the interaction with other group members 

explicit. 7he participation lies in the engagement of the individual participant in 

an activity that contributes implicitly to the corrununity. Where interaction with 

others is explicit, this should be categorized as participation through interaction. 

Vie division of community into inclusion and exclusion should also becorne more 

transparent. Inclusion refers to discussion of community that is Speciflicalky 

related to the learning community (ICF). Exclusion may therefore also refer to 

'inclusion' in other communities. as the second analyst points out: 
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Leonie: 0 ... I kcive a Lot of Cermclo, f6enot-S. so theo, tke Lanokoloe Ls 

ciLwnUs, e, -erntcim tf we cire ovUU tooetker. or tf omtU cermams cjrl 

tooetýer. ' 

(SA: Inclusion in Communities + EXCLUSION FROM ANOTHER 

(INTERNATIONAL) COMMUNITY) 

The second analyst makes very limited use of agency in her categorization. This 

can be explained by understanding that agency may be hidden behindforms of 

participation. However, participants may also discuss the agency without 
discussing the participation, andfor this reason it remains a relevant categoryfor 

me. A key research question remains in what types of relationshipslparticipatioti 
does agency occur? 

Finally, role models and status are both used by the second analyst, but she also 

assigns role model when the participant is the object: 

Leonie: T>kt then ýts", 2LLU two peopLe, or the peopLe wýth a hýoh enoUsll 

LeveL or a LeveL of EvtE)Lisk 11 

(SA: exclusionfrom the other group members because of her statusa's 
being more proficient, leading to participation through practice 

and thus being a role model - herself and the other Gennans) 

In my categorization, I will use Status to describe the situation in which the 

participant assigns role model status to themselves i. e. when they see themselves 

as a role modelfor others. This reflects the distinction described by Spradley as 

achieved and ascribed status' (Ryan and Bernard 2000: 780). 1 have labelled the 

former Status and the latter Role Model. Together, they comprise a higher level 

category, Social Status. 

KH, Research Jourrial, 166'December 2007 
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Finally, I made further slight adjustments to these categories during my analysis of 
Mark's interview transcript. New sub-catcgorics made the distinction between 

participation through interaction with teachers, fellow students or others outside the 
learning community (abbreviated to pt/ps/po in Appendix 9). Also, I introduced a 

category which covered instances in which the 'potential for exclusion" existed but in 

which exclusion was not made explicit. I then revised the analysis of Siniona and 
Leonie's transcripts to include these more subtle categorizations. 711c complete 

categorization for use in developing the interpretive narratives is found in Appendix 9. 

At this point, I felt comfortable with my descriptions of these categories. T'his means that 

the categories allowed me to engage with the text, leading me to insights that made sense 

in terms of the initial map of participative concepts (figure 4.1). 

5.3 Interpretive Narratives derived from the Interviews 

As discussed above, my next step was to analyze the interview data for each case using 

the evolving categories. Once I had finalized the categories, I went back and rccoded the 

transcripts of Simona and Leonie, making slight adjustments to the initial Simona 

narrative before producing Leonie's story: 

L, wvae, s. stDru: ivaerpredve "ryative buseol ovA. t-wv%Le's LvatMew 

%VL61 V-Ffl3. =. O6 

For Leowie, ? artirLpntLon seems to be priw. ArUd defmed Lvi, termS 

of prDauctiom'. om imterpyetatLovv, of tke ivLterview is tkat ske Ls 

so c(eterm: wLM to produme sometkLvO of iýtr"U, c[t4clUtU tkat 

. Ski WUL c1rkieve tkis witk or without othtr. S. IKO(eeC(, Ske Sees 

others as a potentiaL týrectt to tkýs processýs if tkeU cctvt-ýot 

? rodur, e WDYIZ Of A certaim quciUtd. -Ski Lv%zLLtoles as CiLLLes tkose 

wko cao, keLp witk tkEs process, wKLe excLw(Lne otkers wilo 

ntLokt tkreateo, tke qtxclUtU of tke eKz(-product, Lm. týLs case a 

writteo. report. 

Data source: 
Document Coding 

Report 

(p u passage reference) 
Interaction, others. pI 
Interaction, fellow 

studcnts, p6 
CommuniLiCS. Exclusion. 

p4 

Communitics. Potcnfial 
for cxclusion, p2 
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At týe týme of týe tv,, ter, /ýew,. Ske wols worlzLv%, o ok,, 0, projec't ýý C, 

, 3roap of -sýx ýýterozitýovwiL stRamts. Ske chose to worlýz tkrouok 

clern-wo. ýn coLtolboratLoo. Wýth a feLLow clemon stvdent, 

RtIA, Clte. 

II ca o, see týnt sc)vKe peopLe a re vot i2s c3ood at wrýtýý@ 

as others. so tken for me ýt'. s nRtLCynL that then the peopLe 

who aye wUUnt3 to ýo ýt, or who tKoJz theU are better at 

doLno ýt aLso take ýt up and then make ýt ovue stULC' 

Itseems Wit rote cis On 'expert'wrýter 

Untýtecl her ýýterclatýov%, wtth other members of her Oroup c(Rrýýg 

thýs ? roject. fv%. AVLAno the wr'LtLvLO taslz tv. tervKL of LnýýORAOe 

clbMtU, some sti4devvts were effectWdU exUtdecl from part of the 

areatLve processes. H owever, a nother re. SuLt of tKs prouss Was the 

e, Kc, 4, ýoo, of Leov-Le front i2spects of pi2rtLrtpRttov%, Lo. tke 

commRvUtU wKck cokLcl kCIVC bCevA, bgnefLc, ýCIL to her LPvv3RROe 

c(eVeLopmevtt. For exCimpte, she exrLkotes herseLf from Eo. OUsh 
La výo vpoe practýce bU tnalzLEng the prod"ctýov, - proress throueh 

her L-1: "we Lot of týmes swLtch ýnto Clerman to dýscRss 

ýKA-portctvvt tssves ýf we taUe. 

LMýe Ole-SrYýbeo( WS SLtLOtton v0t OVUU ýn Ye[0tLDV,, to LRVeuclee 

cibUku but aLso Ln terms of nkLonCIL avItRre, olLfferenttoitýno 

the approaches of feLLOW Ciermi2o, stkaents from the others: 

'AK, d Lt GILSO ýCIS to 010 -somewhOt Wýth týd owLtwoL bnr, ýzoro"vwt 

Interaction, fellow 
students p2 

Intensity of Personal 
Investment, p2 

Interaction/fellow 

students, pI 

Communities, Exclusion, 

p2 
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that the CI-ermcm-s are ClLwotus veru WULU to AttrAtt tKs lziv%cl of Status. P2 

woriv... Pýeocmse we're reCILLU respoo'SLUe avd most Of the 

C, ermavvs care for the orcides cm-ol vot for the passjvu3.0 

She 01010(ed: 

oMost of the (riermcwLs Are reaLL0 foutsed oo, 'we wctyvt to have Ct 

good graote', 'we wnot to Ulu respovtsLKLLtU' CivW we wclp%t to Status. p4 

have OILS ootKo'-, 

1ý, j ctttrýbutýKg 0(ýfferev-t AttLt"des to CtAt"rCIL Wkorv"wv(s, 

Llo&kie CICKeVed A CeYOLv. stAtUS, dL. StCIvLd0,0 herSeLf from Less 

're. spov, -SLUe' others, who were Less otesLyabLe CtsstLto(U partvLers 

ber, cuse tked were Less forKsed OtA, orades. T-ýýs efferftývdý 
UmUteol her owtA, opportuvUtLes for ýýteroictýovv, tkroL4qh EKCJLLsh, 

wKoh cowýEcts wýth her stated desýre for grenter so6al, r-ontact 
Interaction. fellow 

students, p5 
ýv%, smaLL E)rmtps ývv order to practýce her evOLLsh Lot"Lknoe. 

,.. AL4e to the fctrt that we ovUd ýave dasses ývv, ICF ar"d v%'Ot 
Communities, Exclusion, 

reCILLU CmU kývýd of workshops, we doi, 6t reaLLU iMernat dLtriv%q P, 
those dcusses. ' 

At the tLvv-e Of the 10-te"View, she knot oot resoLved týLs coofUct of e. g. 'responsibility* 
Lv. terecfts betweevý- tcftývw, 3 the 'respovzLbULtU' (A worol she t4sed Communities. Exclusion, 

seveysL týmes) no-ci her med for oreater prcmtýce Evv, EV. OLLsk pl & Agcncy. p2 

throLkoh 01 Ormp ? rocess- 

i Wive ci Lot orf <; ermclo- frLe"s. So týeý% the Lam. 0unoe ýs Communities. Exclusion. 

P9 
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XwaUs cjermnvý, ýf onLý clern-tans are tooether, Ktt the good 

tKmo ýs that ... Uou Internat PL-atvrnLLU a Lot wýtk others, wLth 

týktah people or wherever theU aome frow- nvua tkevL doLt do kse a 
Lot of EV-Oush. EspecLCILLU the soc, ýCIL aspeats that do" have 

wýthLPL these studýes, nLso Lf dou stt together wýth UoUr orovps Interaction, fellow 

it's that dotA CiLwads tCOZ about dtfferevLt tKmos- Av%A thev. the 
students, p5 

ttme pertool Evt wKah UoLt Ltse 6vý. OU-Sh eets oreker. so the nAore I 

010 WOOZ LK. OrO"? S, CIVIA the More I kCiVe to SpeCk Or CXPIPLPI, 

ntUseLf or somethLo-E) the more prnatýce I @et tvý. EtA. 02k. ' 

T-he Lsst4e of L-eonte's portLcLpatton ýý her Lenrmýoq aoK&mvA! tU 

proved to be vKore covKpLex thoo, Lt LnLt4iLLU seevved. WhUe Leovae 

ntLeht LvUtLaUd appearto be avL ýýdMdRnUst, ýt became cLear 
that she dLd vaLve the erm4p- For ýýstavtce, whievk. I Asýeed her 

whatshe woLAd do Lf her projeft MIS 'eoLvu3 wrovug' her respokise 
was to tv yn to other mevKber-s of her Len rvUmo rovKnt"v6ttU before 

eOVt, t01r, tLVL0 teachers: 

Wett, I WORLd 00 Rv-01 tRLýZ to the t0cheY- P-ttt I wo"Ld fLyst trd 

to fLv%, o( a soLRtLovL wýtKý the oroup or then wtthLvv the atass. so Communities, Inclusion. 

somebodd who am, r6ke to the proJect... I wo"Lol CiLwnds search p3 

wLth4mv thts Ir-F grmtp for solktLm-s ... ff 

Inated, refirrLng to her EnoUsh tearher (A. ), LeonEc observea 

that the cLassroont ann onLU offer a portLat -so["tLon to tane"nee 

Clr, C(L4LsLtLm-. 

&A. Oýves L. (L the ýz4td of tooLs. or sads 'OV- aro&s CiLL týe I Interaction, teachers, pl 
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"v%, maesscirU words oRt, or %4. se specýa UAlemo words' or 

, ýro, lýc, (d " wýtk Usts', so that's verU heLpfuL. -so ske OLves ks the 

tooL. s týcjt we rpK, týev, vse. iý, ut týe probLem is týat we vý. ever 

reaLLU use tK-S LAn-ORPOe when we speolk. -SO tkVI, ýOL'- WIve Ole 

wyLtLvv@ bvt "t the SpeckLVLO., 

Tile tensýons that are explrýevLzed bd Students Uke Ltmie avO 

her stvdU poirtv,. er P-eocite Ue beUovo( 6ie LaogLatee dassroont. 

bLkt tkeU oLecirLU kcive 01 mAjor ýmpctct ov%, tke LClooLkage Lectmivwý 

proce-ss. 

I believe it is important to recognize that Leonie is not the architect of the situation she 

finds herself in. The difficulties she experiences are intrinsic to an environment in which 

individuals are evaluated and graded on work that is the product of a collaborative group 

process. We have to ask ourselves whether the learning community offers solutions to 

students like Leonie who are motivated to achieve high grades. The interview with 

Leonie reminds us that individual agency is limited to the choices made available within 

one's environment. From Leonie's perspective, the choice seems to be either to work 

with her 'responsible" German classmates, with the implication that they will probably 

speak German together, or to risk an unsatisfactory grade by involving other students in 

the writing process. In the latter scenario, she will participate more fully in the process, 

arguably acquiring more English, but she will be dissatisfied with the resulting grade. 

it is useful, therefore, to re-interpret Leonie's participative learning experience from the 

perspective of the LPP. The practice provided in the environment confines Leonie to a 

narrow set of choices, none of which are ultimately satisfactory. As with Wang Lin (see 

2.6), Leonie makes her own pragmatic choices, which result in her partially opting out of 

the discourse within the group and acting agentically on the periphery of the learning 

community. This process results in a temporary self-imposed exile through which she and 

Renate exclude themselves from the group; and this apparently leads to others being 
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excluded from a key component of the learning process, the communal writing of the -' 

project report. 

A similar dilemma was experienced in the second year of his ICF programme by Mark. 

The following narrative demonstrates the limited (and limiting) set of choices in his 

learning environment: 

Marlz'sstoro: loterpreeweKarratWe baseol ový marle's 'LV%, ter\Aew Data source: 
WLth Kýt =12.0c, 

Document Coding 

Report 

(p = passage reference) 

MCOVs storU reVolveol arokna Ks strugole to recýoýAzUe Ks 

personaL LearvUvýo goaLs wýth the composýtLoo, omd pkUosopkU of 
the IC. F aoaaendr, amn-tLtvatU. He was demavkxUýo of Kmsaf-- 

&ýn the be04, wUvu3 I set mU 0oaL, Ulu, oi, ý, I wavt to ýmrease VI&U Intensity of Personal 

LeVeL Of EVt, 0USh frOM, I thtKk tt WQ-S IýQ, to U)P-e C2. ' yet ýe fiett 
investment, p3 

that he was b6vLL3 keW bcOz tkroa@h Ks tv,, teraatLový, wtth other 
ICF SttxdevLtS,: 'I'm betvL. 0 CI UttLC Ut Glrawo. bacýz Lvýto a Lower 

Interaction, fellow, 
students, pl 

LeveL of Ev. 0U. Sh. ' T-K-S cov-trastea wýth KS experLekiaes o(Lko. E) a 

, 5-movttk studd pLncevv-eot at a aoUeoe LvLPr". sseLs beankse there 

he had beeo-svrroRv0eo[ bý v6atWe spemurs who ? resmted KVV. 

wtth roLe wold-s for LeArvUvLo Evi, 0Usk: 

'... ov%ze I @et LvLto an evtvtroontevLt that everUbodd kas a better 

aoK, Lmana of Emgush thaA. I kave, thevL Lt. s for vve ntore of 0 
Role Models, pI 

Lclo. ova0e con-tn4. unLtý, where I aclo. 
LeOrvL.. 1ý-erOuse thevu 

everUboo! U kas a better roK&vv-avLO( of the LOmottooe tkntA, I haVe. 

So Ws easLer to 3 row. 

Communities, Potential 

AS an exampte of wbetv-g Olrawv- bOICIZ' ýý K-S LAKOuROC for exclusion, pI 
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OlNeLOPKILInt, MCIYVZ C(L-SOUSSed how, in his StC. OVLd UeCIr, StuaeKU 

were put Lktto mixed LeveL groups avW aslucl tojoEwtLq write aýtc( 

tkevv, ec(Lt a project report. TýILS LktvoLved stucllvLts wrEtL" 
iýc(iVLo(L, cCIL parts of the report based om CI pre-defmed Structýtre, 

ALL stRciev%. ts wouLc( tkeo. use prescrLbeol eaLtio-o prOCed"re& to 

cheOz enak others' cxvikrLbutiov-s to the report, aK'c( tkeu WouLd 

subseqL4et&t[d PYoc(ure a SiýgLe COKSLSteA-t teXt. Mark's grot4p, as 

he put it, IdW mot do verd weLL' at this procedure, with tile resuLt Communities. Potential 
that theU received a vL&Lv%ZKLuvv, pass grade, 5.5 iý the r)ý"tch for exclusion, pl 

su-stem. 

TIlLs 5.5 for EviOU-sh in the 0 YCICIeS database, T>rogrEss, was stiLL 

a vt, issue for ma rIz at the 6nte of the LotervLew, two Uen rs alker 

the evev%, t: 'if I LooVe LvLto vv. U Trooress, f -see ntU E"Ush grades 

LLýze 7.5, g" 7.5,2 av'd thm Suddek%Lu 5.5, becav-se it was a 

group oracle. And then it wevLt up to 0. ' Marie- observed that tile 
Status. p2 

stL4o(eKts hact raLsec( the issue with mt, their EvoLisk teacher at 

the time, with the proposaL that týe, ý shouLd receive EvAividual, 

grades for the assLomment, aool that I had insisted m. the OrO19 
Communities. Potential 
for exclusion, p3 

grode. ivw(eed, the compUcatLoK. had beM dEscwssed, but " 

resoLktiov%, had beeK, fokv6d, for a number of reasovz that i chose 

14, ot to raLse im the covtext of the lytterview. 

marý-, '. s O(isCIppoLvttn-tmt with his oracle for the group project kno( 

two comsequevxes. FLMUU, it had Qvý Lmmeo(Late impact om his 

stc1tv-s because he was woryied about what other ýeopLe wo"Ld 
thLvLjz of his grade whem Loolp-Lv,. 0 Lvt. I>Yogyess: *so if someme 

Later opi. Looles at vKU Proore-S& QKOI SOUS 'WhAt hCIppeKtc( over Status, p3 
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6lere, I meav. Lt's a 5.5 Lm between Ulu cU -: zs and 

, secopAALU, he took nattoo, to ensRre that tke taskes were 

organ-Lzecl oltffere&AtLU Lv- hLs, fLnaL projeat: ̀wkem I'm Lvu a Orokp, 
I wavit one persovi. to ýnve tke fmciL verstm, of a olockmevut 

YevEseot. And i want one persm. to Oo over everd pýece of wrttLng 

and make Lt One stuLe. 99 

Participation, Practice p2 

As a consequence of his previous unresolved problem, therefore, Mark has made sure 
that this time one student (Ilana), who is considered to be strong in English, will check 
the quality of the group's document. This assertion of personal agency aims to ensure a 
better grade for this project than for the previous one. However, there is a sense that they 

are circumnavigating a constructive learning opportunity in order to achieve a grade. As 

grades are valued, Progress having an iconic status in this context, Mark's action makes 

sense from his perspective, but it may compromise the language development of the other 

students, who will be influenced in writing their parts of the document by the knowledge 

that it will later be edited. 

Mark's narrative highlights a complex set of relationships. As a researcher, I am writing 

an interpretation of a story told to me by a participant, who is also an ex-student. From 

his perspective at the time of interview of a final year student, he recounts an experience 

in his second year which has had an impact on his current leaming strategies. Meanwhile'. 

I am confronted with myself in my former role as Mark's English teacher, and at the time 

of the interview I could still recall the circumstances that lay behind this event. The 

contribution of this set of relationships and identities to the construction of the above 

narrative seems a good example of what Chase has termed "narratives as lived 

experience" (Chase 2005: 658). 1 later recorded further observations about this case in m'y 
research journal: 
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Mark's recollection created a crisis in the representation of illy teacher Self. JVa. T 

I really the kind of teacher who would so readily dismiss studentfears? Was I 

unaware of the intrinsic power of the grade giver, or perhaps of the long-tenrl 

implications of giving a low grade - or perhaps I was ignorant of the icollic status 

of the Progress systent? I don't think so. What I remember is a student grollp with 

an unexpectedly ivide disparity in language levels (lite to a sudden illfl(Lr of 

exchange students; teachers lacking the time to give individual grades because of 

the numbers of students involved, and all ovenvorked coordinator tillable to solve 

these problems. I remember all idealistic belief that the stronger studclits could 

play a role in helping the weaker students, and a vague notion that they would 

learn by doing so. I remember 5.5 being a compromise grade. all attempt to 

prevent the students becoming the victims of a misfiring system 

KH, Research Joumal, 28h December 2007 

In this case, I have produced several layers of explanation for the decision not to give 

Mark an individual grade. This draws attention to the effect of organizational factors on 

the educational process, and it illustrates that such issues are often far from transparent to 

the students and teachers involved. From this I conclude that it is in the interests of all 

parties to resolve such complications when they occur, but this can only happen if 

mechanisms are in place to create transparency. 

In the cases of Mark and Leonie, we have seen how tensions between the goals of the 

learning community and the goals of certain individual members might be resolved to the 

apparent satisfaction of the individual when that individual asserts agency in ways that 

are not designed within the curriculum. This may, however, have negative consequences 
for practice within the community as a whole. In contrast, Katcrina's story gives a sense 

of what might occur when the individual is unable to mediate agency either within or 
beyond the learning community: 
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V-atert"Is StDrd: Iwterpretiwe VorratWe based DvL. KAterýKals Data source: 

tvý, terVLeW WLtk K-Ft: L2.12.06 Document Coding 
Report 

Im DecevKber 2006, Cis she prepared for her wo0z pLncevt&evkt ýn (p = passage reference) 

Spnýo., the v%. eeol to recov%zUe the otemnools of o(Lfferemt 

commuv-LtLe-S MIS QvL Lmmedýnte comaervi, for le-oterLocl. Desptte 
wDrrLes i2bD"t her ýmK&eottnte future, K-aterLoA expresseot 

eDv-fWeo-ce tn her lev6 of EvioUsh, whých she nttrý&, cted oUrectLU 
to the prepnratýovtshe kad rec6vea Rt 1CF- 'Uvev. ýf Uou, rx"W Communities, Inclusion, 

tA, ot tcOz perfect[U do" knol the lznowleoloe so Uou. f6t UlU fClster, p2 

more secure... '. she cootroisteol tKs MS. Ses. SvKeot Wýth her 

experteKzes ýý tenrnLoo spcmLsh durýýe) her studd #Olcemev-t 

ým 1ý, OtrceLovwq, wKak Leol her to 11feeL LDze theU'rejvdOLnOn&e, that 
I'M 01 bLtst"pLot orsometKv-g 

Communities, Exclusion, 
pl. 

DespLte thý. s, she wqs pLcjvvLLv%, O to Yeturo. to SpnLv- for her wo0z 

ýLncemevLt, 
but 

she expre. SSO vtWv1-U doubts PbO"t the 

practýcnUtles of cov%, týýReot pnrtýcýpcltýOK, ývL, the Len rvt. 'WýO Intensity of Persomi 

evwýrov%^evý, t of ICF, Lvv, ? ojytýc"Luir wheo, wrLtýýg her tkesýs Investment, p2 

spcjLvj,. she kao( shareol these doubts, ýKforvv-nLLU wýth L-covae, 

wKck ýs cov%, sistevvt Wýtk the Wen that the core covvvvuvL, ýtU of 
Communities, Inclusion, 

p2 
skared eKperLevce rew-Aýýs Ir-F, Cis L-eovde CiLso poLvýteo( out, or (Leonie: Communities 

ýC)SsLbLU ýý tkLs colse the smOLLer sub-con&ntvvUtU of 'clermovL, Inclusion, p4) 

fcf: 

HoweVer, K&U ývv-pressLow WO-S that Vwterýýa meeotect w-oresvpport 

thcjvý. cou. Lol be pyoVLoteol bU Lv-fornwL contoicts wtth feLLOW 

stuoteo. t. s. Sht 01W not feeL ew-powered to resoLve these ýssues 

thro"Oýi 
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'i see that the dass skpposecl to prepare us b&d I tKyLiz first of cILL 
K. tý pIrSDnCIL OpLnLDn LS, WS tOD LCIte CIO-d I'M KOt ODEVLO tD, it'S 

too rkshi Ulze' 

ske seemed to be fclLLLoO Lo-to a VD-Kovv, '. s LCIYJ betweiv. two 
aomvvutwýtLes wLtk c6fferewt expectatLoms ctKd recjL4kments. 

WrLtLvuo her tkesýs LCIU at the core of tKs ýUemma. 

I.. thcu're OOLVý-@ to be EYL VV. U acise ýrobclbLlj two versýons 
[of the thesLsl - i'm ooLoo to vva ke one practEca versýom 
for the rovKpclv%. U civ,. d thev. the ýClper WhEch Ls for the 

RvUversýtu Ls Ootoo to have CILL the theoru, so these cire 
aLso thLnos whLah are Uke I don't Izvtow ... 0 

w-aterLK4's recoo mLtLoo, &f the Ktec( to pyoch4ce c(oa"Ktev%, ts for two 

Afferent auc(Lemes wols oompoRndeol bU fecirs that v(Lstavce 
from the Learvano comnutv-EtU o(krLp. 0 her pLacentent wouLol 

res"Lt Lv%, LSOLC(tLovl,: 

TM KDt ODLV%, o tO be LVL H OLLCInd, VLOt OOLKo tO be LM 

e, crnwn-j, I'm goLno to be lv%,, SpclLvL. So bctsýcaUd aLL on 
VKU DWVL...., 

T-h", K4terLvL-Cl's pClrtLrLpCltLov, 6 ýý týl educCiticKAL ýroce. SS wols 

týyecltevveol bu unresoLved concerv's, CIVO she C(W wot fww 

yec,, DLLktLovL. s En the LearvUKýo contmtotEtU. "teri" SeKsed that 

her partLapatLoo, was threntemd, CIKZI thOlt thES CM(LOI Affect ker 

lntcniity of pcr%onal 
Invoinicnt, p2 

Communities. Potential 
for exclusion, p3 

Communities, Potential 
for cxclusion, p2 
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prooress. L, ýVabu MCIOZ Clýkd LeonLe, kowever, Sýc dýý Vot ýRvc p 
strOte0d to rt-SOLve thLs L. S-SUC, 00-01 ýt W12S kvLcLeclr to K, -. e whether 

aýtUom Cit ICF wAs i2wi2re of W-CitertvWs LvtscrRrLtU. 

I have used the metaphor of no-man's land above to describe Katerina's dilemma. 

However, this conjures up an image of a vacuum, and in the absence of social contact, 

participation cannot exist. It would be better to describe a contested space in which a, 

variety of interactions are possible, or in which claims are made on individuals by 

competing communities. This was the case when Katerina moved from Spain to the 

Netherlands and back again. The insecurity she experienced in this contested space was 
understandable, given the following description: 

semtse vLow i'm OoLvg bcic, ýz [to spciýý] CIVO fjv-st remembered tholt clat"ClUd 

the Lcist ttme i came bacýz [to the NetherLav"Ols] the Ontu thtvuo I Was kappu abokt 

was lfwalUd I an ý4. express museLf re'Atu perfer-tLu cleclýý -SO that peopte are Výot 
ML. Sjkojoýýo KLe,. E. SperLpLLU those vKovvtev,. ts where Uou get i2v. OrU C[tAd UotcjLtst 

acm, owt taUz more, aviol Uo" kcive to ciacept those LOOVes... ' 

Katerina, Interview DCR, Communities, Inclusion p3 

This idea of contested space returns me to the related metaphor of the dike, which I use in 

showing my own experience of contested linguistic and cultural space in the preamble to 

Chapter 3.1 see not only Katerina, but also Mark and Leonie, sheltering behind dikes that' 

represent the strategies and alliances by which they achieved their goals at ICF, but 

which might not protect them in other environments. 

Katerina's story demonstrates the complex nature of the lives of these internationally- '- 

oriented language learners. Through the interpretive narratives, I have been able to show 

how language learning experiences are situated simultaneously in various communities, 

which resonates with Ivani6's description of a range of practices in different domains (see 

3.2 above). Ivani6 describes how Logan's "whole identity is a network of discoursal 
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selves across the many activities in which he participatce'(Ivaniý 2006: 23, scc figure 

3.2). At times, these participants describe leaming within the formal structures or dicir 

courses. Yet they also take the initiative to develop practices for their own linguistic 

development either on the periphery or entirely removed from the Icaming community. 

Where such practices are the result of unresolved complications in the learning 

community, there is a need for re-evaluation within that community and for negotiation 

through which individuals may be allowed to participate in ways that arc morc in kccping 

with their individual experiences. For this rc-asscssment to take place, there is a need for 

transparency about such practices, and I believe that this is where research that records 

the voices of such individuals can be of most value. 

5.4 Discussion of the emerging themes 

While some transparency may be achieved through regular evaluations and the 

subsequent redesign of courses, this does not represent a holistic solution. Indeed, 

according to Lea, "we need to understand much more about the lived experiences of 

today's students and the importance of different communities of practice in the learning 

process, which challenge the simple notion of the novice student on the periphery of the 

central academic community" (Lea 2005: 194-195). Tbis appears relevant to the 

experiences of the international students in this research, whose identities arc 

characterized by mobility and discontinuity. For instance, at the time of these interviews, 

the participants were contemplating new horizons in the form of work placements. 

Claxton, Pollard and Sutherland (2003) have pointed out that "not far below the surface, 

the experience of education seems to be about negotiating the often turbulent interface 

between contrasting, even contradictory, views of the world" (Claxton el at 2003: 5) and 

that learning therefore "involves the construction and re-negotiation of the fundamentals 

of individual identity and affiliation" (ibid: 12). Mie narratives produced above should be 

understood in this context of increasingly fragmented social and cducational structures in 

which identity is "generally imagined as discontinuous, shifting and polyccntric" 
(Brockmeier 2000: 69). In these circumstances, my discussion of communities of practice 
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has the heuristic function proposed by Lea (2005: 181), representing a means of 

understanding learning as practice rather than functioning as a 'road map' from which to 
design all-embracing or top-down solutions. 

With these observations in mind, I discuss below the implications of these stories for the 

map of concepts that was presented in 4.4, making use of the data presented in the Node 

Coding Reports produced through NVivo (for example, see Appendix 10). This enables 

me to make further interpretations about the participation strategies used by these 

students and to add some detail to the map of concepts presented in chapter 4 (figure 4.1 

The Node Coding Reports allow me to trawl the data from a thematic perspective. This 

procedure has allowed me to integrate descriptions of practices and experiences from 

outside the learning community, which were not highlighted in the interpretive narratives. 
I have also incorporated data from my interview with Ilana, which yielded too little 

information for an interpretive narrative9. 

The numbering of the interpretations on the following pages relates to the numbering in 

the maps of concepts in figures 5.1 and 5.2 on page 132 below: 

' Much of the interview with Ilana was spent discussing the journal writing process. Only after transcribing 
the interview did I realize that it had produced such limited data. By this time, however, Ilana had left the 
Netherlands and it proved impossible to follow up the interview. 
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I Participation through Interaction (Pi): Data source: 
Explicit reference to the means ofparticipation through Node Coding Report 

interaction with others: including helping or being helped ky 

others, giving and receiving feedback. 

Participation (LPP) is particularly characterized by interaction (p a passage rercrence 
In Interaction) 

with (a) fellow students and (b) teachers. 

(a) Interaction with fellow students is seen as valuable when it 

results in the use of language, such as 'speaking a lot' or 'having interaction, Lconic, p5 

to listen'. This should be authentic, occurring 'naturally' Interaction. Lconic. p6 

(Leonie). Participants value other students when they can work 
interaction, Lconic. p8 

efficiently with them and when the other student functions as a 
Interaction, fellow 

students. Ilana, p2 
linguistic role model. Where participants lack confidence in the Interaction, fellow 
language ability or 'level' of other students, this is a disincentive students. Mark. pI 

which may lead participants to exclude themselves or others from 

the full learning process. This tendency to 'exclude' may be 

exacerbated when students are allowed or encouraged to assign 
interaction. fellow 

students. Lconic, p3 
roles within groups. 

(b) Teachers can help students to mediate successful learning 

identities by ensuring that students have the tools with which they 

can improve their language skills (Lconie). This is 'inclusive' in 
Interaction with teachers. 
Lconic, pt 

that it gives the students the opportunity to contribute to the 

prescribed practices of the learning community. Teachers arc also 

valued when students feel they have received individual attention, 

resulting in useful feedback (Mark). A supplementary role for interaction with teachers. 

teachers is to provide encouragement in the fon-n of motivation or 
Mark, ps 3&4 
Interaction with teachers, 

stimulation to self-critical thinking, which Simona refers to as Simona. pi 
"teacher's insighf'. We might conclude that where teachers fulfill Interaction with teachers. 

these roles, students will feel engaged in the learning process Simona. p2 

within the learning community. 
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2 Participation through practice (Pp): Data source: 

Explicit reference to the means ofparticipation through practice, Node Coding Report 

specifically individual engagement in activities that are valued by 

the community: including the application of certain strategies or 
individually undertaking certain challenges. 
Participants recognize the need for individual work which (p=passage reference in 

Practice) 
contributes directly or indirectly to the development of language (underlining = my 

skills. This is related to 'producing something' (Leonie) and is emphases) 
Practice, Leonie, p5 

often perceived as obligatory: 'I have to read a lot' (Leonie); 'I Practice, Leonie, p4 

had to make this chart' (Katerina). Participants refer to learning Practice, Katerina, pI 

activities such as reading books and carrying out research as well 

as meta-cognitive skills such as structuring, planning and 

analyzing, which leads Katerina to state that "it was not really a Practice, Katerina, p2 
language problem". However, Leonie describes how such 

activities require "a higher level language, a language we would 

not use if we were just among ICF students". 
Practice, Leonie, p6 

This individual practice produces resolutions through assigning 

responsibility for knowing what 'I want' (Mark) and through the Practice, Mark, p2 

tools provided in the learning environment: 'we have this book' 

(Katerina). Given that the learning community generally designs Practice, Katerina, p2 

this kind of practice within the curriculum, a potential pitfall for 

participative learning lies at the point of connection between this 

individual activity and the interactive processes that seem more 

vulnerable to re-interpretation, as discussed in the individual 

narratives above. For instance, when Mark says of a group project 

that he wants "one person to go over every piece of writing and 

make it one style", the full participation of other members may be Practice, Mark, p2 
threatened. 
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3a Inclusion in Communities (Ci): 
Direct references to community and membership of communities, 

including explicit references to belonging and inclusion andlor 

the influence of others upon this inclusion. 

Participants make reference to the strength of their identification 

with the lCF learning community, referring to the size of the 

cohort (about 30 students) and the time they have been togcthcr 

46we all identify ourselves with lCF strongly" (Lconic) and "'We 

all know each other for four years now almost" (Ilana). 71iis "all- 

ness' is reflected by the feeling of being 'in the same situation' 

(Katerina). Katerina also associates togetherness with the 

language: "Because here I speak English". 

'Inclusion' does not always refer to membetship of the designed 

learning community; and it is also important to be aware that 

inclusion in other communities does not necessarily result in 

exclusion from ICF. For instance, when Simona says "I think the 

community, for me at least, is really expanding outside of ICF', 

this does not mean that she rejects ICF; indeed, she shows 

elsewhere that she values it. 

Participants have also commented on identification with their 

project groups. Ilana comments that "it's ... mostly, with the 

project group or the different projects that I'm doing and the 

people that I'm doing that with". It is possible, therefore, that 

these groups may develop into sub-cultures, and that where the 

practices developed in these sub-groups deviate from the norm of 

the larger learning community, this may subvert the learning 

process. Such potentially 'deviant' practices have been seen in the 

assigning of writing roles to certain students in project groups, 

hence excluding others from that process. 

Da tu source: 
Node Coding Report 

(p*passage rvfcrcnce In 
Inclusion) 

Lconic. p4 
Ilana. p3 (underlining 

my cmphascs) 
Katerina. pI 
Katerina. p4 

Simona. p4 

Simona. p3 

Ilana. p2 
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3b Exclusion from Communities (Ce): Data source: 

Direct references to community, including explicit references to Node Coding Report 

barriers or exclusion andlor the influence of others upon this 

exclusion, for example use ofpower to exclude. 

While there are some references to self-exclusion from a (p= passage reference in 
Exclusion) 

community due to the focus on individual goals or grades 

(Mark), the main issue arising here is the tendency to opt out of 
Mark, pI 

the mainstream learning community. This happens in two ways. 

Firstly, participants describe reverting to their Ll. Although the 

references are to German, the same might be expected to happen Leonie, ps 2&8 

with Dutch, which is numerically the most dominant first 

language in the ICF community. In fact, this can be seen 

happening in Wang Qiming's video diary (see Appendix 3). 

Secondly, the assigning of linguistically challenging roles to 

certain students undermines the community by effectively 
Leonie, p3 

excluding weaker students from key learning processes. 

Furthermore, we might argue that the stronger students are also 

disadvantaged by this process as they remove themselves from 

certain forms of interaction. 

Finally, if students are judged by others in terms of their 

language, this may make them disenchanted with the community Katerina, ps I&2 

to the extent that they may come to mistrust it, as happened to 

Katerina when on study placement in Spain. 
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3c Potential for Exclusion (Cp): 

References to community, in which a complication is raised that 

has the potential to result in exclusion. 

The individual narratives have focused on practices that lead to 

exclusion in relation to group-work. However, participants have 

mentioned other situations that might reduce engagement in the 

language learning practices of the community, creating the 

conditions that might lead an individual to search for solutions 

elsewhere: 

the feeling of 'being drawn back', in which the language 

level amongst peers in the learning community is 

perceived as having a negative influence on the 

participant's language acquisition 

absence of specific requirements regarding language use 

in a task, which discourages participants from focusing 

explicitly on the potential for language learning in the 

activity 

absence of linguistic challenge: "Because I realized that if 

stayed here in Holland with everything nice and perfcct, 
but I would never get on another level". 

absence of directed help: "I'm wondering to which extent 

can just produce a good paper. I want it, but I don't 

know where to get help how to make it" 

While these conditions will not affect every learner to the same 

extent, they do present a warning to providers about some of the 

pitfalls inherent to the design of a learning environment in which 

Data source: 
Node Coding Report 

(pzpassage reference In 
Potential for exclusion) 

Mark. pI 

Lconic. p4 

Simona, p2 

Katerina, p2 
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the language of conununication is a second language for the vast 

majority of students. 

4 Intensity of Personal Investment (1): 

References to the intensiveness of the participation and the level 

ofpersonal investment in the task: for example through direct 

references to emotions, attitudes, issues such as motivation, or 

cultural adjustment. 
Intensity of Personal Investment relates to the emotional 

connection that participants feel with the learning community. 
Through practices that encourage personal engagement and 
investment in the community, identities rnýight be mediated that 

are compatible with the learning culture of the community. In this 

sense, even 'negative' emotions are potentially constructive in 

that they reveal a thorough engagement in the practices of the 

community. The conflicts, tiredness, anger and offence that 

participants report may become conducive to positive outcomes if 

made transparent through practices in the learning community, as 

Wenger emphasizes: "But the very presence of tension implies 

that there is an effort at maintaining some kind of coexistence" 

(1998: 160). 

Another aspect of investment is the connection between activity 

and achievement. Participants are motivated in different ways, 

ranging from achieving 'a diploma' (Ilana) to 'grades' (Leonie) to 

goal-setting (Mark) to 'improvement' (Simona). Presumably, any 

learning community in a higher education setting should be 

geared up to deal with each of these needs to some degree. 

However, different environments will set different priorities, and 

ambitions can only be realized if they are realistic. Where 

expectations are unfulfilled, the result may be frustration and de- 

Data source: 
Node Coding Report 

(p=passage reference in 
Intensity of Personal 
Investment) 

Ilana, p I, Leonie, pI 
Mark, p3, Simona, p4 
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motivation. Consequently, there is a need for negotiation 

regarding expectations and constraints. It is important that 

educational practitioners know their students well enough to 

negotiate common understandings. For instance, is Mark's goal to 

move from CEF level B2 to C2 realistic in the ICF setting? Is 

Leonie being too ambitious in the grades she would like to 

achieve? If so, it seems valuable to discuss these matters with 

them. 

5a Status (s): 

References connecting language acquisition andproficiency, to 

enhanced or reduced status within the coininunhy, including 

acquisition of role inodel statusfor others. 

"Because there are students who are better at English and there 

are students who are, worse is not the right word, but you know 

what I mean, " says Mark. Status is at the heart of membership of 

a community because it involves comparisons between oneself 

and others. Mark expresses this in language terms: "sometimes in 

the beginning of ICF I kind of had a feeling like my level of 

English wasn't like sufficient if I was comparing it to the. othcr 

ICF students". This shows that status is transient because Mark 

later feels dependent on others "who are like slower learners". 

Status is contested within a community. It is ascribed to the 

individual by others. Students like Leonie are aware of their 

reliance on others for ascribed status: "I do not want to make it 

sound like I feel that I'm the best writer in this group. But then 

others think so. " In the same way, Simona is designated a certain 

exotic status by others because of her accent: "'It's because people 

tell me". Meanwhile, Katerina observes that the extent of the 

Mark. p3 

Lconic. pi 

Data source: 
Node Coding Report 

(p=passage rercrence in 
Status) 

(Role models, Mark. pl) 

Mark. pI 

Mark. p2 

Ixonic. p3 

Simona, p2 
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'German-ness' in her identity depends on the perception of 

others: "There are people who are born in Germany and they are 

not yet perceived as being 'German German' and I lived seven 

years, I'm not bom there. " This status, attributed to them by 

others, is integral to the way students think about themselves. 

Consequently, it can be considered an integral part of their 

'identity work'. 

Status also has to be maintained. If others can ascribe it, they can 

also 'un-ascribe' it, and it will not automatically be maintained 

when students move from one community to another. As Katerina 

points out, "if I'm in Spain I'm definitely the best"; but she does 

not transfer this status into the ICF community. It will be 

interesting to see how participants fare in maintaining status when 

they cross into other communities for their work placements (see 

chapter 6). 

5b Role Models (RM): 

References to other individuals who represent positive or negative 

role models, giving the participant clues as to the value of certain 

practices within the community. 
References to linguistic role models offer insights into the 

limitations of an individualized perception of language 

acquisition. Learning in socially constructed spaces implies 

learning by example, such as when Simona learns from "how the 

other, especially German students, do it" and Katerina observes 

"ooh, she's doing that and that and I'm trying to do it as well 

because I like it". 

Yet role models may also be found outside of the learning 

community, as in Mark's study placement in Brussels: "Because 

Katerina, p2 

Katerina, pI 

Data source: 
Node Coding Report 

(p=passage reference in 
Role Models) 

Simona, p3 

Katerina, pI 
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then everybody has a better command of the language than I have. 

So it's easier to grow. " Therefore, if agency is partially mediatcd Mak. pI 

by the successful use of relevant role models within a certain 

community, this use of role models from outside the Icaming 

community might be expected to result in 'agency elsewhere'. 

Again, it will be interesting to see how this idea of role models 

transfers to the work placement environment, where Leonie has 

predicted that "you always have to be prepared to talk to a boss 

who speaks a very high level of English". Lconic. pt 

6 Agency (A): Data source: 

References to the learner influencing their own learning Node Coding Report 

(processes) by making their own choices. 

participants give several examples in which a combination of (p=passage rercrence in 

drive and a feeling of responsibility have led them to take the 
Agency) 

initiative in their own leaming. Ilana's initiative to write with 

Mark is a good example of how such practices may be devised on 

the basis of past experience: "so it's not something that came out flana. pi 

of the blue. I thought about it beforehand". Simona confinns that 

this entails a decision-making process: "you have a lot of opinions 

and then you try to make up your own mind". 
Simona. p6 

Participants are reliant on self-belief or confidence when making 

such choices. They take initiatives when they feel empowered to 

do so, or in Leonie's words: "the people who are willing to do it, 

or who think they are better at doing it also take it up and then Uonic, p3 

make it one style". Yet it is important to recognize that these 

initiatives are often no more than intentions, and we should not 

automatically ascribe agency to participants in these cases. For 

instance, Simona modifies her statement from "I'm going to go to Simonapl 
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New Zealand" to "I intend to actually follow the plan". Yet we 

now know, with the benefit of hindsight, that she never does go to 
New Zealand (see chapter 7). In another case, she is "going to try 

and bring them together", and we are left to wonder whether she 
did so. Ambition and self-belief are therefore not tantamount to 

agency. Agency implies an element of empowerment and control 

over one's own destiny, but it is also dependent on what others 

allow. We have already seen how a lack of provision n-fight stifle 

agency in Katerina's case: "I want it, but I don't know where to 

get help how to make it". 

So what is agency in this context? The concept of community 

points to the negotiation of agency as experienced by Simona, 

whose decision to move from a Business Studies programme to 
lCF was based on discussions "with a few role models", such as 
the programme coordinator. The result was what she called 
"confirmation of my positions", on the basis of which she "finally 

moved". Agency would be meaningless outside of a social setting 
because acting agentically involves others in that context and is 

therefore 'co-constructed' (Lantolf & Pavlenko 2001: 152). As 

Simona puts it, "Like you get influenced by teachers, by people, 
by other native speakers but still you're, yeah, your personal input 

is still limited, because there are other things that are also 
important. " 

Simona, p4 

(Potential for exclusion, 
Katerina, p2) 

Simona, p6 

Simona, p9 

(Role models, 

Simona, p2) 

The Node Coding Reports produce a more thorough but less intimate account of 

participative practices in the Higher Education context of these international students 

than the narratives in 5.3. The issues that arose in the narratives have been refined 

conceptually, producing an emphasis on the negotiated nature of participative practices 

and the (partial) inclusion and exclusion that may result from such negotiation of learner 

identities. This has led me to extend the map of concepts presented at the end of chapter 4 
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to include a more explicit reference to the negotiation of participation through the 

mediation of identities (see page 132). It is important to remember that I am presenting 

this map not as a generalizable model but as a means for the reader to visualize my 

understanding of the participants' experiences at a certain stage in the research process. 

In a sense, it is my way of explaining the relationship between the concepts to myself. 

5.5 Conclusion to Part Two: The Participation Paradox 

The maps of concepts presented in figures 5.1 and 5.210 develop figure 4.1 on the basis of 

the analysis in chapter 5. Figure 5.1 represents an inclusive process in which the design 

of the learning community accommodates the agency of the learricr. This seems largely in 

keeping with Simona's experience (see 5.2) in which her identity work mediates her 

inclusion in the community. For instance, her use of role models enables her to impress 

her peers with her questioning strategies, and learning takes place that is meaningful in 

the sense that it is valued in the community. Furthermore, her status as 'exotic' seems to 

be in keeping with her identity as an 'international student'. and when she does access 

other communities, these communities have a similar international focus and do not seem 

to require her to produce an identity that conflicts with that performed in ICF. Under 

these circumstances, there is no 'clash of agencies' (Lantolf and Pavlcnko 2001: 155). 

Figure 5.2, on the other hand, problematizes this process of inclusion. Individual learners 

are involved, often simultaneously, in participatory practices that engender inclusion in 

the group or community and participatory practices that engender exclusion. Participatory 

behaviour that engenders exclusion will involve identity work outside of the ficid of 

activity defined by the community (figure 5.2). Consequently, "agency elsewhere' may be 

co-constructed beyond the scope of the core leaming community, producing a resolution 

of a clash of agencies at an individual level. However, the learning that takes place will 

not essentially contribute to the togetherness or leaming in the group. Therefore, cvcn if 

such learning is significant to the individual or the sub-group that participated 

&elsewhere', it may not be considered meaningful to the core learning community. 

10 N. B. The numbering in the maps of concepts in figures 5.1 and 5.2 below relates to the numbering in the 
interpretations in 5.4 above. 
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(1) & (2) (3b) & (30 
Learning through Inclusion 

Participation rnediated through 
in learning sclf (4) and other% 
community (me. gatekeeper, ) 

LPP 

(6) (5a) & (5b) 
Agency Identity work 

negotiated in Role models 
learning community Status e. g. language 

level 

Figure 5.1: Inclusion: a later map of concepts of learning through participation 

(1) & (2) (3b) & (3c) 
Learning through Exclusion 

Participation mediated through 
LPP Outside/peripheral self (4) and others 
to learning community (inc. gatekeepers) 

(6) (5a) & (5b) 
Agency Identity work 

negotiated with Role models 
others elsewhere SLatus e. g. languugc 

level 
elsewhere 

Figure 5.2: Exclusion: a later map of concepts of learning through participation 

: 1-410 
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Leonie's identity work through German is an example of 'participation elsewhere' (see 

figure 5.2). While she and Renate may achieve their personal goals, in particular a high 

grade, others in their community do not participate fully in the learning experience 

provided by the communal writing project. Leonie has acted as a gatekeeper in restricting 

participation in this activity to students who are motivated by high grades and 

Gresponsible'. Furthermore, in her choice of Renate as a partner for this task, she may 

effectively exclude non-German speakers. Looking at this situation from a communities 

of practice perspective, LPP is not provided in this instance. Neither is the engagement 

inside the lCF group of mutual benefit. 

However, it is important to remember when looking at the maps of concepts (above) that 

we should view the process holistically, and that a person may be involved in several 

processes simultaneously, included in some activities (figure 5.1) while excluded from 

others (figure 5.2). Also, there will be degrees of exclusion, which may be incomplete, 

temporary or peripheral. Ryan and Bernard wam that "models arc simplifications of 

reality... " which: 

"... can be made more or less complicated and may capture all or only a portion 

of the variance in a given set of data. It is up to the investigator and his or her 

peers to decide how much a particular model is supposed to describe. 

Ryan and Bernard 2000: 782. 

I would suggest, therefore, that individuals move backwards and forwards bct%%, ccn thcir 

learning communities (figure 5.1) and participation with others elsewhere (figure 5.2). In 

this sense, I would have to agree with Mark's comment that "regarding language learning 

it's all communities on top of each othee' (Interview DCR, Inclusion, passage 2: see also 

5.1). Indeed, as we have already seen, for example in the networking model proposcd by 

Ivani6 (see 3.2 above), learners regularly cross from one 'activity' to another in the 

course of their complex lives. Participants are not either 'in' or 'out', but they arc 

sometimes 'in' and sometimes 'out' or partially 'in' or partially out. Lconie has several 

concurrent stories of her identity, which simultaneously involve inclusion and exclusion, 
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and the extent to which she adopts one position or the other at any given moment is the 

product of an interplay between her agency and the community of practice. As we saw - 
with Wang Lin and Wang Qiming (see chapter 2), the telling of a story in a certain way, 

which is equivalent to the performance of a certain identity within a certain culture, 

confirms or denies a certain participative status or role within that culture or community. 

From a strict communities of practice perspective, Leonie and Renate's participation 

occurs on the periphery of the community. However, I believe that they have actually 

removed themselves from the community through exclusive practices that prevent them 
from co-constructing agency with other members of their project group within the core 
ICF learning community. Their agency is 'elsewhere', and therefore it cannot result in 

learning that is meaningful to the community as a whole even though, paradoxically, it is 

likely to be rewarded by that community with a good grade. 

The intrinsic paradox, therefore, is that although opportunities such as group-work have 

been created at ICF in order to engender mutual engagement, meaningful leaming is 

limited when students like Mark and Leonie feel unable to establish agency within the 

community. Tlirough circumstances which may not be transparent (see 5.3), these 

students are persuaded to do their identity work elsewhere, negotiating their own forms of 

agency. This implies that one of the roles of educational providers is to enable this kind 

of storyline to be told consistently within the context of the learning community. As 

Lantolf and Pavlenko have pointed out, "learners' agencies can be positively reshaped in 

the process of agency-enhancement" (2001: 156). 

I shall return to these issues in 6.4, after discussing how participants manage their 

participation when they are outside the learning community, subject to other social forces 

and engaged in different types of learning. The work placements provided me with the 

opportunity to gather such data in the form of journal entries, and this resulted in the 

construction of a further narrative (see 6.3). 
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Part Three 

Deconstruction of the dike 

Christina's World: Andrew Wyeth 1948 

(c-v,. t, , qA teLL ýoL, ( týcit výtý storý of -rtRA 
'-s 

COktiVk'.... 

Katerina, e-mail correspondence, 15'h February 2008 
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C "1 0 hapter 6. Individual Journals 

6.1 The use of journals 

Journals have been used to record the experiences of students in qualitative research, such 

as that carried out by Leki (1995), who asked participants to keep journals in which they 

"recorded anything of importance to them that occurred in relation to tlicir academic 

experiences" (1995: 239). Other examples of this use of journals include Kingingcr 

(2004) and Morita (2004), who also asked her participants to record cxpericnccs in the 

form of weekly reports, some of which she received by e-mail. For this research, I asked 

the participants to write journal entries during the period following the interviews, as they 

moved towards work placements at intemationally-operating organizations. 

The aim of the journals was to give me further longitudinal data concerning the 

participants' experience of language learning in the context of a these new environments. 

As they moved into this final phase of their studies, I wondered whether the journal data 

would confirm the themes derived from the LLH and interview data, and whether new 

themes would emerge to extend my understanding of their experience. Gillette has argued 

that "the kinds of learning strategy people deploy in learning another language are 

heavily influenced by their histories" (Lantolf & Pavlcnko 2001: 146, citing Gillette), and 

I was particularly interested in whether the participants would transfer the strategies they 

had used in the ICF learning community into the placement environment. I hoped that the 

journal entries would allow me to observe some of the 'identity work' involved in this 

process. 

Before analyzing the journals, I shared my interpretations of the LLH and interview data 

with my participants in order to check whether these interpretations would resonate with 

them. As the identities presented by the narrative interpretations might differ from the 

image that participants had of themselves, I stressed that the narratives represented my 

interpretation of their story, and that I would be interested in their reactions. 111c 

reactions of participants would represent "alternative versions that are told 

simultaneously, mingling real, possible, imagined and anticipated life courses like cqual 
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stories" (Brockmeier 2000: 69). 1 received reactions from Katerina, Leonie and Mark, 

which are reproduced in Appendix II (after the omission of non-relevant or personal 
infon-nation). On the basis of these reactions, I concluded that the narrative analytical 

approach was leading me to make representations that were meaningful to the 

participants themselves. Furthermore, I saw these reactions as confirmation that I should 

continue using the categories derived from Communities of Practice, as represented in 

figures 5.1 and 5.2, to investigate the participants' continuing experiences with language 

acquisition. 

During the period December 2006 to April 2007,1 received journal entries from Mark, 

Leonie and Simona. In this section, I analyze these entries and make further observations 

within the context of the themes that emerged in Chapter 5.1 then return to the Guiding 

Questions (see 3.3.1) to summarise the understandings that have emerged from this 

research. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the procedures I used at this stage. 

Journals 
Analyze journal entries with reference to Node Coding Reports, 

including the addition or adaptation of categories if appropriate 

Development of interpretive narratives for Mark, Leonie and Simona 

to discuss the main themes 
I 

Return to the Guiding Questions (3.3.1) 

i awe o. i: uverview oi my researcn metnoaoiogy ior tne joumais 

I provided participants with the following instructions at the end of November, focusing 

on language as a means for participation: 

I am interested in how you interact with others in the development ofyour (or-, 

their) language skillsfor the achievement ofyour personal or educational goals. 
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In yourjournal, please keep a record of how language use or language 

development is working: 
(a) as a positiveforce, enhancing your membership of the group and helping you 
to achieve 
(b) as a negativeforce, including any lack of achievement or exclusion. 
KH, Research Jourrial, 290' November 2006 

I also anticipated that these journals would be partly guided by the interviews. as 

explained in 5.1 above, and for this reason I also sent the interview transcripts to the 

participants. 

The extent and timing of journal entries depended on the work-load of these final year 

students, and therefore it proved difficult to collect data in the way I had originally 

intended. Firstly, there was the practical problem of balancing my research collection 

needs with the other comn-dtments of the participants (see 3.3.3). Secondly. although 

these students were experienced in reflective writing, the complexity of the task should 

not be underestimated, as Katerina explained in her interview: 

"terýýa: rm ýýot tkejcLtrvtaL persov%, I never was oooo( En c4tries. Avc( I was... Et'sjust 

I cannot do Lt... " 

KH., "... I see what you're saying, yeah... " 

K': ,I do Lt Wlýbe three dclUs CIOA them, I'M Oettýý bored of mUseLf, LE)u 

. 
SOVL&ehDW Lt'S ? reSSL4rLV6o Me CIKA I 0100A Wee ýt. so I'm more the persom tilat Ls 

LLIze WC1ýtLVI'O, thevL, tKV0ZLV,, O bclcý'- CIVL-01 tKmk-'EKcj, WhPt WAS there? Amd Koýbe i 

pLr , ýe tkeVI, Ov. LU OM thEKCj... thOlt'S "LOLLý how I'K-t WyLtjKO clvtd thctt,. s how I WCI. S 

PLCIMýýV-g Ov, doýýO ýt VLOW Os WeLL... ff 

KH. "... so can you do it that way? Please do it that ivay...,, 

0 ... yesterdaU CILSO the SýtvcltLový MIS UkI CIr-C'D(IK&Lc, wrLtLvLqjwIt befoye I was 

tkýýIzýv,. O al, n,. "t daKO cm. UthLvvO wýth LamoLkcE)ts 
vLow, Lt,. SjtASt ODEv. 0 
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somehow'. Avývl theo. LooýZtv%. O tvL. mý OlaavlemEr, Lcmeunoe bock avkA tKv0ZEVO: 

, weLL týat's vLot tr"e ýoLCre vwt recxontzýýe'. ` 

Katerina, interview with KH, November 2006 

This negotiation with participants continued through e-mail correspondence throughout 

the period November 2006 to April 2007. My original intention was for participants to 

write regularly over this period, with entries every fortnight. However, this process 

proved difficult, as Katerina had predicted. By March, I had received several texts from 

Mark, Leonie and Simona, but neither Katerina nor Ilana had produced an entry. In order 
to maintain a dialogue with the participants, I replied to their contributions with questions 

or prompts. The participants would either respond directly or address my prompt in their 
following entry. Drawing on interactive interview techniques which move away from the 

model of neutrality and separation, I also engaged with the participants by sharing my 

personal experience: 

In this interactive context, respondents become narrators who improvise stories ill 

response to the questions, probes, andpersonal stories of the interviewers. 

Ellis & Berger 2003: 159-160 

For example, when Mark first raised an incident at his work placement involving his 

accent (see 6.3 below), I responded with a story from my own experience, making the 

connection between accent and identity transparent by referring to the traces of my 

mother's Yorkshire roots in my own accent: 

I picked up some of her residual northern sounds before she lost them to the south; for 
instance I pronounce 'going'with a northern 'oo' sound rather than a southern 'oh'. 

KH, e-mail correspondence with Mark, 140' March 2007 

This reciprocal approach led Mark to describe his own experience in more detail. 

Etherington has described a similar process of exchange, which created the opportunity 

for one of her participants "to reach more deeply into her lived experience than might 
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have been the case had I not shared some of myself in the conversation" (Etlicrington 

2004: 77). 

The journal entries therefore represent a co-constructed performance of identity over a 

period of time. This means that they provide a record of how different identities arc 

performed in response to situations and stimuli, including interactions by e-mail with the 

&virtual' interviewer. 

6.2 Analysis of the journals 

I had originally intended to code the journals using the categories I had used for the 

interview materials. Indeed, when I coded the journal data, the categories continucd to 

function for most of the data, to the extent that I felt that my earlier interpretations were 

being confirmed. However, as some experiences fell outside of the existing codes, I 

returned to the texts to see if I should add further categories. 

At this point, I realised that the problematic extracts were largely related to the tensions 

and stresses experienced by participants as they moved towards their work placement 

environment from their learning community. Whereas at the time of the interviews the 

participants had seen their learning community as ICF, and participative learning could 

be discussed in direct relation to that core community, their perspective was now shifting 

with their changing environment. They were beginning to focus on the work communities 

in which they would spend their placement, on which they would base their final 

graduation theses, and which might even provide them with future employment. Mark 

had anticipated this shift of perspective when discussing ICF in his interview: 

... 
ýVs cm, nocidendr, oommuv,. Ltý, havLnrJ, the ScWt dcl-ssm CIKZ( 00jv"o im the 

same vlýreotEon. cit tke emc(, tULJLdU WýevL. We Orclottkate CIVL. D( tkevi. we're CILL OCEV. 0 
ýv,. to otýer aomvvuuv,, ýtýes. 

Interview DCR Mark, Cormnunities, Inclusion, Passage 
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The journal entries showed that the impact of this move from one community to another - 
would be felt at an earlier stage than Mark had imagined. The participants' anticipation of 

the work placement seemed to create a tension, which in turn affected participation in the 
learning community. Then, when the participants physically relocated to their placement 

environment, they needed to reconcile the demands being made on them by the new 

working community with the continued claim of the lCF learning community, for 

instance in terms of the academic requirements for the thesis. This tension is related to 

the issue of reconciliation, described by Wenger (1998: 160) and discussed with 

reference to Wang Lin and Wang Qiming in 3.1. Furthermore, it can be compared to the 
identity work that occurs as the individual moves between multiple communities (see 

3.2.3). This has been most clearly exhibited in Mark and Katerina's narratives in 5.3. 

This shift in participants' experience led me to return to the journals after an initial 

coding session, supplementing the existing dategories with (a) 'tension', the word used by 

Wenger when discussing this social phenomenon in relation to 'multimembership' and 

reconciliation (1998: 160) and (b) 'stress', the word used by participants when discussing 

their internal experience of this tension. 

A further issue that was associated with these 'tensions' either in the group or at an 
individual level when participants moved to another environment was the need to switch 
languages or codes, a theme that has arisen in various guises in the course of this 

research. In the Prologue, I described how students "would switch codes at times in order 

to achieve what they wanted" (see page 4). Ilana raised this issue in her LLH: 

myoRr byaýn v,, eeas to molke tke Swýtah from. one Lclv%, OýOoe to Another vincl Lt ý. s 

especLaLLU ýCird whevu tt tvvoLves LRMORclges tkcit UOR 010 vl. Ot SPcOk Om a reoRtar 
bolsts., 

LLH DCR Ilana, Complications, passage 7 

Leonie also discussed switching during her interview: 
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6'... we Lot of tLntes SwLtrh LvLtc, clermcm, to Ascuss LnWrtAM4 ý-SS"t. S if we tctLlc, ' 
Interview DCR Leonie, Communities, Exclusion, Passage 2 

This theme re-emerges through the joumals because of the explicit nccd for the 

participants to use a variety of codes in their work placements. For instance, Ltonie's 

journal reveals the tensions between English and German in the workplace, while Simona 

notes her irritation at not remembering words in her LI, and having to resort to English in 

a work placement interview in Romania. 

At cl OertClýý POLOt I 00t Cl být LrrLtCltedtýclt I O(W vot remember sLmýLe words Like 

f6y excimpLe tke word ctuestýovumnk- SO, I SCILC( Lt Lo. Ev, 02K ClWiouoýl 4% 

j; zDvvwvaci vt, ýt ý. s verU sýndLclr: oLReStLovver ? rooouoced: ct"tsteovor. 

Journal NCR' I Tension, Tensions, Simona, Passage I 

These observations led me to add 'switching' to the new coding category or node 

'Tension' in NVivo- I subsequently used the following three sub-catcgories alongside the 

original categories (see Appendix 9) in the coding of the journal entries. This provided 

the foundation for the journal narrative (see 6.3 below). 

Node: Tension 

References to the tensions and stresses experienced by participants while leaming 

through participation in communities 

Sub-category (child node) 1: Tensions 

Tensions are social phenomena related in this research to 'multimembership'and 

reconciliation. 

Sub-category (child node) 2: Stress 

Stress represents the internalisation of social tension in the individual during the 

participation process. 

NCR = Node Coding Report produced through NVivo. For example. see Appendix 10. 
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Sub-category (child node) 3: Switching 

Switching concerns the tension between languages when participation in one or 

more communities involves the use of more than one language. 

At this stage, rather than writing separate interpretive narratives based on the Document 

Coding Reports, I decided to base my interpretation on the data produced in the Node 

Coding Reports. In this way, I hoped to produce an interwoven narrative that addressed 

commonalities in the experiences of the participants. This represented an interrogation of 
the journal texts in a quest for further insights regarding the concepts mapped in figures 

5.1 and 5.2. 

63 The journal narrative 
In the cases developed in Chapters 2 to 5, participants such as Wang Lin and Leonie 
described their performances of identities 'elsewhere', beyond the structures provided by 
their formal learning environment. One interpretation of this 'participation elsewhere' is 
that it results from a failure in the learning environment to encourage awareness of the 

right to speak or to provide adequate space for students to develop voices with which 
they can perform their preferred identities. When Wang Qin-ling made his video diary at 
ICF (see Appendix 3), he demonstrated that his peers had a variety of opportunities to, 

express themselves formally and informally at ICF. Yet the data show that at critical 
moments, such as Mark's attempted negotiation of an individual grade for a group report - 
(see 5.3), they lack the 'powerful subject position' discussed by Peirce: 

"... the power that individuals are given in certain situations is not absolute 
because lower status individuals can choose to resist being positioned negatively, 

and can develop a counter discourse with which to assert a more powerful subject 

position. To do this, Peirce recommends that wefoster students' "awareness of 

the right to speak". 

Golornbek and Rehn Jordan 2005: 518, citing Peirce 
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In this instance, Mark's right to speak was not fostered in the way that Peirce (above) 

proposes, and he decided to find his own resolution for any such future complications. 
One consequence of a community failing to negotiate this 'right to speak'. therefore, is 

that students will do their 'speaking' elsewhere. 

In the context of ICF, the curriculum is designed for students to experience a variety of 

environments in the form of work and study placements. This process requires the re- 

alignment of students' identities if they are to participate in these new communities. In 

their journal entries, Mark and Leonie have provided evidence of the role that the English 
language plays in mediating their participation in both the ICF learning environment and 
at their placement companies: 

TIle Stor'Le& cý MarIZ Ci v%4t Leokue 

iK, terpreeýve "rrcitýbve baseot Do. tkeiownuL evtries ? yo%/Lded bjj 

mariz a" uowLe 
V>LtyýK2 theW týMe i2t 1 CF, pCI YtýC ýpA K; b IStreSSI. Iv%, 

Ltovt, ýel-; ca-se, tWS stre-ss affecteot Wr attitude towclrctý5 "iv, 0 týe 
C-v"gUsh Ov'evcfee. ske OlescrLbeci ýlow sýle tMoted to CIVOW 

speaVzýv6o C-oOUsh 'esper, 4iLLU ýf LtnWersLtU Oets stressfuL av,. d 

ýf we hclve p Lc)t of grmtpprobLems a not to be 

C, (ýSr, L, <SSed (ýý E0,0U. Sh)' CIVLOI ýOW SPWIZýKo C-KOCLSý 'ýS Wre 

r, ov,. mateot to worlýz týci v%, to eojod mev6t. 

pctytýcýpclvvts kolve deveLOPM strclteoýes for oteaLLKq Wýtk 

L, jvýjeyLýq UvueLdStLa teký, SýDvvs. At ICF, botý MOIrk (Wttý llama) 

Civ%, Ol LtovLLe (Mth I; Ztv,. nte) o(eveLoped strateoLo CULances týcjt 

Were fou"lect Ov,. tyvst Lv. tý6r PctytvLey, s UVOL-d. StLc, Clbuýtu (see 

5.3). -r-D be cloceptO as cl worthwhUe Pclytvýer L'to'der Such 

c, ýYatw--stavzes ývwoLveol nr. RuMýo a ceytaýý status, whEoh was 

Data source: 
Node Coding Report 

(p=passage reference to 
Journal Node Coding 
Report) 

Strcss, Lconic pi 

Strcss, Lconic pi 
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C. howv,. to be YeLcitO olýrecttU to Uv. OuLstto prowess. For LvtstavLcc, 

Leov%, Le's wrEttv. 0 SkULS 'Cire WeLcomed bý others Cloxt ekikavce 

mU posýtýov%, wýtKvt, the @rmtpo. McAz nottaeol that 't cim eVen 

moye poirt of the OroRp of Ir-F becaRse I am better Lm eypyessLtAO 

museLf*. 

ILk v-ew ev-vLronvv-ent. S, tKs experLence of ksLne LanoRnoe to 

acc("Lre statLLs ooRLd be vgkcjbLe to the ýfowevey., 

when evl-tertno tkeLv WoOz pLcmement compnnýes, we mýoht aL. So 

expect pclyttrLpCIA; ts to deveLop mewstynteoLes foy pnytýatpntLový 
because of th6y ýLoLatýovi, frow. theLr LcsLtaL Uv-ORI. Stýr, Suppoyt 

netwMzs. PyLoy to ýerpLnccmeot, Leovde knol made cm. 

neyeemevi. t wttk some frýevOs *to sRppc)yt eack other dttrýýg tKs 

phase', but she Later recorded that tKs took pLace ALmost 

evLtkLU wLtk clermao. frýenc(. s, tkrow3k clermcin rcithey thOw. 

Eo, oush. 

i=uYtherm. ore, partLaLpants o(Lsooveyed thatjtxotoments aboLct 
th6r performance weye made Dn the bnsýs of the VnLaeL of the 

new contntki4tU cis opposed to those enoemaereol Cit ICF. T-kLs 

LkndtyUnes the motýon that Iv. th6r mew eo. VýYovumev-ts, MCIrle 

And L-WvUe Were vWVLres Other Win eK? eyt. S, Cl -StCttLG be-St 

URstycited bu an Lv-rWemt reroroteol ýn MCI 0Z'S-jotxrtAci L skortLu 

Ofter he StRyted hýs ? tRoemevLt Cit On ýmterv-PttovIALLU-0perAtýv-0 

compoinU ýn the NetherLnv0s: 

'The stromoest thýno hOjppevLeO[. Md SL-tpervýsor here cit worýz toLd 

me that mU accent ý. s too vv. L4rh of a o. Ame6oR vk, R acCnt Cl na 

Status, Leonie ps 1,2 &3 

Status, Mark pI 

Inclusion, Leonie p2 

Interaction, fellow 

students, Leonie pI 
Communities, Potential 

for exclusion, Leonie p2 

Status, Mark p6 
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thed prefer to hRVe Me SpeclIZ wtth a 'Frtttshý Racev%, t. Thts renLLý 

L. s thestrcm, @est remnoz sonteome ever made toKke... I ýe"W there 
t. S C1 dýfferenre betweev. the AmerýcClo. Cind the'?, rýtýsh clacent, 

however, i feeL that I hove metther of them b"t more UýeLU a Agency, Mark pl 
T>jxtCh c1crent... I kotVe trýed to SpCCk A UtUe SLower Ln Order to 

kave mU SvpeyvLSOY A. Ot b0therELALO Me wý61 SALU remclyizs i2bout 
Intensity, Mark P7 

Cjvj, ývjcjpproprýj2te cmaemt, aod ýt seems ýt hns chno'Oed for the 

, 3ood bercmse she kin not mevvtýDned C1nUtKtA, 0 YeoaroUne3MU 

ctr, aevt, t for the p0lstmootk. ' DovmaL entyU : Lstý Marc. ý : =71 

AppLUýno the C-OvKnA-RvatLe-S of PrAftýr-C LCO-S, the work 

envýronvvtent m0de C1 OLCIýnt On MCOZ tkcit he ShORLOt SPNIZ wLtý 

C1 reytCtLo, Raceo-t ýf he nspýred to membershLp of that 

ComvKuvUtý. -T-Ks cLAým WR. S at Odds Wýtk KS Learnine 

ev,. Výyonment, tnwKch the consLstent Rse of nnU -5. tpkAdcjrd 

EvL, OLý-5-h Clarevlt MIS R0CC? tC1bLe. TKS YCIL-Sed the CLtXeStLOVt, Of the 

ey, tevý. t to whých MOOZ was WUCLno (or LvWeed 'abLe') to ýnvestl 

VL&eVL&bey. Shýp Of the new ron-tvvtLtA1tU. The Styenqtý of Ks 

recir, ttok'. showed tholt he feLt tkrentened and that tKS c'OVkStLtLtted 

a arýSLS for K-S ýdevl-týtu: *I kcive to Rdmýt tkclt ýt WCUS one Of the 
Intensity, Mark p8 

. StrCjkq., 3e. st reqLtests I have ever keard'. 

meak-ýwhUe, LeovUe, on pLPctvKwt at MA, ýnternatýomv[LLU- 

opCrCjtLv%, g rovwpcwU Ln (:; eyvv-nnU, had hoped to experýence a Kgh 

LeveL of Engttsk us, 20e: 'I hope to have some bRsýk,, ess oovýtcmts Intensity, Lconic p4 

wLtýj the Amerýonv. mother compoinU where 1 hopefRLLU cam 

ýK&PyWe VKU bV-SLn'eSS' EnOUShff. HOWeVCr, She OILSCOVEYedtkut 
Communities. Potential 
for exclusion, Lconic ps 

C-vv., 3LL. sh wps rareLý LLsed ýý the oompao. U, wýth the resuLt that 9& 12 AND Interaction, 

hey spoýzevý. c-noUsk became mmstU'. others, Lconic ps 4&5 
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Yet WheVL She OU fDVOe A frLek%, O(-; Kp WL61 Cl COLLeClowt, Ttbor, thLS 

cmneotýov- olW have ýts roots LvL, her EvtoUsk profLcLencU: 'a Interaction, others, 

ooUeCloke frOM OOMS. S the room... sclto( tki2t he reCILLU UýZeol VKU Leonie p5 

Eo. 0U. Sk'. For Leovae, thLs wns cový, fwvv-ntLovL of the aovwieotýov. 
betweeo. her ClbULtU Lv%, Ev-oUsh Clvýot her potevvtýnL for 

poir týrLpmtýovtshowývuo "how ýmpoytaot ýt Ls tospeck evLOUsý Interaction, others, 

12MOI thOt Lt SOM&ýVMS OpeV. S VLeW frýeA'O(ShýPS 
- Of COUrSe I 00LtLO( Leonie p6 

hlmspoýzev- Clermcm wLtk Týbor' but OL'ty r'C)v'. MCc'tLvýO PoLvt-t W, 2. s 
that we were ClUe tospeMz Ev-oUsh to each other'. frovdaiLLU, 

howevey, Tibor soaeht oýct LeovUe ? reaýseLU becomse of the La6z of 

opportRmýtU tospeck EKeUsh eLsewhere ýý the compnvLU. 

Ltovae G(Lscovered av. CIMUvaLmt ClttttLJe townyo(s C-V"OLLsh at 

the aompm&. U. DvL the ove hamol, there wcis recoovLItLon of the 

EyowtA, t3 ývvpoytnvxe of EvuoUsh ýý (: ýermav,. bRsýness C. "LtRre: 
'The Wlm Wýth Whom I had a vveetLvLg was ýýteresteol ýv,. K&U 

worle Clool vKU stRolýes, so we knol a tomoer covvversntýovt, where he 

VV. eVA, týDVUCOj tkC(t WtthOL4t EVIOLLSk tt LS tntpOSSLbLe to VACJýee 61 
Status, Lconie ps 7&8 

career Epl. Cl Kooer ýýtervoltýot&RL bRsLviess Ukee [covvpOiv%, U 

K-ClK&Cj'. 00, the other kPKA, iýe. SpýtC her P bttitU ýý EOOUSh, Lt 
tooýz some tLvmt before LeovUe fmvd a practLa[L v-se for her 

Fv%, 0U. Sh. (tseemeol that LeovUe, Cis 01 newcomer, mýokt vLot him 
had the opportRottU to vse her Eo. E)Ush ýý Cl mei2vtiviofuL WOU. 

FfoweVey, ske eVentuCILLU experLevxed a breMZthrouOh: 

`Eýeom, tse vv. U SRpenAsor kLotýaeol thAt mU Fv-oUsh ý-s ctwýte 00001, 

. ske Ocive me the tnsýz to trAv-SLAtesome tKmos for the covvpnvL-U 
Status, Leonie p5 
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civ,, o( was kappU otboRt týe restxLts clv%, d ClLso 6le týme ýý wht6i i 

Was abLe to fwash the traosLcltýov-- I V. other Words: I oKze CIOCILyt, 

K, otLoed thott speMdo-o 
ev%, OLL&ý rcjvý, oýtv, oloors 

for 

Mecm-whue, Mariz CILSO c1chLeveol claceptakAte throuoh the ct"ClUt, ý 

of Ks woriz: 

'The. SuperVLsor front woyýe Ls verd satýsfwl about the resuLtsso 
far. She ýs heLpLo-O me out wherever civW whemever possLbLe, 

however most of the WDYýZ ýs O(ov%. e bU me'. 4A, tKs wCIU, the ýS., sue 

of Ks cirrev%. t ASCIppeRreot CIS he eStAbUSheo( the trust Of hý. s 

sL4peyvLsor. He dLol mot cippecir to -suffer cm-ý repercv-ssýov,. s front 

hLS Lv%, EtLcjL reLRatoloze to aový, forvv. to KS Mw ev%, VLrovK, -eV,. t. 

ivL, oteeot, he appeared to be reaov-sWerýv-q the vctL"e of thýs 

LectmýLv-, E) experLence, storýýO tt i2wa U for futu re refereoce io. 

Much the same wad CIS he had ntaoe use of Ks vtlocdcltiom 
about KS Oracle (see 5.3): If Later m olurLKZJ nto profLc. SLDVaL 

Ufe thýs request Ls cisK-ed to me aoaýý i Am wUUmo to chaKzje 

mo cicceot towaras a more -FrýtLsh cmceM'. 

Mekl- Wkifroklted bU týe devv. Ctv%, C(. s Wit týle mw eKAArommeýtt 

pLaced ovt, th6r Fvt, @Usý skULs, Mark AKXI Ltomie exKbLted ci 

resULevtze that kaol aLso beevt. evWek,. t ývL týeLr earUer storýes. Týe 

experLeoze of movLvý, g temporarLLU to a Mw commuvUtU seemeol 

to k6o ýtev- tk6r clwc( rev-ess of th6r Uoo uLstLr, WevtLtLes. 

L-eov, Ue: '... ýt does vixt matter for kow Lone I o[W mot speak 

evuqllsh to Oet back to md oLd LeveL. iEverd tLme Wit I oto Kot 

speak for a week or Lm-oer... I faLL back to a certaLv6 LeveL askol ýt 

takes me about tke sante ýýtev%, se pýclse of spectldvo Ev%, OLL. Sh 

Intcraction. othcrs. 
Mark pi 

Agcncy, Mark p3 

Switching, Lconic p3 
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before I yeaoýl vv. U oLd LeveL 

mark sýows sýmUar awareo-ess of hts owo. abtUttes: "I olo vwttce 

thRt the two LCIvue"ClOCS I Cim best tvý. overtap at ttmes. swttrhtv%. g 
Switching, Mark pl 

betweeO' the two Otoes kAot L3tve K&C CIV%, U dýffLr'L'CLtu Ojvýu VV-DYC'. 

This narrative gives an insight into the linguistic responses of these international students 
to the new roles and revised forms of participation inherent to new communities. Being 

confronted with the need to use language in another environment involves participants in 

performing new identities for different audiences, and this is most apparent in the 

switching described above, which is mediated through the feedback provided by their 

supervisors and others, such as Tibor. 

Wenger has highlighted the significance of the challenge involved in 'the work of 

reconciliation' when learners move from one community of practice to another: 

The nexus resultingfrom reconciliation work is not necessarily harmonious, and 
the process is not done once andfor all. Multimembership may involve ongoing 

tensions that are never resolved But the presence of tension implies that there is 

an effort at maintaining some kind of co-existence. 
Wenger 1998: 160 

Ivani6 discusses the way in which new 'activities' lead to greater awareness regarding the 

subjectivity of identification. She argues that "the capacity to examine critically their own 

processes of identification gives people agency and control over the contribution they are 

making to the circulation of discourses, and ultimately to the potential transformation of 

their social world" (Ivani6 2006: 26). In this context, Mark's decision to speak more 

slowly is evidence of him taking control in a situation of tension by imposing his own 

interpretation of the problem, focusing not on the unresolvable issue of the accent but on 

the speed of delivery. This constitutes 'identity work' or 'reconciliation work' and can be 

seen as evidence of Mark's agency. In this way, at moments of change or social tension, 
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students become aware, simultaneously, of both their lack of agency and their potential 
for agency. They not only allow others to make choices for them, which will govern their 
language development, but they also learn to make choices for themselves. 

Davies & Harr6 discuss the role of choice in producing agency, showing the relevance of 

narrative as a tool through which choices may be considered and the positions of 
individuals re-evaluated or negotiated: 

The possibility of choice in a situation in which there are contradictory 

requirements provides people with the possibility of acting agentiralh 
Davies & Harr6 1990: 12 (my emphasis) 

To perform a non-contradictory person with a consistent storyline is learned through 

textual and lived narratives: 

The discursive production of onesetf or another as an agent requires the 

appropriate storyline. 

Davies & Harr6 1990: 14 

Where the opportunity is provided to embed the performance of this storylinc within the 

community, learning is likely to be reciprocally beneficial to both the individual and 

other members of that community. Such an embedded storyline was apparent in Wang 

Qiming's story of successful participation in the ICF learning community in the first 

stage of my research, and we see it again here in the complications and resolutions of 

Mark and Leonie in their work placements. One of the questions addressed in the next 

section is the value of such successful performances of identity 'elsewhere' to the core 

ICF learning community. 

6.4 The guiding questions revisited 

'Me stories of the participants have been collated from several sources: the Language 

Learning Histories; the interviews; the participant journal entries; my own journal cntrics-, 
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and insights gleaned from relevant literature. It seems appropriate at this stage to return to 

the guiding questions that introduced this process (see 3.3.1) and to summarize the 

'understandings' that have been constructed through the data. In this section I will 

attempt to derive meanings from my explorations, in the hope that these meanings will 

contribute to an overall understanding of my text. 

6.4.1 Do participants see themselves as language learners? 

As these students are preparing to become professional communicators in internationally- 

oriented organizations, language represents an integral part of their learning experience. 
The responses of the participants, represented through the interpretive narratives, confirm 

that they are at one time or another members of several communities in which language 

leaming occurs. They are conscious of their needs as language learners and the status 
derived from their 'language level'. They show awareness that language influences their 

relative inclusion in or exclusion from their core leaming community, and of how it , 

affects their opportunities to behave agentically. Language leaming, therefore, has a high 

social priority for these learners, and by portraying themselves as the users and learners 

of several languages, including English, they identify themselves as language learners. 

6.4.2 What characterizes the identity of such students as language learners - how 

do they exhibit this identity? 

Language learning identity is exhibited in the way the students talk about themselves in 

relation to others, and it is therefore connected to ascribed or perceived status. For 

example, we have already seen how Simona's accent resulted in an 'exotic' status, while 
Leonie talks about her status as 'writer' (5.3). In their journals, participants have recorded 

the identity work involved in establishing their own position in relation to the larger 

group. This activity includes the establishment of roles based on perceived language 

levels: 

LýSuCILLU Lt mecins that the members wLth the Lower LeveL of EmgUsh wrýte a part of the 

report, seKA ýt tvL cmol Lt gets, revLsecl bU the persov. wLth the kýoker LeveL of EvLeUsh- 
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Tký-s does meclv- týclt ? ecrpLe Wýth tke Lower LeveL of Evu3LLsh vswiLLU do viot get tile tclr. )z 

of revýsýLov- ctool ecUtLv. 0 of týe projects we work om. 

Journal NCR, Communities, Potential for Exclusion, Mark, passage 

This supports Weedon's argument that "language is the place where actual and possible 
forms of social organization and their likely social and political consequences are defined 

and contested"' (Norton Peirce 1995: 15, citing Wccdon). However, Lconic offers a 

reminder that language does not function in isolation in such contests: 

HDWCVtr, K-Ot VVllU EVI-OLLSVI bRt CIL-SO A StrOK-0 v"týV01tLco, towards a ooool rauLt has cwý 

Evvývevxe Oki, 6le posýtEom ov,. e tolkes wttKvv týle oroup. 

Journal NCR, Social Status, Status, Leonie, passage 4 

Leonie's personal identification with 'good results' means that her identity as a language 

learner is founded on the connection between the performance of language and the results 

produced. This is how language inatters for Leonie, in the same way as it does for 

Gillette's student R (Lantolf & Pavlenko 2001: 147). 

6.4.3 Is this identity bound to a community of practice- for instance, of language 

learners within a specific discipline? 

There is a specific relationship between the environment or community and the identities 

of the individual learners that comprise it. This relationship may be characterized socially 
by 'tension' and individually by 'stress'. Norton Peirce has characterized social identity 

as 'a site of struggle' (1995: 15) as subjectivity is produced in a variety of social sites, 

and this 'struggle' between the individual learner and a certain community is cxpericnccd 

most explicitly by my participants in their 'switching' between languages or codes (see 

6.3). 

Ivani6 (2006: 21) has discussed how such processes function to align the Self with 

particular social roles and positions. Mark's struggle with his accent (see 6.3) is 

illustrative of this process. The result of such alignment is 'identification" with the 
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community, which in its strong sense is closely associated with membership (and non- 

membership) according to Wenger (1998: 192). At ICF, this membership is associated 

with an international orientation: 

T-ke wýoLe LvLtermntýooaL aspect of tt. T-hat doL( cov. show Wit Uov. ve beem abrood amot 

experýemaea olýfferevvt r. RLt"res. 

Ilana, Interview DCR, Status, passage I 

It is also related to collaboration, as discussed in 5.3: 

I wouLd atwaUssenrch wýtKm tKs 1Cv group for sol"týoms or for nozwers to the 

. Sotktýovus. 
Leonie, Interview DCR, Inclusion, passage 3 

Furthermore, it is connected to specific types of language usage: 

we aLreadu dLsoovero týclt fcf= kas Lts Own. SLCIVXO. 
Journal NCR, Communities, Inclusion, Leonie, passage I 

While the above factors may go some way to defining identification with the ICF 

community, it is important to remember that participants have discussed several sub- -'' 

communities that are founded on a common first language (Leonie, 5.3), membership of a 

certain project group (Ilana, 5.4), or an international identity (Simona, 5.2). 

Also, participants identify differently with ICF on the one hand and their study and work 

placement environments on the other hand. The latter are characterized by a different set 

of relationships and language requirements. New experiences include feeling 'judged' 

(Katerina in Spain, 5.3), dealing with 'silly remarks' (Mark, 6.3), and being seen as a 

novice rather than an expert (Leonie): 

T, eýv. o vLew tvL the contpa"U I rvUzea how much ýt h6ps to S? C'2, z EVI-OUSh. OVLe Of the 

fLrst qLtestýo"s was whether I onvL.. speck E"OUsh cmd that Uok woRLd probnbLu have 01 

kard týnte ýf Uou do mot speck Evt, 0U. Sk. 

Joumal NCR, Social Status, Status, Leonie, passage 5 
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6.4.4 Does entry to this community of practice take place through certain 

established mechanisms/tools/rituals (fornial/inrornial/central/periplieral)? 

'Language level' seems pivotal to full participation in the ICF community. Tbc 

participants wear their language level like a badge which gives them status and the fight 

to play certain roles in the community of practice. In this sense, agency seems to depend 

very much on one's language level, or more precisely, on the perception that peers havc 

of one's language level. 

Moreover, language level is closely associated in the minds of the lCF students with 

achievement, which in turn is measured by formal grades entered into the Progress 

database (see 5-3). As these grades have a long shelf life, and as low grades may result in 

study delay, with financial implications, students are understandably grade-orientcd. 

As UOR VZýw LK. the NetherLavt. O(S we rea6Ve the T-Ks LS the 

goveroameo, t SL-tPPOrt OýVeVv, to the StRdevLts sLek'Leo( ýKtv the ctccrec(Lted t4vavers-Etýe-S. A 

5.5 Ls p ppss ýý the tý, Rtoh sýstent, bR', a 5.5 rea',. Lý shodzs a -stLko(ev%ýt (at Lews. 11. 

tholt ý. r, wkpt ýt aoes to me). The rensoo, for thý. s ýs. Lvr(eed dvozeof wi; ', ýi -peer ýCvLew civd a 

mL"r competýtýve evwLrový-mev6t, bL-tt CiLso wLth It-he feCir of (v%, ext tEntf) receivý" ac - _11CIde 
Loweov- tkam 5.5 wkých re-suLts Lvv. R faLL. ThLs vKtClv%. s tkCrt- there are vv%, LU 2 more attemrts 

Lef+_ to Oet ýt Ltp to a 5.5 or Knker, vthCrwýse Uov wUl not tar-heLcys, 

whýr, h coktsec[uevLtLU K&envý,. s Ci býo fLnCIv%'CLCIL Sltback becat4se Ur'" WUL have to retail 
ýL)L4y 

Mark, e-mail correspondence, 15th February 2008 

ibis shows that members of the ICF community are not isolated from wider educational 

processes. Rituals develop not only on the basis of local needs or desires but within the 

context of university-wide systems (Progress), government policies (Studiefinancering), 

and national or cultural norms (the Dutch 1-10 grading system). Local rituals include the 

formal rules for study and work placements; mechanisms for project group formation and 
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the assignment of roles within these groups; and practices regarding the circumstances 

under which members of the ICF community choose to use either English or their Ll. 

6.4.5 In what ways does their educational environment facilitate the development 

of their identity as a language learner - do legitimate peripheral participation 

and mutual engagement occur? 
Participants see the connection between what they are being taught in English classes and 

other tasks in the curriculum: 

SLnce oRr at4rrent EnOUsh teacher ýs verU nutch foot4sed on how we LiWe Sentenoes and 

expres. s mr. SeLves' Lt tooýz vKe a Long týýe to wrýte these two tcisýzs vdaeLU. aurremtLU, we 
hAve to WrLte Cl Lot of text-S ana repoyts for sohooL, aný I reaUzeci the more I emphclsýze on 

wrýtýno formaL papers, the easýer ýt Oets ýý OeoernL. 

Joumal NCR, Practice, Leonie, passage 2 

However, participants have expressed concem as to how they will apply what they are 
learning in another environment, such as their in-company project: 

I do vwt ýZnow to wholt extevLt we wUL prodace soKtetýtvLo ýn aoadeviar, w6tLng tkat we 

colpt then P"t ýnto the fmaL report for the projeot. 
Interview NCR, Potential for Exclusion, Leonie, passage 3 

Beyond the provision of English for Academic Purposes, it is not clear whether the 

development of a specific language leaming identity is structurally encouraged through 

LPP. Mark mentions his desire to move from B2 to C2 on the Common European 

Framework, but there is no evidence of this progress being formally mediated, for 

example, through a language portfolio. 

For Wenger, in a community of practice "it is more important to know how to give and 

receive help than to try to know everything yourself' (1998: 76). At an informal level, 
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there is evidence of some such mutual engagement or 'facilitation' in the forrn of students 
helping each other as apparent in Wang Qiming's video when he asks the meaning of a 

word during a project meeting. Leonie (see 6.3) has also mentioned the intention of 

students to support each other through the thesis writing process, and this shows 

awareness of the role that students might play in helping each other. Ilowcvcr, as we 
have seen (see 6.4.3), mutual engagement is most apparent in the context of specific sub- 

groupings within the learning community rather than in the lCF community as a whole. 

6.4.6 What barriers exist in their educational environment that prevent them front 

developing their identity as a language learner? 

One barrier (see 5.4) relates to students acting as gatekeepers in managing certain 

linguistically demanding tasks. This means that other students are characterized as having 

less to offer in linguistic terms. Although language level plays a prominent role in this 

process, Leonie has pointed out that such decisions are not only linguistic, and Mark has 

mentioned the impact of 'personal' factors in task management: 

sclsizLcl otLol vLot ýjctvA Lvt, a vLd worK- Ln tke Last few weelzs due to perscm4L circ, "W-stcloxes 

clK, d therefore týe týrce of us ýCld to do Ol Lot wre worle cluring týose weelp-S. T41ýs 

clbsoLuteLý cloldeol to tke styems LeveL ýý tke revv-CILKino Oroup. 
Journal NCR, Tension, Stress, Mark, passage 2 

The emphasis on group-work in the ICF environment affects the development of 
language learning identities in (at least) two ways. Firstly, it makes students reliant on the 

language abilities of their peers in the achievement of grades, producing a high level of 

unstructured awareness of language proriciencies and deficiencies amongst students: 

i-fowever, ýý order to Ott a better grade om assEgmmemts Uov. wiU have to focuýs ov" the 

C(Rautu ofthe worle UOU hom-01 Lt' av'd sEvLee the wealzest LEVOP- defimes tholt qv. 06tý of 

the wo0z Lt ýs Lmpoytavýt to focus on the wealzest UnIz Evv. a project Oroup im order tv raýse 
the boly a UttLe reearAKq wrLtEKcj stULes anot the LeveL of EKOLLsk U. SeDI jVW. reýDrtS. 

journal NCR, Communitics, Powntial for Exclusion, Mark, passagc 2 
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Secondly, it creates circumstances in which a large amount of participative activity takes 

place outside of the classroom in ways that are not transparent to teachers or curriculum 
designers. For instance, the negotiation of roles in groups, which seems fundamental to 

the processes of language learning and identification at ICF, occurs in a semi-structured 

way, putting weaker members of the community at risk and making them less likely to 
identify with the learning processes. 

It seems, therefore, with reference to the maps of concepts presented in figures 5.1 and 
5.2, that certain students informally ascribe to themselves the role of gatekeeper in 

mediating the full, peripheral or non-participation of peers in certain educational 

processes. Furthermore, it seems that language level is one of the main tools used in 

claiming such a gatekeeping role. This assertion of power is not formally sanctioned by 

the learning community, which means that the negotiation of identities cannot be 

transparent. A negative repercussion of this process is the self-exclusion from the 

learning community described as the 'participation paradox' in 5.4 above. 

In their work placements, as the participants were novices in their new environments, the 

power of their immediate supervisors was a potential barrier to achievement. Mark cites 

the example of being asked to use an English accent not just because he finds it 'strange', 

but also because he senses that his supervisor is using this situation to demonstrate her 

hierarchical status: 

I tKnýz that K&d skpervýsor was trUtmg to fýnd sometKno to rovvvvevtt ov%, me and 
týerefore used tKs accevut rect"est. 
Journal NCR, Intensity, Mark, passage 9 

Mark and Leonie needed to build the trust of their supervisors in order to participate in 

their new community. We have seen that feedback from their supervisors on their 

language ability played a critical role in the negotiation of this participation (see 6.3). 
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6.4.7 Can language providers play a role in nurturing such Identities and In 

building an environment in which such a community of practice can 

prosper? Which mechanisms/tools/rituals offer such opportunities? 
Firstly, greater transparency regarding forms of participation throughout the curriculum 

would increase the awareness of the role of language in performing and nurturing 

identities. Such transparency would require educational providers to design and manage 

the curriculum in a manner that was sensitive to the language development of all 

members of the learning community. Such a policy would promote awareness of the 

language learning identities of students. The structured use of LLHs as an awareness 

raising tool for all stakeholders could inform such a policy. 

Secondly, in order to foster students' awareness of 'the right to speak, all students should 
be involved in this process and notjust those with a dominant voice. It seems that there is 

a need to provide forms of negotiation to break down the informal power structurcs 

within and alongside the curriculum. Such mechanisms should be transparent and 

accessible to all stakeholders within the learning community. One example of such a 

method for facilitating and scaffolding discussion in the context of programme 

evaluations is Nominal Group Technique (Kiely & Rca-Dickins 2005: 210). 

Thirdly, opportunities should be provided for the sharing of linguistic experiences and 

expertise in such a way that these experiences are beneficial to the learning community as 

a whole. If we recognize that students will become members of several other 

communities during their time on an educational programme, it would be counter- 

productive to dismiss the leaming experiences 'elsewhere' as having only peripheral 

value. Rather, mechanisms should be developed to transfer the 'leaming elsewhere' into 

the core community. Such mechanisms could serve the additional function of providing a 

platform for the open discussion of insecurities, such as those demonstrated in Katerina's 

story in 5.3 (page 116). This could promote earlier intervention in such cases, whereas 

according to her e-mail correspondence Katerina was apparently left largely to fcnd for 

herself (see 3.3.3, page 65). 
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6.5 Conclusion: transparency and evaluation in communities of practice 
For confirmation of the above interpretations, I turn to Lantolf and Pavlenko, who state 

that "the success of a transition from one linguistic identity to another will depend on the 

interaction between one's own intentions and those of the other people in one's 

environment" (2001: 153). Discussing Hoffman (1989), they emphasise the importance 

of transparency and the support of communities of practice in the identity work that they 
describe as "constructing a new inner voice through the appropriation of other voices in 

the new community" (Lantolf & Pavlenko 2001: 153). In this context, I believe that the 

explicit incorporation of the issue of language identity into the design of the international 

curriculum would reduce the need for students to negotiate 'agency elsewhere' (figure 

5.2). This would result in fewer experiences such as those described by Wang Lin and 
Leonie, in which the English language became such a barrier that the students reverted to 

their LI: 

DRe to the ti&tevtSe Oro"p worýz that we had to ao alker Ckrý. stmas nvol dL4e to the faOt 

tkat speckýv"O Eo'OU. Sh L. S CILWOU. S OovLKertea to WorýZ Civa Kot to Sor, ýPLýZLv,. O CIKCJ v_StvLE) 
Lt for 'pteascivtt' conversatLovt,, I v,, otLaed that I trý to mýv-ývv-ýzespeM6K@ Ev-gUsh, 

tcO6ý0 r-jerntam most of the tývve to mU feLtow st"Dlevýts avd CILVV. O-rt cfvoýv( speCOZEMO 
EvtoUsý, beop"se Et Ls vvore oovwectea to wo0z tkno. to evjoumevt. 

Journal NCR, Communities, Potential for Exclusion, Leonie, passage 5 

Given the variety of motivations that lead individuals to learn a language in a given 
learning community, it is essential that the negotiation is transparent and gives voice to a 

variety of needs. It may prove impossible to cater for all needs, but awareness of 
limitations and constraints will assist all members of the community to understand what 

they can expect to achieve within that community, and indeed ultimately whether they 

want to belong. It will also help them to understand the potential complications that they 

might experience in other communities, such as the ICF work placement environments, 

and the extent to which their core community can offer resolutions in such circumstances 

as the writing of an in-company report. 
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It is essential that procedures for such transparency arc negotiated rather than imposed, so 
that there is a common sense of ownership of the agreements made: 

Effecting change in our classrooms will not residtfrom imposing solutionsfrom 

outside butfrom nurturing effectual practices that are indigenous to our 

particular contexts. 
Zuengler &Miller 2006: 5 1, citing Hall 

Also, such agreements need to be revisited regularly so that each group of newcomers to 

the community feels inclusion in the culture that is created. This requires a spirit of 

evaluation and re-evaluation of practices, involving all stakeholders in the community, 

which should result in the "enhanced engagement of different groups affected by program 

innovation and the elucidation of issues related to stakeholder participation" (Kicly & 

Rea-Dickins 2005: 218). 

For language providers, the above observations represent both an opportunity and an 
imperative for involvement in curriculum development and evaluation beyond tile 

language classroom. Our understanding that the agency of language learners can "be 

positively reshaped in the process of agency-enhancement"(Lantolf & Pavicnko 2001: 

156, citing McKay and Wong), means that language providers can play a role in 

mediating the opportunities for their students to participate within the Icaming 

community. At the same time, we have seen above how language learners may be 

excluded from full linguistic participation by individuals and practices outside of the 

language classroom. Therefore, it seems essential for language providers to maintain a 

wider perspective and to become involved in processes of mediation throughout the 

learning environment, for instance through membership of evaluation committees and 

curriculum development processes that have a wider remit than that traditionally 

understood in terms of language provision. 

I hope that these ideas will find continuity in the recognition that the idcntitics of 
language learners should be an issue in the design of the curriculum in intcmational 
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higher education. Meanwhile, these particular identities will be carried forward in the 

lived experiences of my participants as they move into postgraduate studies or begin their 

professional careers. During this process, their strategies for learning will be mediated by 

other factors, and new identities will emerge. It would be interesting to continue to record 

the development of their identities in new environments, introducing other lenses to 

produce further interpretations of their learning experiences. In Chapter 7,1 will briefly 

discuss other perspectives that may be of value for future investigations of this type, 
before concluding with a reflection from one of the research participants. 
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Chapter 7 

Postscript 

I 

Anthony Gormley: Another Place, Crosby, UK, May 2007 
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Thought processes: Deconstruction of the dike 

Beyond the dike lie the contested spaces between land and sea. Twice a day, the tide 

reclaims this space, its grasses and marshes invaded by arteries of salt water. The sea 

colonises the space, eating away at the roots of the plants thatfeed on the richness of the 

clay. Small animals drift in on the tide tojeed. And then the sea gives up its prize, 

relinquishing the spaces between the arteries. As the seascape retreats, the landscape re- 

emerges, the whole unchanging, its details subtly revised. 

Looking at Anthony Gormley's installation, Another Place, I see myseýf, the Researcher, 

standing in the contested space, in the ebb andflow of international education, aware 

that the tide is coming in, knowing that I should gather, gatherfrom the waters washing 

around me. When the tide goes out again, I will have a record of the changes that have 

taken place, albeit concealed in the data I have gathered. 

As the tide goes out, it takes my participants tofar places: 

newjob, move, 

marded, flax, 

language, move, 
learning, flow; 

and so they live, 

and so they move, 

and so they learn. 

As the tide goes out again, I observe the landscape, trawling through the data that 

remain. I have described myself influx, through my adjustments to the culture, through 

my experiences with a second language. Yet I see myself located now in contrast to my 

unanchored infomants: stable yet unstable; not quite stranded, not quite secure. I 

process the data, write my paper, present my ideas. I look up, look out. What do I see? 
The tide is coming in. 

KH, Research Jourrial, 18'h March 2008 
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Participation through practice in contested spaces 

The above narrative serves as a reminder of the temporal and contingent nature of tile 

social processes that have been investigated in this dissertation. Just as future students 

and teachers will bring their influence to bear on the educational process, future 

researchers will apply other lenses to this process, producing different understandings of 

the experiences they observe. The notion of communities of practice has been valuable in 

providing me with a rigorous conceptual framework for the investigation of tile 

experiences discussed above. However, as discussed in 3.2-4,1 agree with Lea's 

understanding of communities of practice as a heuristic rather than a blueprint for 

understanding participation in educational communities: 

"... as a heuristic, the concept enables exploration of the wqys in which learning 

does or does not take place andforegrounds notjust success but constraints oil 

learning and onfull participation in 'a community's practices. It provides a Jells to 

examine how meanings are contested within a community, to explore the ways in 

which certain ways of making meaning are privileged to the exclusion of others 

within the academy, and how some members of a conzinunity inight, therefore, 

alwaysfind themselves excluded and at the margins, never able to participate 

fully in the community's practices". 

Lea 2005: 188 

The understandings produced through the interpretive narratives, summarized in 6.5, are 

evidence that the concept of communities of practice functions in the way that I-ea 

describes. In this spirit, I note that while I have presented my illustration of the intcr- 

relations between the concepts in figures 5.1 and 5.2 as a visual representation of the 

interpretations that I derived from the data, it is possible that another researcher, applying 

a different lens, would reveal a different set of relationships. 

To give one example of such an alternative interpretation, Lea has pointed out that 
"participants are not engaged in a comfortable process of acculturation into the 

academy's communities" (2005: 193). Gee has taken this observation further, arguing that 
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in its attcmpt"to label a group of people" (2005: 215), the 'communities of learners' 

notion is essentialist. If we are wary of explaining student learning in terms of nationality 
(see 2.4), we should also be wary of explaining it in terms of membership of the other 

social groupings, such as learning communities, to which we assign our students: 

"... take a high-school science class. Johnny and Janie are both in the class. 
Janie is proactively attempting to engage with the science in the class, but Johnny 

is "playing the game "for a passing grade. Are they in the same community of 

practice or is Janie in a school-science community ofpractice and Johnny in a 
"doing school" community ofpractice. 
Gee 2005: 215 

We might apply this question to my interpretation of Leonie's language learning 

behaviour in 5.3.1 have observed that her participation in a sub-community with Renate 

may be detrimental to the learning experience of others within the core learning 

community. However, when we redefine her sub-community as 'a good results' 

community (see 6.4.2), her form of participation gains greater legitimacy. As already 
demonstrated in my re-interpretation of Wang Lin's learning experiences in 2.6, a 
different lens may produce an alternative storyline. 

Above, I have used communities of practice in the heuristic sense proposed by Lea to 

produce interpretations in the form of narratives. By using communities of practice as a 

guiding framework, I have been able to claim that these interpretations have the analyzed 

merit required by Riessman (2004a: 706, see 2.1). Nevertheless, the experiences of my 

participants reflect Lea's critique that the communities of practice portrayed by Wenger 

are too benign, and that he fails to take into account the 'contested nature of participation 
in communities of practice, that is when participants are excluded from full participation 
in the practices of a community" (Lea 2005: 184, my emphasis). The participants in this 

research seem to inhabit the fragmentary and unpredictable world(s) described by 

Brockmeier (2000), in which identities compete in and across a variety of spaces. In 

further research, it would be instructive to follow them into these spaces, collating the 
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ongoing stories of their lived experiences, thereby observing 'language learning as 

participation' from new perspectives. 

At the end of chapter 6,1 emphasized the advantages of interpretations made through 

narrative research for the curriculum and the learning community as a whole. Yet it is 

already clear from some of my interactions with participants (see Appendix 11. for 

example) that narrative inquiry also addresses identities in such a way that it produces 

new understandings in the participants themselves. I had not considered at the beginning 

of the research process that the participants might also be influenced by the research. 

However, stories such as that related by Simona (below) seem to provide evidence of the 

role of "transformative research conversations" in narrative inquiry discussed by Speedy 

(2008: 61). 

At the end of this dissertation, I am led to consider what such narratives might mean in 

the lives of participants, and Simona offers some clues as to the potentially 

transformative nature of the research process at a personal level. According to Speedy, 

narrative inquiry may induce new understandings by looking into the spaces between 

culture and agency and "excavating the traces of other discourses contained therein- 

(Speedy 2008: 32, following Derrida). In the new understandings that emerge from these 

liminal or threshold spaces in the conversations, narrative inquiry has much to offer 

researchers who are interested in deconstructing the learning experienced across multiple 

communities or fragmented environments. 

As an example, and building on the above metaphor of contested space, I would like to 

conclude with the voice of a participant, Simona. Ibis final extmct underlines the idea 

that situated language learning is an ongoing process that is never complete. Ili= is 

always the next step, which is influenced nevertheless by previous language learning 

experiences. Students will take their participative learning experiences with them, and 

these experiences will impact on the new spaces that they inhabit. For instance, in 

Simona's case, one of her strategies to continue learning English is now to occasionally 
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teach English; and while doing so, she explicitly confronts the issue of her accent in an 

agentical manner: 

yo" ý,, now I am stUL cvi, ý, frovLtcd wtth the orcevit ýssue nvýa týe "Psarýbca statRs' tkat 

otýiev, TecTLe attook to mU waU of tnDztno cind wyitLv. @ cis weLL! [emphasis in original] 

I 12VK veru etclc( UDL, ( Wrote tK-s abo"t vi, -e Ftke tvLter-prettvc narrattvc tvi. it ý& Uýu a 

rentiv-dey of tke tknaqkts I knot more tkav,. n Ueny cipc to go to civ, evurA. Ush 
-Sýeclkývup 

aoRntyý. In practýce ýt Es ratker AfRaktt rýqkt now. I was astov,. LskO of tke eneyeU 

exkLbLt tn Uovr wrtttne. The fnat tknt f WO-S LOoIZtv,, e for SoLtttýons, whevL LoWttoiAs nre 

mot -provWeol. 

mow, aftey eradLcatýýO cmd v,. ot b6ý0 ývý sokooL anUmore thýs Ls kayder. I CIVI& StUL 

GlevdLopLn, 3 a bLcsýVLess pLan, however I have quLte a otear Wen Of WýX, '-- I Dan Oto. ThLS 

kappemeol beca"se I have prevýovsLU been to ýýtervLews where ýVutervýewers have been 

cALUno me: 'ktot a nAllLve Ov. 01 cAot Cl v0týve' (WkO6 refeyrLno to the fOlct that I ClvK vLot Cl 

ncltýve EnOU. Sh speakey nor a natLve Dutok speakey) or others have bee" arttýc, ý"-ýne viAt 
for beLVLO too anaLýtLaCIL and that that can CIL-SO be seevu Ln MU SLOW-paceol woý of 
tAkýnn. Of covrse I sometýmes Oot oltscovymckeol or f kcO the fee,, UýO that I have to 

constantLU prove mUsdf to the worLd that I am worth sometKýg. ý-towever, ýý tKs harot 

LearvýLiA. O process of fmd4ý, O mU p[cme Ln a sper, ýfLr, bri2vck or compal&u, I expe6emcecl 

that becaRse I Leamtol EveUsk as a so anUed wsecono( Langvngew, I fLvvct Lt verý ensU to 

- speak EvLOUSh Cis Cl for6on LCMouRee. TKS ýs artROLLU P tAnder-StOvO others that 

. Styevv3th wkevL UOR thWz tkatsonte VLRtLVC speakers fýv,, O( ýt harder to underStRo-Ol vwvý- 

v6cltýve C-VVýUsh speakers. 

I 912ve cl free of charge Ev"eUsk tessw, to a R-Lkssýpn OýrL I met nnot she oontýUmenteo( 

me on týe fRat týcltshe CoLda LmoterstclvO WhOt I WO-S SCIULvý. o beaciv-se I speck cLeRAU 
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clnc( CIM clwcly'e Of Pky*clses When ULIZýno to ker (bý StUt izeeýL, Mo A 

orcinA-ntptLc, ciUý royyert form) so thcIt ske 0CM, "vderstclýko( me. 

1 010 v. 0t ýýOw 6"CtýU Wý12t to 010 výtxt` I dc O-Ot wPvL, ' ev"Of L, (ý Lo. the wrrme pLctre 
where I ccivý vwt expLore Lvterest avc( toLmts fvrther o&, L. It is tým, (c-4i cItALte oQ+fLcwtt 
to -FLvtol a pLcice where I fLt ýý. ýtowever, I cim. st[LL searc-ýLvvq... 

Simona, e-mail correspondence, 3rd March 2008 

"And then? " he asked. the central question of all narrative. - 

Harry Mulisch, Siegfried, English translation 2003 
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Appendix 1: Ethical checklists 
A. University of Bristol: Checklist of ethical research issues 

Annex I of Word Download "Policy and Procedure" 
Source: http: //www. bristol. ac. uk/research/support/govemance/ethics/ethics. html 

(last accessed 4th April 2008) 

The following checklist of some of the areas to consider may be helpful to researchers, 
faculties, departments and units in drafting their guidelines: 

ADýIERENCE TO REGULATIONS AND GUIDANCE 
Adherence to ethics guidefines of their Faculty 
Strict adherence to legal regulations governing the conduct of research, for example 
NHS Ethics Committees, Medicine for Human Use Law, Home Office regulations 
for research involving animals, Human Tissue Act, Animal Act, Health and Safety 
regulations 
Adherence to good research practice (including proper and appropriate conduct of 
research, professional integrity, honesty, statistical methods, use of data, 
interpretation of data, non plagiarism) 
Awareness of University Guideline on Good Research Practice 
Adherence to discipline-specific codes and guidance and codes and guidance of 
outside bodies, for example the Research Governance Framework for Health and 
Social Care, Guidelines on Good Research Practice set by funding bodies 
Freedom of information issues, under the Freedom of Information Act 
Awareness of the University's policy on Research Nfisconduct 
Awareness of the University's policy on Public Interest Disclosure 

RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMANS 
Voluntary participation of research subjects 
Whether or not incentives are appropriate /ethical to encourage participation 

" Full information to participants, including outlining any ri bts to tbdraw. intended ý. r- wi 
publication of the results of the research 

" Written consent of participants or of those legally allowed to consent on their behalf 
(parents). 

" Adequate support for, or protection of, participants 
Special issues relating to children and vulnerable adults 
Criminal Records Bureau checks 
Payment of participants' expenses 
Feedback to participants on the research results as appropriate 
Confidentiality for participants and research subjects 
Data Protection compliance, particularly in relation to sensitive personal data 
Health and safety issues 
The extent to which the proposed objectives could be adequately met with reduced 
numbers of human subjects. 
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" Anonymity of data 
" Security of research data 
" Retention or disposal of data and samples 

RESEARCH INVOLVING ANIMALS 
" Implementation of the 3 R's of research involving animals: Reduction, Rcplaccmcnt 

and Refinement 
" Cost benefit assessment of research involving animals 
" Animal welfare 
-6 Health and safety of staff 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
" Conflicts of interest 
" Environmental issues 
" Conservation issues 
" Professional integrity when participating in peer rc,, icw 
* Publication of research results/disscmination of results 
" Commercial confidentiality 
" Protection and ownership of intellectual property 
" Written agreements with collaborators 
" Written agreements with sponsors and funders (i. e. these must not dictatc research 

outcomes or excessively restrict publication) 
" Insurance cover required 
" Indemnities offered 
" Risk assessments 
41 Value for money considerations 

Purchasing arrangements 
Financial management and issues rclating to grants 
Cost: Bcncfit Analysis 

" Training 
" Support for students and junior staff 
" Visiting researchers, honorary staff and registered students 
" Safeguarding against predictable misinterpretation of results 
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B. ESRC Research Ethics Framework: Research Ethics Review Checklist 

Source: http: //www. csrc. ac. uk/ESRCInfoCentrellmages/ESRC_Rcý-Ethics_Framejcm6 11291. pdf 
(last accessed 4th April 2008) 

Appendix A: Section IV: Research Checklist 

Please answer each question by ticking the appropriate box: 

YESMO 

1. Does the study involve participants who are particularly vulnerable or unable to give 
informed consent? (e. g. children, people with learning disabilities, your own students) 

2. Will the study require the co-operation of a gatekeeper for initial access to the groups or 
individuals to be recruited? (e. g. students at school, members of self-help group, 
residents of nursing home) 

3. Will it be necessary for participants to take part in the study without their knowledge and 
consent at the time? (e. g. covert observation of people in non-public places) 

4. Will the study involve discussion of sensitive topics (e. g. sexual activity, drug use)? 
5. Are drugs, placebos or other substances (e. g. food substances, vitamins) to be 

administered to the study participants or will the study involve invasive, intrusive or 
potentially harmful procedures of any kind? 

6. Will blood or tissue samples be obtained from participants? 
7. Is pain or more than mild discomfort likely to result from the study? 
8. Could the study induce psychological stress or anxiety or cause harm or negative 

consequences beyond the risks encountered in normal life? 
9. Will the study involve prolonged or repetitive testing? 
10. Will financial inducements (other than reasonable expenses and compensation for time) 

be offered to participants? 
11. Will the study involve recruitment of patients or staff through the NHS? 

If you have answered'no'to all questions, send the completed and signed form EI/SS to your 
Department's representative on the School Research and Consultancy Committee, for 
their records. Undergraduate and MA students should retain a copy of the form and submit 
It with their research report or dissertation (bound in at the beginning). Work that is submitted 
without the appropriate ethics form will be returned unassessed. MPhiI/PhD students should 
submit a copy to the Research Degrees Board with their application for Registration, and forward 
a copy to the [designatedl Research Ethics Officer. Members of staff should send a copy to the 
[designatedl Research Ethics Officer. 

If you have answered 'yes' to any of the questions in Section IV, you will need to describe more 
fully how you plan to deal with the ethical issues raised by your research. This does not mean 
that you cannot do the research, only that your proposal will need to be approved by the 
Research Ethics Committee. You will need to submit your plans for addressing the ethical 
issues raised by your proposal using the ethics approval application form E2/SS, which should be 
sent to the Department/School Research Ethics Officer. Form E2/SS can be obtained from the 
Department/School website. 
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Appendix 2: Permission Form Stage Two 

Dear Participant 

Doctoral Research Project 

I am currently collecting research data for my doctoral project entitled: "A qualitative 
investigation into the language socialization of international students taking degrcc programmes 
taught through English in the NetherlancW'. You have agreed to participate in this prqjcctý which I 
expect to consist of the following data collection procedures: 

(a) Writing a Language Learning History 

(b) Participating in interviews 

(c) Writing a reflective j ournal 

(d) A group procedure at the end of the project 

I would like your permission to include the data that you contribute during each of the above data 
collection procedures in my doctoral dissertation, which will be submitted to the University of 
Bristol in accordance with the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Education. Please note 
that participating in this project is entirely voluntary, and that as such you have the right to opt 
out of the project at any time. 

Please read and sign the declaration below. 

I thank you in advance for your contribution to this project. 

I give pemission for Kevin Haines to use the data that I contribute in the manner described 
above. 

Name: Date: Place: 

Please tick the boxes below as appropriate: 

1 give permission for Kevin Haines to use my real name la pseudonyn when writing his 
doctoral thesis. (please circle as appropriate) 

I give permission for Kevin Haines to use this data for wider publications, such as journal 
articles, using my real name la pseudonym when writing his doctoral thesis. (please 
circle as appropriate) 

1 would like to be contacted at the following address / e-mail address / phone number 
should you consider using the data contributed for wider publication. Yes lNo 

Contact dctails: 
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Appendix 3: Journal entry: my observations of the editing of the video diary 

This appendix gives an impression of how I experienced Wang Qiming's editing of the 
video diary. The visuals are stills from the edited version of the video diary, added to give 
the reader a visual impression of the learning environment. 

The text from my logbook gives the reader an impression of me at an early stage of the 
research process. The role of researcher is new to me, and I am not yet used to this 
identity. I work hard not to revert to my teacher role, which would involve me advising or 
coaching Wang Qiming through the process. L- 

The reader should envisage me sitting behind Wang Qiming in the editing suite at the 
university. While he edits intensively through the course of two mornings, I make notes 
in my logbook. 

Wang Qiming (WQ) starts editing intensively. I am reluctant to interrupt, so decide to observe: 

Teacher surprised at camera: "Hi. " Smiles. Remembers. Laughter. Release of tension? I see 
flashes of in 'v colleague dividing the class into groups, again and again the same sequence - 
"aAc, d, e,. f g, h... ", like a conductor of an orchestra she directs the class. Intermittent shots of 
students. Teacher pointing, holding her book in the other hand, open on the page she wants. 

WQ wants to make an impact with the beginning. "It's almost ail" he says. "If you cannot do in 
that way, you have to try to do in that way. " He tries tofind his way through the editing process. 
Images, i. mages, i. mages. Two students sit at the computer doing pairwork "It's in pairs... pairs... 
pairs" repeated, repeated, like rap music as he searchesfor the right place to cut. "We have to 
present tomorrow... so we are readyfor it", says the student. Cut there. Cut there. 
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Cut to students walking along the corridor, "did you watch the game'. - "no I didn't" "are \4)11 
going to watch it tomorrow'? " The football! 

The Chinese language, two students picked out in the corridor. The English Voices disappear into 
the distance. I hear my name in the middle of a Chinese sentence. WQ explains what he is doing. 
Cuts to Teacher, making an appointment: Wednesday 15'h, after... - -Wednesday 15 th after 
after... ". 

WQ is telling me how difficult Chinese learners find capitals. I make asmall note to myself on a 
post-It with Wang Qiming's explanation of the Importance of the connection between meaning 
and symbol in Chinese - how can [1] and [11 be the same in English when in Chinese there would 
be a difference in, for example, intonation? 

WQ works intensely, the mouse, the keyboard and always the images and the soundtrack. 
Students wait in a corridor, climb stairs, mobile in hand, conversations continue. 
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Familiar faces. Janette. Josie. Students I have taught for nearly two years. Images on a screen. 
Images on a timeline. We don't talk much. I reflect on WQ's work. Fixing images to a time 
frame. And my work. Translating these images into meaningful data, concepts which I have to fit 
into a conceptual framework. 

"Are you remembering to save this? " I ask. 
"You're afraid ofthis. - He clicks on SAVE. 
Ownership. Whose images are these? Co-authorship? 

Shows intro.: "do you like it? " 
"Yes, great". It is very good. 
"I'm not satisfied, " says WQ. "It can be better". 

I don't interfere. 

A project group. Wang Qiming, Mimi, Martha, Richard sitting at the teacher's desk. Laughter. 
Singing. I thought we agreed... ". Fooling around, singing, performing. 
Me: "Are they doing this for the camera? " 
WQ: I don't think so. We often have these kind of actions. " 
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Mimi explains "signal" to WQ - time is taken on this explanation (a language issue) within 111C 
scope ofthis wider speech event. Notice Richard "messaging" or "texting- and participating at 
the sanic tinie. 

WQ chooses not to show a section where some coninients are made about "Gen-nans-. and we 
raise the point of ethics and not showing somebody in a bad light. Another interesting issue. 
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Appendix 4: An initial interpretation of Wang Qiming's story 

Wang Qinting's story of success 

In his interview in February 2005, WQ defined himself as a 'bad' student at High School, a 
failure in terms of the conventions of the Chinese secondary educational system. He then 
described his positive language learning experiences at a Canadian immersion school in Tianjin, 
China, and his subsequent disillusionment with the methods used at an IELTS school in Beijing: 

During this time I was studying the Chinese way of learning English. It's totally different 
from the way I'm learning now. That way shows you how to deal with the exam but not 
how to improve the English level. 

WQ was branded a failure by the High School system in China, and this is reciprocated in his 
evaluation of that system and of the IELTS training methods that seem informed by the same 
educational values. He accepts that within the norms of the Chinese system he was a failure. 
However, he also recognizes that, within the norms of a different system (the Canadian 
immersion school or the Dutch university), he can be a 'success'. 

In his video diary, WQ shows the Dutch Higher Education system in its best light, demonstrating 
the collaborative nature of the grouj2 and the opportunity for people to speak, as well as the 
'flexibility' or empathy of the teacher. His own successful performance within this structure 
contrasts with his negative experiences in education in China. 

But to what extent does he condemn the Chinese system because of his 'failure' within it, and to 
what extent does he praise the Dutch system because of his success? Is the Dutch system 'good' 
because he is good within it? WQ reconstructs a successful identity for himself within the Dutch 
context, an identity that was unavailable to him in a conventional, Chinese context. The video 
diary presents the values within the Dutch structure that are of most relevance to his reconstructed 
identity. This is a personal narrative, with its complication in China and its resolution in the 
Netherlands. 

The resolution is presented in terms of belonging - he is shown in the video diary to be included 
and accepted by other students during a project meeting. For example, they do not begin the 
meeting until WQ leaves the camera tripod and joins them. Twice, the other students take time 
out of the meeting to explain the term 'signal' in its context to WQ - scaffolding within the 
group, in the absence of the teacher. In general the way the students are willing to 'perform' in 
natural ways when the camera is rolling - all seems to be a sign of acceptance for the fellow 
student in his role as researcher. It is inclusive behaviour. Again, this inclusivit surely relates to 
scaffolding. At another point in the video diary, another student takes the time to explain a point 
with a detailed example, although he is busy with a task that has a deadline. 

WQ re-evaluates his past in such a way that he can allow himself to have been a 'bad student' in 
China. His subsequent experience shows the educational system to have been at fault. In the light 
of Dutch educational norms, as WQ perceives them, of collaboration in the group and openness 
of speech, he is not a bad student after all. In this context, the narrative reveals him to be a 
success. 

KH, Research Joumal, 17th May 2005 
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Appendix 5: Document Coding Report for Simona's LLIJ 

Project: Dissertation 15 User: Haines Date: 9/15/2007 - 2: 19: 15 PM 
DOCUMENT CODING REPORT 

Document: Simona LLH 
Created: 11/27/2006 - 12: 04: 58 PM 
Modified: 3/13/2007 - 9: 27: 49 AM 
Description: 

Language Learning History 

Nodes in Set: All Nodes 
Node I of 22 (1) /complications 
Passage I of 6 Section 0, Para 14,322 chars. 

14: 1 took the Cambridge First certificate and I got aC grade. I thought it was unfair, 
because after having so many lessons in English, I could not score higher than average. 
And I was disappointed, because it was my favorite subject, and t scamcd that for some 
unknown reason, I could not be better than I was at that time. 

Passage 2 of 6 Section 0, Para 19,140 chars. 

19: 1 became aware that I do have a Eastern European accent, that I still was speaking 
with some mistakes, and that I still had to learn a lot! 

Passage 3 of 6 Section 0, Para 25,92 chars. 

25: My first portfolio in English was a disaster regarding structure and ... it was just a 
mess. 

Passage 4 of 6 Section 0, Para 34,71 chars. 

34: 1 am still not satisfied with is my slightly "exotic" accent in English 

Passage 5 of 6 Section 0, Para 36,68 chars. 

36: even though I do speak correctly, I do not manage to sound properly. 

Passage 6 of 6 Section 0, Para 38,150 chars. 
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38: 1 was speaking English weird. I mean: I don't sound 100% Eastern European, nor 
Dutch or British, or anything else! It is just a mixture of everything. 

Node 2 of 22 (2 1) /resolutions/self-initiated resolutions 
Passage I of 2 Section 0, Para 23,135 chars. 

23: second good choice I made. I continued speaking with international students, 
speaking but also more interacting with different people. 

Passage 2 of 2 Section 0, Para 25,97 chars. 

25: 1 succeeded to make a good portfolio that was also structured and good. It took me a 
year though! 

Node 3 of 22 (2 2) /resolutions/other resolutions 
Passage I of 2 Section 0, Para 18,178 chars. 

18: 1 met an American girl with whom I shared a kitchen and who taught me, while 
speaking to me, many words I did not know. I was living in an international student 
house for a year 

Passage 2 of 2 Section 0, Para 18,157 chars. 

18: 1 met people that spoke English very different, so I got accustomed to listening and 
communicating with people that had a strange orjust a new accent for me 

Node 4 of 22 (2 3) /resolutions/provided resolutions 
Passage I of 5 Section 0, Para 11,196 chars. 

11: 1 had very good teachers n English, who were also very friendly and nice people in 
general, so I started liking learning English a lot. It was never a burden, on the contrary, it 
was like a hobby. 

Passage 2 of 5 Section 0, Para 21,156 chars. 

21: All those business terms and all those hard core business expressions that I learned, 
made me feel much more confident about when I was speaking in general. 
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Passage 3 of 5 Section 0, Para 25,97 chars. 

25: 1 succeeded to make a good portfolio that was also structured and good. It took me a 
year though! 

Passage 4 of 5 Section 0, Para 27,175 chars. 

27: our new English teacher. She really had a good influence on my English bccause she 
made me aware of what needed to be improved. She always insisted on Icarning new 
vocabulary. 

Passage 5 of 5 Section 0, Para 30,206 chars. 

30: what helped me in school to improve my English were: the discussions in class, 
giving and observing presentations, as well as, of course writing papers, newsleticrs, 
memos and reports. All of it was useful! 

Node 5 of 22 (2 5 1) /resolutions/future intentions/provided intentions 
Passage I of 1 Section 0, Para 40,71 chars. 

40: Thus, I will do my internships in a native English speaking environment 

Node 6 of 22 (2 5 3) /resolutions/future intentions/self-initiated intentions 
Passage I of 2 Section 0, Para 38,123 chars. 

38: 1 can hardly wait to get in a real English native speaking environment. (UK, 
Australia, Canada, US there are many choices! ) 

Passage 2 of 2 Section 0, Para 40,114 chars. 

40: 1 would also want to do a master in English in a native English speaking country in 
one and a half years from now. 

Node 7 of 22 (4 1) /communities/inclusion 
Passage I of 3 Section 0, Para 18,289 chars. 
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18: 1 met an American girl with whom I shared a kitchen and who taught me, while 
speaking to me, many words I did not know. I was living in an international student 
house for a year and she was the student manager as well. In this period of time I met 
people that spoke English very different, 

Passage 2 of 3 Section 0, Para 23,108 chars. 

23: 1 continued speaking with international students, speaking but also more interacting 
with different people. 

Passage 3 of 3 Section 0, Para 30,114 chars. 

30: what hclpcd mc in school to improvc my English wcrc: the discussions in class, 
giving and obscrving prcscntations, 

Node 8 of 22 (4 3) /communities/problematic 
Passage I of 4 Section 0, Para 5,104 chars. 

5: English was my third language already, Romanian being the mother language and 
German, as first language. 

Passage 2 of 4 Section 0, Para 32,276 chars. 

32: Outside of class I learned what Dutch-English was! I mean English spoken by Dutch 
people. I actually learned the common mistakes they make or what phrases or expressions 
they translate from Dutch! I started learning Dutch as well, so maybe it was useful in this 
area as well. 

Passage 3 of 4 Section 0, Para 38,134 chars. 

38: but for me I can hardly wait to get in a real English native speaking environment. 
(UK, Australia, Canada, US there are many choices! ) 

Passage 4 of 4 Section 0, Para 40,71 chars. 

40: Thus, I will do my internships in a native English speaking environment 
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Node 9 of 22 (5 1) /emotions/positive emotion 
Passage I of I Section 0, Para 11,136 chars. 

11: 1 had very good teachers n English, who were also very friendly and nicc peopic in 
general, so I started liking learning English a lot. 

Node 10 of 22 (5 2) /emotions/negative emotion 
Passage I of 3 Section 0, Para 14,25 chars. 

14: 1 thought it was unfair, 

Passage 2 of 3 Section 0, Para 14,149 chars. 

14: And I was disappointed, because it was my favorite subject, and t seamed that for 
some unknown reason, I could not be better than I was at that time. 

Passage 3 of 3 Section 0, Para 38,122 chars. 

38: 1 was astonished, that compared to the British she was speaking English in a German 
way, and I was speaking English weird. 

No other nodes in this set 
code this document. 
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Appendix 6: Initial Coding Categorization: 

Language Learner Identity: 
References through which participants demonstrate an explicit 'identification' with 
language learning, meaning that language learning is part of their socially constructed 
identity. 

Communities: 
Direct references to community and membership of communities, including explicit 
references to belonging, inclusion and exclusion. 

Participation: 
Explicit reference to the means of participation through interaction or practice in a 
community or several (multiple) communities. 

Role Models: 
References to other individuals who represent positive or negative role models, giving the 
participant clues as to the value of certain roles or practices within the community. 

Power & Influence: 
Participant shows how their position is reliant upon the decision-making or influence of 
others who may offer opportunities, act as gatekeepers or represent potential barriers. 

Agency: 
References to the ability of the learner to influence their own learning (processes) 
through participation on their own terms; or the empowerment to influence the 
development of the community (through mutual engagement). 

Status: 
References connecting language acquisition and proficiency to enhanced or reduced 
status within the community. 
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Appendix 7: Second analyst's 'retrospecthe' coding of'Sinjona's. 

Original highlighting by the second analyst shaded I)cl()%\ -. licy ut, in bold 

Language Learning History 
Wnuen by Sunona ( )c ItI hk. I. -'(A 4) 

I started my first English I essons in Primary Schoo I. second grade. , o. ICIII \ý, 11 * \1% I I', 
old, with learnino tile bisic words. English was my third language already 1.1, identih 
Romanian beino the mother lanpia-C and Genuan. as I'll. "t lamullaue. I \ý C111 to a( ICIA11M) C- ZI It, 

Kindergarten and School, so that is how Enolish ended up heing the third langtjýjge. 

When I was 13 1 went to London, Oxbrid(, e College, to do a English course foi- 2 L- I- 
month s. Communi ties - alreadi attempting to belmig to a communifN of 11.11i% c 
speakers ofElnglish 

In High ,, cliool. I was writing short stories for homework and doIn, 
-, riumnar C\erctl%cs 

At the sarne time I had English private lessons at home particip. 11i, I)n Ih, -j), jgjl pracjictý 
and interaction with a Romanian teacher that spoke British Fin-flish its the one ill 
school. Communities - British accent is %ie%%-ed as a status sign/. S) inbol? III tile 
Enolish lessons at home I was rcading and tritil "lilt I ng' it" %ýL'11 1P, \ý 1-01111-' ', 11011 1,101-ICs it.,, 
homework. 

I must admit, I had very good teachers n English, who were also verv friendl\ and nice 
people in general, so I started liking learning English a lot. Positii c rojjý n1j)(10% It C- 
never a bUrden, on the contrary. it was like a hobby. 

(A change in the course of* events N% hich is influenced b) decision makes and 
gatekeeper, and which represents a potential harrier to inclusion. Nc% crtljejtý-, %. . 1% 
shown later, this particular learner has (lie ability to influence her o%% n Iva ruing 
process (agency). 

I took English writing as one of' ni SLINeCts at tile l3aCcal-1111-cate l-'\ajjj and ý-, Ot an s. 
I 

The same year, I took the Cambridge First certificate and I got aC grade. I thought it was I 
unfair, because after having so many lessons in English, I could not score higher than C, I 
average. And I was disappointed, because it was nly fi-P-ourite subiect, , and I seamed that 
t-Or some unknown reason. I could not be better than I was at that time, 1'()%% er and 
innuence ot'decision makers/gate keepers 

Choosing to study in English one year after was an important choice for me %%-it,, studNing 
in Gerniany in German language, when I reahied that I should be doing something else: 
study in En,, Iish. and get ail international degree. The issue "as where I should stu(IN in 
English and where I could go. Agency!!! + coninitinifies - membership ill .1 
community ofEnglish speaker is viewed as ail opporttmitý for langtiage learning 
in the end the answer was Holland. This maý represent a decisimi relate(I to 
economical consideration 
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I came to I lolland In 2003 and I met an American , irl with whorn I shared a kitchen and L, 
who laught me, while speaking to me, many words, I did not know. Identity, 
participation through interaction in a community, positive role model (being taught 
1) 1 nati%c speaker) I was livingo in an international student house for a year and she was 
the Student manager as well. Communities - inclusion belonging. In this period ol'tirne 
I mel people that spoke English very dilTeren(, so I got accustomed to listening and 
communicating with people that had a strange or L- Just a new accent for rne(Chinese-, 
Indonesian-, At'ricaii-, I-'i-eiicii-. Geriiiaii-, Spanish English and so on). Communi ties - 
inclusion 
So. I became aware that I do have a Eastern European accent, that I still was speaking 
with some mistakes, and that I still had to learn a lot! But, at the same time, a reference 
to exclusion (%% llich she seclus to impose on herself) ior not being a native speaker of' 
English. Also, bet%%ecll tile lilies, interwoven throughout this whole. journal account, 
there is a sense of' rel'erring to status - impeffect language prof-iciency which 
excludes 1'rom the "nati%c speaker" community. This may connect to "Power and 
influence" that afTect her decision making process throughout, both explicitly 
(Cambridge First certificate) and implicitly (or unconsciously) - her wish to acquire 
.I nati%c speaker like proficiency and accent. 

In the Business School OBS) I improved my English a lot for one year! All those 
business terms and all those hard core business expressions that I learned, made me feel 
much more confidcnt about when I was speaking in general. 

ICF (in my 2"" year in Holland) was the second good choice I made. I continued speaking tý 
with international students, speaking but also more interacting with different people. 
Agency, participation, ideWity 

My first portfolio in English wa,, a disaster regarding structure and ... it was just a mess. I- 1 4- Content wise it was not that bad. In my second year I succeeded to make a good portfolio 
that was also structured and good. It took me a year though! Agency participation 

At the end of last school year, I had the chance to meet our new English teacher. She 
really had a good influence on my English because she made me aware of what needed to 
be irnproved. She always insisted on learning new vocabulary, 
I thOLIght that was great' Role model, participation 

I think what helped me in school to improve my English were: the discussions in class, 
giving and observing presentations, as well as, ofcourse writing papers, newsletters, 
memos and reports. All ofit was useful! Role model, participation 

Outside ol'class I learned what Dutch-English was! I mean English spoken by Dutch 
people, I actually learned the common mistakes they make or what phrases or expressions 
they translate from Dutch! (D I started learning Dutch as well, so maybe it was useful ill 
this area as well. Community participation 
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What I am still not satisfied with is my sliphtly "exotic" accent III F. nglish. as sonic Dtitch 
people say 
I ask myself how come (hat, after so many years and time, the accent did not Inlproý CI 
lot. It searns to me that, even thotigh I do speak correctly, I do not manage to sotind 
properly. ! Inclusion, status, PONVcr and influence - %% hat maý he seen bý othep, w. 
positive - exotic - is seen by hersell' as a Sign of' Cwhision, reduced Stahl% NN IIN 11% 
do the differences in accents between UK, Austi-alia. Canada. tS Engli%h %peakel-% 
sound "proper" to her but hei- o%i n C\Otic accent soui](N impl-oper? 1% it hur wff- 
imposed exclusion? It seems likely to me that this has also ha., to do .1 lot %%ith 
power, influence and status. 

In January 2000 1 went to Manchester for one \\CCk. to\ 1"11 1 ,1CI Mw II it i\ckt I I,, III 
Germany over there. I was astonished. that COMPared (0 the BrI11,41 , he \%a,, , I)c. 1killy, 
E'ng I ish in a German way, and I was , peakinv Fil- I ish ý\eird. I nican: I klon*t , o, IIId low 
F, astern European, i1or Dutch or Brilkh. or amthing else' It isjwt a mi\ture tif 
everythino. Ok, maybe that I,, what ý, oine people 1114-111t conceder , pccmL but for me I call 
hardly wait to get in a real English native speaking environment. JJK. Australia. Canada, 
US there are many choices! ) Inclusimi, status, agency 

Thus, I will do my internships in a native English speaking environment and I \ýould alm) r, C" 
want to do a master in English in a native English speaking country in one and a halt' 
years from now. Agency 
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Appendix 8: Adjusted Coding Categorization for use in analysis of interviews: 

In italics, I have explained the changes made to the categolies with reference to tile 
initial categorization in Appendix 6. 

Agency (A): 
References to the learner influencing their own learning (processes) by making their own 
choices. 

A more neutral, less weighted description, including the use of the word 'choice', relating 
to Davies & Harrg (see page 151). 1 should add that agency is probably the result. of 
successful use of means ofparticipation - it is on another level to the categories below. 

Participation through interaction (Pi): 
Explicit reference to the means of participation through interaction with others: including 
helping or being helped by others; giving and receiving feedback. 

Participation is separated into two categories to show the difference between the 
individual and group orientedforms ofparticipation, both of which seem to have a role 
in contributing towards learning. Second analyst's analysis of Simona also showed the 
relevance of this distinction. 

Participation through practice (Pp): 
Explicit reference to the means of participation through practice, specifically doing work 
that is valued or recognized by the community: including the application of certain 
strategies or undertaking certain challenges. 

Ditto above (see Pi). 

Inclusion in Communities (Ci) : 
Direct references to community and membership of communities, including explicit 
references to belonging and inclusion and/or the influence of others upon this inclusion. 

Again, the second analyst made this distinction in her references to inclusion when 
categorising Simona. In doing this, she was making use of a sub-categorization already 
made in my description of Community. 'Community' shows the participant's perception 
of membership, without explicit reference to how that membership is obtained or 
demonstrated (which should be categorized as 'Participation'. Includes references to the 
positive influence of others on this inclusion. 

Exclusion from Communities (Ce): 
Direct references to community, including explicit references to barriers or exclusion 
and/or the influence of others upon this exclusion. 
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Ditto above (see Ci). Includes references to the negative influence of others oil this 
exclusion, for example the use ofpower to exclude. 

Status (S): 
References connecting language acquisition and proficiency to enhanced or reduccd 
status within the community. 

Supported by second analyst's categorization. 

Role Models (RM): 
References to other individuals who represent positive or negative role models, giving tile 
participant clues as to the value of certain practices within the community. 

Supported by second analyst's categorization. 

Emotional Investment (El): 
References to the intensiveness of the participation: for example through direct references 
to emotions, attitudes, issues such as motivation; or indirect references to personal 
investment, such as the time spent on a task. 

Reflects an initial category in myfirst analysis of the LLHs. I must not lose sight of the 
personal investment, the human side, of the language leanzing process. 
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Appendix 9: Final Coding Categorization for use in analysis of interviews: 

lit italics, I have explained adaptations made after inputfrom my second analyst oil the 
transcript of the interview with Leonie. 

Agency (A): 
References to the leamer influencing their own learning (processes) by making their own 
choices. 

(Unchanged) 

Participation through interaction (Pi): 
Explicit reference to the means of participation through interaction with others: including 
helping or being helped by others; giving and receiving feedback. 

Participation through interaction with teachers (Pt) 
Participation through interaction with fellow students (Ps) 
Participation through interaction with others/outsiders (Po) 

(Additional sub-categories) 

Participation through practice (Pp): 
Explicit reference to the means of participation through practice, specifically individual 
engagement in activities that are valued by the community: including the application of 
certain strategies or individually undertaking certain challenges. 

(Rephrased to stress individual engagement with an activity; think, for instance, of the 
'wrighting' carried out by Logan in Ivanij (2006): 
"Identity is discoursally constructed when people participate in the practices which 
constitute a discourse, and thereby affiliate themselves with others who engage in the 
saine practices " (2006: 16) ) 

Inclusion in Communities (Ci) : 
Direct references to community and membership of communities, including explicit 
references to belonging and inclusion and/or the influence of others upon this inclusion. 

(Unchanged) 

Exclusion from Communities (Ce): 
Direct references to community, including explicit references to barriers or exclusion 
and/or the influence of others upon this exclusion, for example use of power to exclude. 

(Explicit reference to Power added to avoid losing the earlier category Power and 
Influence, which is now subsumed in InclusionlExclusion. ) 
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Potential for exclusion from Communities (Cp); 
References to community, in which a complication is raised that has the potential to 
result in exclusion. 

(Added to describe situationsfrom which exclusion or partial exclusion mqv result. ) 

Social Status (SS): 
Experiences of how status is acquired, maintained or ascribed to othcrs. 

(Adapted in recognition that SS is an umbrella calegolyfor S and RAI, in line svith 
Ryan and Bernard (2000: 780), citing Spradley) 

Status (S): 
References connecting language acquisition and proficiency to enhanced or 
reduced status within the community, including acquisition of role model status 
for others. 
(role model stattisfor others added in line with second anaývst's comments) 

Role Models (RM): 
References to other individuals who represent positive or negative role models, 
giving the participant clues as to the value of certain pmctices within the 
community. 

Intensity of Personal Investment (El): 
References to the intensity of the participation and the level of personal investment in the 
task: for example through direct references to emotions, attitudes, issues such as 
motivation, or cultural adjustment. 

(Adapted tofocus on Intensity after coding Lxonie, realizzing indirect references are 
impossible tojudge; removing those and specifically adding the cross-cultural element 
referred to by Leonie below: 

"Hold trite? What you are saying? Well, what you are saying is very trite. Because 
intellectually with the Germans, within your own culture, you're always more 
comfortable. ") 
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Appendix 10: Example of a Node Coding Report 

Project: Dissertation 16 User: Haines Date: 1/6/2008 - 1: 25: 22 PM 
NODE CODING REPORT 

Node: /Leaming through Participation/Social Status/Role Models 
Treenode address: (1142) 
Created: 12/20/2007 - 11: 38: 37 AM 
Modiried: 1/3/2008 - 5: 36: 30 PM 
Description: 

References to other individuals who represent positive or negative role models, giving the 
participant clues as to the value of certain practices within the community. 

Documents in Set: All Documents 
Document I of 17 Mark 1206 transcript complete 
Passage I of 2 Section 0, Para 75,555 chars. 

75: Because there are students who are better at English and there are students who are, 
worse is not the right word, but you know what I mean. Like I'm in between and that 
means that if I want to grow, I have to interact with the students who are better in English 
than I am. And that's how I see it. So once I get into an environment that everybody has a 
better command of English than I have, then it's for me more of a language community, 
where I can learn. Because then everybody has a better command of the language than I 
have. So it's easier to grow. 

Passage 2 of 2 Section 0, Para 95,120 chars. 

95: But it also tells me that if everybody has a higher level of English that I have, then 
probably I can learn a lot of it. 

Document 2 of 17 Leonie 1306 transcript complete 
Passage I of I Section 0, Para 183,89 chars. 

183: you always have to be prepared to talk to a boss who speaks a very high level of 
English 

Document 3 of 17 Simona 1506 transcript complete 
Passage I of 6 Section 0, Para 97,136 chars. 

97: 1 heard so many different people coming from really different comers of the world, 
talking really different English than I was talking. 

Passage 2 of 6 Section 0, Para 121,190 chars. 

121: Like you get influenced by teachers, by people, by other native speakers but still 
you're, yeah, your personal input is still lim=ited, because there are other things that are 
also important. 
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Appendix 11: Participant reactions to my interpretations or the LLII and Interview 
data 
1. 
Re: narratives 
From: Katerina 
Sent: Friday, February 15,2008 3: 21: 08 PM 
To: Kevin Haines 

Hello Kevin, 

Nice hearing from you. I hope your dissertation is going fine. I can say that I had a quick look over 
the narratives, and I am very satisfied with what I see. I am even surpdsed that for the relatively 
"short" interview my perspective - as you say- is perfectly clear and properly represented. 

Apart from that I can tell you that my story of "no-man's land" ;) (I like this metaphor a lot) Is 
continuing.... 

[personal references to job etc. omitted) 

Saludos, 

Katja 

2. 
Re: narratives 
From: Mark 
Sent: Friday, February 15,2008 6: 47: 38 PM 
To: Kevin Haines 

Dear Kevin, 

[personal references to current studies etc. omitted) 

I have read your interpretation of the interview, and I have to say that thinking about it made me 
consider whether I was too self-centred concerning language learning during our bachelors. I 
recall the conversation quite clearly, and I did mention the Iheor/ of the slowest learning quote 
often. My intentions of explaining where not meant to be self-centered, but rather reflecting on the 
goals I set myself in the beginning of the bachelors. Furthermore, in the narrative you reference to 
my English LLH. I can't exactly recall what I have written there, but my formalized contact to the 
English language was indeed at the age of 10, however my informal contact (if that is the correct 
term) was at a much earlier age. This due to the fact that almost all foreign television shows and 
films are in English with Dutch subtitles. I remember one day we were sitting in the living room. I 
asked my mom if she could read the subtitles for me, because I was unable to read at that time. 
So that must have been at around the age of 6. And I know for a fact that that was not the first 
contact I had with the English language. I do not know whether this makes any difference, but it 
might help you. 

[I added the above reference to his earliest learning experience via TV to Mark7s narrative on 
21.2.08, see page 77] 

Furthermore I would like to reflect on your mentioning of the whole incident of the group grade. 
You write the following "Marks recollection created a crisis in the representation of my teacher 
Self. Was I really the kind of teacher who would so readily dismiss student fears? ". You link this 
with the sentence of "or perhaps I was ignorant of the iconic status of the Progress system". I 
believe that you might have missed out on something. As you know in the Netherlands we 
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receive the 'Studiefinanciering'. This is the government support given to the students signed into 
the accredited universities. A 5.5 is a pass in the Dutch system, but noticing a 5.5 really shocks a 
student (at least that is what is does to me). The reason for this is, indeed linked with peer review 
and a minor competitive environment, but also with the fear of (next time) receiving a grade lower 
that 5.5 which results in a fail. This means that there are only 2 more attempts left to get it up to a 
5.5 or higher, otherwise you will not have passed your bachelors, which consequently means a 
big financial sit back because you will have to repay your studiefinanciering if you do receive a 
diploma. I am not saying that this is what happened in the situation described, but it might have 
played a role for me as a Dutch student. 

[personal reference to me as former teacher omitted] 

Reading the narrative explains a lot to me, and the choice of you to give a group grade rather 
than an individual grade. The problem however with these kind of group grades is that when you, 
as a group, finish a paper, you will have to review it and potentially rewrite some of it. If your 
peers notice that their part is heavily reviewed, even re-written, they will not likely see it as a 
learning opportunity but rather complain to you resulting in a situation in which it is more difficult 
to work together. And if that situation occurs, the four years of bachelor are a long long time. 

Concluding this mail I can only say that you did a very good job narrating our conversation. I am 
very much interested in the outcomes of your research! 

If there are any additional questions remaining, you can always sent me an e-mail! I will usually 
be able to reply to you on the very same day! - 
All the best with your dissertationl 

Best wishes, 
Mark 

3. 
From: Leonie 
To: KH 
Subject: RE: narratives 
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2008 18,48: 06 +0000 

Dear Kevin, 

I apologize for the late reply. Unfortunately I was not on vacation -I simply did not find the time to 
sit down and read your text. But now I have and I must say it is interesting to read what you 
analysed. The conflict between getting a good grade by doing everything myself but then at the 
same time excluding others from the learning experience is very interesting. 

Apart from the fact that I find that my comments not very well formulated and that I would doubt 
as a reader how good the Leonie person can actually speak English, I have nothing to add. I 
would further be very interested in reading your conclusion if that is possible. 

[personal references to job etc. omitted] 

Best wishes, 

Leonie 

4. 
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RE: narratives 
From: Simona 
Sent: Friday, February 22,2008 9: 21: 26 AM 
To: Kevin Haines 

Dear Kevin, 

it took some time to get back to you. Sorry for the delay. Your analysis (interpretation) Is good. I 
will come back to give you some more detailed feedback later today. It is very Interestingl 

Kind regards, 

Simona 

[see Simona's more detailed response at the end of chapter 7] 
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Appendix 12: DVD containing Document Coding reports and Node Coding reports 

Contents: 

LLH Document Coding reports (DCRs) 
Ilana 
Katerina 
Leonie 
Mark 
Simona 

2. Interview Document Coding reports (DCRs) 
l1ana 
Katerina 
Leonie 
Mark 
Simona (original codes) 
Simona (revised codes) 

3. Interview Node Coding reports (NCRs) 
Agency 
Exclusion 
Inclusion 
Intensity of Personal Investment 
Interaction 
Interaction fellow students 
Interaction others 
Interaction teachers 
Potential for Exclusion 
Practice 
Role models 
Status 

4. Journal Node Coding reports (NCRs) 
Agency 
Communities (includes Inclusion, Potential for Exclusion) 
Intensity 
Interaction (includes Teachers, Fellow students, Others) 
Practice 
Social Status (includes Role models, Status) 
Tension (includes Tensions, Stress, Switching) 
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